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Memories 
 

 
 

Memories are like pictures 
That are captured by the heart 

So that when we’re not together 
We’re really never far apart. 

We can look within our album 
And see snapshots, oh so clear. 

That draw us to the people  
We have held so very dear. 
These pictures last forever; 

They can’t be stolen or destroyed 
They’re unique to each and every one 

And they help to fill the void 
That’s left so deep within us 

When someone for whom we care 
Is taken from our human grasp 
And the burden’s ours to bear. 

But memories also give us strength 
To carry on each day 

As if we’re given comfort  
By the one who’s gone away. 

Just when the clouds seem darkest 
A memory comes to mind 

And it’s like a ray of sunlight 
We thought we’d never find. 

It can bring a smile to our face 
And wink away a tear 

As if to say “It’ll be alright” 
There’s no need for you to fear.” 

We can’t bring back the days gone by 
A new stage of life has dawned, 

But we can embrace the love we’ve felt 
Then reach out and pass it on. 

_________ 



EDITOR’S PREFACE 
 

 
 

“To live without a memory is to live alone” 
 
 Dad started writing this history of the Biermann and Morgan families in the winter of 2000. Mom and Dad had 
just celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on June 25, 1999, on which day they had received a very special gift to 
celebrate their fifty years together. It was a family history of the Biermann and Morgan families, tracing their ancestry 
as far back as was possible. They referred to this book as a “Labour of Love”. 

Dad and Mom must have spent many long hours pouring over pictures and putting their thoughts to paper. 
Whenever I phoned Dad he was always in his room writing, using an old 486 computer which Karl had given him. 
Mom was able to relate to Dad many stories of her early life as a Morgan and her contribution to this book is 
invaluable. 

When Mom was in the hospital in May of 2000 I sent her a book detailing my additional research on the Morgan 
line. It was titled “The Morgan’s Revisited” and dealt with the Morgans who moved from Saint John to Vancouver in 
the early 1900s. The main focus of the research was on her uncle’s son who died tragically in a plane crash in 1955. 
This was Volume Two of our family history and presented many interesting surprises. 

The last time I saw Dad was in October of 2002 when he visited Veronica and me in Regina. He discussed with 
great happiness his trip to Europe in the summer of 2001, a trip to which he referred to as “The Great Adventure”. 
Mom, Dad, Veronica and I were there. A book was compiled relating our time in Europe visiting “long lost” relatives 
and a host of new ones recently discovered.  He was determined to return to Denmark at least one more time. Mom 
had suddenly passed away in September of the same year, and it was a difficult time for Dad without Mom at his side. 
At age 80, however, he set out on his own and visited relatives in Denmark and Austria in June of 2003. He was in 
close contact with relatives in Denmark and Austria and this afforded Dad the opportunity to acquire more interesting 
family stories and information. 

I moved to Vancouver Island in 2003. I was hoping Dad would visit me either in the summer of 2004 or 2005. In 
the early months of 2005 he indicated that he was going to visit Denmark again, probably realizing this would be his 
final adventure to the land of his birthplace. He had a difficult time while overseas and upon his return took a turn for 
the worst. 

____________________ 
 

Dad’s title for his work was “Emigrant Valsen.” I never did find out the meaning or his reasoning for this 
interesting title. I can only assume it referred to himself as the Danish emigrant to Canada in 1927 and that this was 
the story of his “waltz” thru life. I have taken the liberty to subtitle his work, “A History and Stories of the Biermann 
and Morgan Families”. In his own informative and interesting style Dad tells the life story of his parents, his life with 
Mom and other members of the immediate family. In the Table of Contents one is immediately drawn to the title of 
Chapter 18, “The Beauty Queen”. It is the story of Rosalie his wife, and our mother. Particularly fascinating is Dad’s 
biography of his own life. His personal beliefs and his interests, especially his love for music and history, are told in 
Chapters 16 & 17. At the end of Mom and Dad’s chapters I have placed pictures of their wedding Day and also pictures 
from their 50th Anniversary celebration in June 1999. 

Chapters 19-21 contain Dad’s story and memories of us children. In my life story I have made some lengthy 
comments and observations on certain events that Dad talks about. They are in italics immediately following each 
passage. Some remarks are embedded within a particular paragraph in Cathy & Karl’s chapters. I am sure that both 
Cathy and Karl also have some interesting comments to make in Dad’s story about them. For that reason I have left 
some space at the end of their own sections to record special memories or to relate some amusing or interesting story 
that they remember from their childhood, teenage and family years. In the form of footnotes I have also offered some 
comments on things that Dad talks about in the chapters on Mom and himself. There is some repetition of stories and 
events throughout all these chapters, but I have left everything intact. These are Dad’s memories and I feel that they 
should remain as written. In addition, some family pictures, which appeared in previous volumes, are presented here 
again since they are so significant in the lives of our family. 

Karl’s wife Cathy has recently made a unique and valued contribution to our family. Cathy has prepared six family 
scrapbooks full of more recent pictures and amusing commentary on Helmer, Rosalie, the kids and grandkids. Cathy 
presently owns a Scrapbook and Papercraft Studio in Halifax called, “The Cutting Garden.” 

In the Preface Dad makes reference to the Winchester family and talks briefly about this family connection in 
Chapter 22. The Winchester name is on the Morgan side of the family. A history and story of the Winchester branch of 
our family tree will be covered in a future volume. Mom’s great grandfather, Thomas James Morgan married Mary 
Winchester of St. Mary’s Bay, Nova Scotia. By this marriage the Winchesters and Morgan families were united. The 
Winchester Genealogy will be published in 2010 and will be the fifth volume covering our family history. In the 
chapter on the Cathers and Morgans I have placed a “photo gallery” of pictures of the Morgans and some pictures 
from Ruth’s 95th birthday party held in Saint John in July of 2007. Veronica and I made sure that we were there for 
this momentous occasion. 

The final six chapters of the book cover the Biermann family overseas and his trips to Europe in 1970 & 1971 with 
Mom and the two trips he made by himself in 2003 and the last one in 2005. Unfortunately, Dad returned from his 
2005 trip quite ill and never wrote his memories down; pictures, courtesy of Erik Julsgaard, survive from this trip. 



Throughout the entire book there are passages in Danish and even some in German. His love of Denmark and the 
Danish language was well known. He once said: “I’m proud being a Dane and having Danish blood. If I’m not proud, 
I’m still a Dane so I might as well be proud of it.” If there are any errors in the Danish and German passages, then I 
must apologize. I wrote a few letters in Danish and German to relatives overseas, but I am not capable of identifying 
any misspellings, even if only typos.  

As editor, I have prepared a Supplement to Dad’s work, which is now considered Volume 4 of our family history. 
It contains church records, Vital documents, my Morgan research from 2002-2007, and updated family Register 
Reports. 

______________________ 
 

As related in Volume One, it was Veronica who, in the summer of 1998, suggested that it would be a unique idea 
to compile a family history album and to present it To Mon and Dad in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary. 
It seemed like the perfect gift to give two wonderful and caring parents. From its inception to final publication the 
book was finished in 10 months. The effect the book had on Mom and Dad was incredible and was certainly well 
worth the effort. In what has now become known as Volume One of the family history, I was able to trace the 
Biermann surname back to the early 1800s. My research revealed that our Biermanns had their origins in that area of 
Germany known as Ostfriesland or East Frisia. By the end of the year 2000 I had collected more information on our 
Biermann roots and enthusiastically designed a website on the Biermann Family history. As my research uncovered 
additional information Dad became more and more fascinated and enthralled about our family history.  

Dad has made the history of the family even more interesting by incorporating lots of historical background 
material. A lot of this information was placed on the Biermann Family History Website. Dad, with his wealth of 
knowledge on European history, has expanded on my initial efforts and incorporated some of his own historical notes. 
Chapters 1 &2 present a brief overview of the History & Geography of Ostfriesland with some interesting facts about 
the towns and villages where our ancestors lived. The more interesting aspects of Ostfriesen culture are examined to 
give the reader a better understanding of the people of this land and their customs. Also of importance is an 
awareness of the history of the German Empire between the years 1865-1920. Our grandfather Heine was born in 
Denmark 1898, at which time the southern part of Denmark (Nord Slesvig) was part of the German Empire. As result 
Heine and two of his brothers fought for the Kaiser in WW1. Chapters 5 & 6 cover this period of history. Some Danish 
history also appears in Chapter 7. 

____________________ 
 

Dad worked for the Saint John newspaper for many years. He had his own column, appropriately named, 
“Biermann’s Column.” In his weekly column he covered a range of topics from music to his opinion on current events 
and was never afraid to voice his opinion even if it was not going to be well received. He was also the music and arts 
critic for the newspaper and covered many concerts and other events both in Saint John and Fredericton. His wealth 
of knowledge on classical music was incredible and he was well respected within the Saint John community. I vividly 
remember the time he was “forced” to cover a concert given by a rock band. In his review he remarked that the lead 
singer “looked like Jane, smelled like Cheetah and sang like Tarzan.” He often referred to the popular music of today 
as “amplified noise.” Dad traveled frequently to Ontario and had the distinct pleasure of meeting many TV and radio 
personalities of the day. His experiences are related in these pages in amusing and interesting anecdotes. For many 
years Dad was responsible for the Vacation supplement of the Saint John newspaper. Many of the trips that Mom and 
Dad took to Maine were “compliments” of the newspaper. 

Dad was invited to join the Fortnightly Club of Saint John whose membership over the years consisted of the 
leading political and literary people of Saint John. Dad was especially pleased to be included in this special group. 
Some members of the Club were at his funeral and respectfully informed me that Dad’s speeches were the highlight of 
the evening.  His essays presented to the club and a sample of some of his other writings, are contained in the section, 
“A Collection of Dad’s Essay’s & Writings.”  

This book ends with Dad’s Eulogy and a final tribute to both Mom and Dad.  
___________________ 

 
Dad passed away on 27 November 2005. Mom and Dad’s love and devotion to their children were unparallel, as 

revealed in his writings. Memories of their time together and stories of us as a family are contained within these 
pages. Without Dad’s efforts in putting pen to paper, the stories might have been lost forever. They have left us, but 
their memory is still alive within our hearts. They will not be forgotten! Dad has left a legacy for his children, his 
grand children and generations to come.  

 
Schani Biermann 

 
 

 
 

aka Sherlock Holmes, Jr. 
Regina, Sask. June 2008 
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- In the words of  
John Locke - 

 

 
 

“Reader, I here put into thy hands what has been  
the diversion of some of my idle and heavy hours:  

if it has the good to prove so of any of thine 
 and thou hast bet half so much pleasure in reading, as I had in writing it,  

wilt thou as little think of my money, as I do my pains ill bestowed”. 
 



PREFACE 
 

 
  

complete family history with all the vital facts intact and the whole panorama of several generations is 
something of a virtual impossibility. So much has been forgotten and so many family members have 
left only sketchy details of their lives. Memories have faded and personalities are rather shadowy 
figures and so many questions have never been asked in the course of a family member’s life. 
Nevertheless it is amazing how much of great interest can be salvaged with a certain amount of 
thought and a little ingenuity. For those people who have kept diaries of even the most routine events 

there is a reflection of lives lived. There was a time when a common birthday or Christmas present was a pocket book 
sized diary. It was something of joy to record thoughts to make note of books read, movies seen and youthful 
adventures. The problem, though, was that most people at some point in later years threw them out believing the 
material might become substance for ridicule. Present day newspapers are no longer a truly great vault of information 
for future generations, but the daily newspapers of the past can be a source of many details 
 Every game played, every book read, every movie seen, every challenge in school and work reflects a personality. 
There are triumphs and tragedies and there are fascinating adventures and humourous anecdotes that are worth 
recording for posterity. The sudden interest in family history in the past decade or so has become a mania and an 
obsession with so many individuals that unasked questions have become a bane that haunts the would-be genealogist.  
 For many people recording facts of births, marriages and deaths have become important to those wishing to 
preserve important dates, but for the person who delves deeper there are so many fascinating stories that may be 
salvaged from oblivion. There are innumerable sources for the serious researcher including microfilm from the 
Church of Latter Day Saints, from newspaper archives, from family members and from church kept statistics. These 
sources are merely the basis for a much larger story and the thorough researcher may well be startled by the 
fascinating tales that can be uncovered.  
 To flesh out the bare bones of fact with memories is only the beginning and the concurrent events, political and 
social that parallel the lives of family personalities add not only facts but lustre to every story.  International and 
national events often parallel events in the family history. Some families were swept along with the events but 
whether family members were participants or observers these occurrences were truly a part of the overall history. 
Much of what is written about these various episodes makes an otherwise dull story of greater interest to the reader. 
Even much that seems irrelevant is then incorporated here to bring life and animation to rather academic story-
telling. 
 One of the assets that contributed to this new volume was the great number of pictures that had not been used in 
the two books written by Schani Biermann and contact with other family members. It was a tremendous benefit to 
have made contact with the Julsgaard family which was the family of Sophie (Christensen) Julsgaard who married 
Jens Peder Davidsen and was the grandmother of Helmer Biermann. This offered a whole new vista that covered 
almost a hundred and fifty years and gave information used in at least five of these chapters in what is essentially the 
fifth volume in the history of this very large family. For much of this is there is a special thanks to Erik Julsgaard and 
his son, Lars, who found the key that opened the door to new adventures. The other aspect that has been a small part 
of this history is the references to the Winchester family which is being covered in Volume Five of the history and 
being written by Schani Biermann for publication.  
 There may be members of the family in future generations that will find more data of generations past and add 
them to what has been written here. This does not have the pretense of completeness or perhaps of accuracy, but 
hopefully it will generate some interest and a little pride. There are several videos that have been created in the late 
1990s and early in the new millennium that will add some visual impact to the written word.  
 In the German and the English sections of this book there is very much a touch of the amateur and more than 
smattering of ignorance, but if the fun is not in the reading, it was in the writing.  
    
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

"A people which takes no pride in the noble 
achievements of remote ancestors will 

never achieve anything to be 
remembered with pride by 

remote descendants" 
 

-- Lord Macaulay  
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   CHAPTER ONE: Ostfriesland History  

 

 

- Eala Frya Fresena: Lever Dod as Slav - 

 
 

   
He who would go to sea for pleasure, would go to Hell for a pastime 

Ham dit vil gaa til Søs for fornøielse vil gaa til Helvede for Sjov 
 

 

                                                              

he Biermanns in Denmark are descended from Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann so they have their 
origins in that northwest corner of Germany known as Ostfriesland, a flat low-lying section with an 
fascinating  history that has been controlled by the waters of the North Sea and the hardy citizens who 
have lived there before the second millennium. 

______________ 
 
Biermann familien I Danmark stemmer fra Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann saa di har deres 
oprindelse I den nord vest jorne af Tyskland som er Ostfriesland, en flad lavland med en meget 
fortryllende 1500 aars historie som er kontrollered af Versterhavet.   

 
Alle Biermann das wohnen in Dannemark sind abstammen von Johann Heinrich Bernhard 
Biermann und hat ihre herkunt in die nordwesten ecke des Deutschland kennen bei die name 
Ostfriesland. 

_____________ 
 

Any person wishing to fully appreciate that section of Germany which we know as Ostfriesland will find Carl 
Woebcken’s rather extraordinary “Brief History of Ostfriesland” comprehensive and interesting. For those who have 
some insight and understanding of the area this work translated by Gene Janssen contains really all the information 
that one needs to understand the events and why they happened. But what really sustains the interest is the way the 
work is written. It’s one of those texts that brings people to life and gives the events that sense of adventure. And it 
does so without any unnecessary special effects in words. The story of the Ostfriesen people is unique, not only 
because of the constant struggle the people faced since the first inhabitants arrived, but because their story is more 
exciting than fiction. This is the atmosphere and the character of the land that the author captures so well. 

_____________ 
 

Carl Woebchen har skrivet en bog om OstFriesland som er meget interessant og fuldkommen med 
historien fra langt før aaret 1000 med alle di bekendte mennesker og begivenheder. Historien om 
di folk som man sige er di eneste i deres slag giver insigt til deres kæmpe og deres arbejd. Det 
beviser ogsaa hvordan denne befolkning erobred vandet fra Vesterhavet. Jannsen’s forord siger 
at historien er opvaekkende saavel som sammensat. Men bogen forteller den historie saa den er 
klar til laeseren. 
 
Jeder kann die Ostfriesland geschichte lernen ob sie haben Carl Woebckens buch “Brief History 
of Ostfriesland” (Kurz Geschichte von Ostfriesland) Dies buch ist ein umfassaender und 
intressant studieren des lande.Die geschichte des leute gibt ein einzigartig verstandisvoll des 
kampf aus die Bevölkerung. Diese kampff war mit die meere und die uberschwemmen das die volk 
bedroht. 

_____________ 
 

 Gene Janssen’s forward notes that the story of Ostfriesland is not only unique but extremely complex. What 
makes this history readable is the simple fact that the complexities of Ostfriesien society and history become crystal 
clear. It also gives the reader an insight into the forces, internal and external, that made the people of the region very 
distinct. The account throughout the history of the continuous struggle against nature’s forces is a backdrop to the 
political events that seemed to be forever encroaching on the Ostfriesens who were for the main part farmers and 
fishermen. One can appreciate such marvelous figures in the Cirksena family as well as the other fascinating ruling 
personalities that shaped the events through a couple of thousand years.  
  
 



- Ostfriesen Geography - 
 

Present day Ostfriesland is simply a geographical area in the 
extreme Northwest corner of Germany in the present state 
(Bundesland) of Niedersachsen.  Its western border is the kingdom of 
the Netherlands with the North Sea to the North and Oldenburg to the 
East. Its border on the west is the Ems River where it shares a 
boundary with the province of Groningen in the Netherlands (known 
as Friesland). West to East the area starts at the Dollart Bay and 
extends to the Jade Busen, including Jever and Wilhelmshaven but 
excluding the ex-Dukedom of Oldenburg, south of the Jade Basin. In 
the south the "border" runs West- East, around Papenburg. It 
includes the seven islands of Wangerooge, Spiekeroog, Langeoog, 
Baltrum, Norderney, Juist and Borkum which are lined up in an 
archipelago off the North Sea coast. It is said that the Germans 
remember the sequence of these seven East Frisian Islands by reciting 
the following as a mnemonic device: “Welcher Seemann liegt bei 
Nanni im Bett?”(Which translates loosely as: “Which seaman is lying 
in bed with Nanni?”). The area between the mainland and the islands 
is known as Das Watt.    

 
 
 

  
 

Island of Juist 
 

 Historically the border of Ostfriesland has constantly shifted throughout the past 1000 years. Only the border 
with the Netherlands has never changed. East Frisia first started with the county of the Cirksena around Greetsiel at 
the Dollart Bay between East Frisia and the Netherlands. It included the regions of Emden, Aurich and Norden in the 
beginning. Then it continually expanded after the wars with the Jever counts and by the 19th century encompassed an 
area stretching from the Dollart Bay in the West to the Jade Bay in the East, but excluding the Kingdom of Oldenburg.  
 The territory east of Ostfriesland, which included the cities of Jever, Varel, Zetel & Hohenkirchen, was known as 
Jeverland. It was separated from Ostfriesland by a north/south “border” between the towns Wittmund (which was 
in Ostfriesland) and Jever (which was in Jeverland). North of Wittmund the border stretched to the North Sea coast 
around Harlesiel. South of Jever it extended down to Zetel and around to Varel at the southern tip of the Jadebusen. 
So Jever, the administrative district (“verwaltungsbezirk”) for Oldenburg, and Hohenkirchen, did not belong to the 
political Ostfriesland.  Today old Jeverland is part of the Landkreis (County) Friesland.    
 Besides the "East Frisans" who now occupy Ostfriesland in the northwestern area of Germany, there are the (1) 
"West Frisians", who today occupy the provinces of "Frisia" and Groningen in the Netherlands and the (2) "North 
Frisians" who are to be found on the western coast of the Jutland peninsula and the islands offshore (the Bundesland 
(State) of Schleswig-Holstein). 
 
  



 Certainly the compelling and enduring stories that are related about the massive and disastrous floods that from 
time to time devastated the land get graphic telling. The evolving story of how the people coped with the wrath of the 
sea throughout a thousand years of its history becomes as important as the literary portraits of the many rulers from 
early chieftains to the later nobility. Although it might be primarily of interest to direct descendants of Ostfriesens 
living in that part of the world and descendants of Ostfriesien immigrant families, it is also a tale that will fascinate 
history buffs.  

_____________ 
  

Hvordan befolkning i denne flad land kun overkomme kaempen med Vesterhavet er indtraegende 
samt med fortelling om di mange høvedsmend som regeret saavel som di adelig efterkommer. 

_____________ 
 
 As a descendant of an Ostfriesen from Hohenkirchen who went to Schleswig rather than west to America, the 
writer of this history finds this story has a very personal meaning. The later Biermanns could say “This is about our 
people” and really every descendant from this area by the North Sea and bordering on what is now known as The 
Netherlands can feel a certain pride in his ancestry. In his research of the family for a history which was presented to 
Helmer and Rosalie Biermann on the occasion of their 50th wedding anniversary, Schani Biermann managed to trace 
the family back to the birth of Bette Harms, but details only began to emerge with his son, Harm Betten. 

_____________ 
 

Familie Biermann som lever i Danmark stemmer from Johann Heinrich Biermann som hvar bolig 
in den nordvest distrikt af Tyskland som har navnet Ostfriesland, der ligger ved kysten af 
Vesterhavet og nord øst fra Holland. For den første bog om familien som hvar  presenterede til 
Helmer og Rosalie Biermann for deres 50 aars bryllups dag, Schani Biermman kunne finde 
familien tilbage til Bette Harms. Det hvar kun naar han fandt hans son, Harms Betten at den 
viktige historie begynte.Alle efterkommer kan fole noget stolthed idet di kan sige historien om 
Ostfriesland er vores historie.  

_____________ 
  
 There are probably descendants of these Friesians still living in Ostfriesland, but the main focus of this story is on 
those who were later to travel to other parts of Germany and those who were descended from Johann Heinrich 
Bernhard Biermann who lived and died in Slesvig, Denmark before and after it was restored to Danish rule. 
Nevertheless the fascinating events and personalities that were part of the family history in Friesen, other regions of 
Germany, Denmark, Austria and America are part of the complete story. They are being preserved in this volume 
along with all those hundreds who make up the Biermann family, their relations and those who came into the fold by 
way of marriage. The marriage of Helmer Biermann and Rosalie Morgan opened up a whole new vista with some 
branches of the Morgan family being traced back to Cranbrook, County Kent in England and extending into the 
Massachusetts Colony of the early 1600’s, and Nova Scotia and throughout the continent of North America. 

_____________ 
 

Der er nok familie som bor inu I Ostfriesen, men denne historie er om dem i familien som flygte til 
andere egne af Tyskland og dem det hvar efterkommer af JHB Biermann, som levet meste af hans 
liv og døde i Slesvig, først under Kaiser Wilhelm II og saa i Danmark under Kong Christian X. 
Men det er ogsaa en historie om alle di begivenheder og folk som havde roller i den familie 
historie i Danmark, Tyskland, Østrig, Kanada og di Forende Stater. 

_____________ 
 

 When Bette Harms was born ca 1755, the American colonists had not yet conspired to revolt, the French were 44 
years from their horrible Revolution and Canada had not yet seen Confederation. The British under their Hanoverian 
kings were still busy empire building and exploiting the peoples they ruled. Germany was a loose Federation of more 
than 300 princedoms and city states that, when Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann was four years old in 1866, had 
been reduced to 33 units which five years later became the unified German Empire under Kaiser Wilhelm I. 

_____________ 
 

Da Bette Harms blev født I 1755 hvar Tyskland kun mange forskellinge stater og byer og Amerika 
hvar coloni af Stor Britannien. Da JHB hvar ni aar gammel blev Tyskland en Kaiserdom under 
Wilhelm I. Hvor det hvar over 300 stater og byer hvar der nu kun 33. 
  
Wann Bette Harms war in 1755 geboren, die Amerikanische kolonial siedler hat nicht empören. 
Wann JHB Biermann war neun jahre Deutschland war vereinigt unter Kaiser Wilhelm I. 

_____________ 



- The Country & Its People - 
[…editor] 

 
____________ 

 
Between the bays of Dollart and Jade the Ostfriesian peninsula reaches into the North Sea 
between the 7th and 8th degree of longitude and between the 53rd and 54th degree of latitude like 
a clenched fist. Almost exactly at the intersection of these lines you find the city of Aurich, which is 
the capital of Ostfriesland. 

____________ 
 

The traveler entering this area today should know that the landscape seen by him was coined probably more by 
the people than any other German country. The Ostfriesian peninsula together with the 
northern Netherlands and the Elbe-Weser-triangle belongs to the three huge spits which 
were left by the rivers Rhine, Ems, Weser and Elbe between their estuaries about 1000 
BC when the North Sea was formed into its actual state. Therefore also Butjadingen, the 
land east of the Jade-bay, belongs geographically to the Ostfriesian peninsula. In front of 
her lie the seven islands of Borkum, Juist, Norderney, Baltrum, Langeoog, Spiekeroog 
and Wangerooge and her conclusion to the mainland can be found in a large moor-belt. 
The main trestle of this peninsula is a slightly elevated ridge, which forms the watershed 
from northwest to southeast.   

  
 The actual relatively straight form of the shoreline should not hide the fact that this is the result of a thousand-
year process of progress and setbacks in the construction of dikes, which will be mentioned later on. Behind this coast 
extends a broad belt of most fertile soil, called the marsh. Known particularly for its meadows, the marsh is the part of 
the Ostfriesian peninsula, which attracted the people, because the yields promised good benefits. Profits of a more 
modest nature are offered by the Geest, the dry fields behind the marsh. The moor is hostile to any kind of agriculture, 
it has been exploited therefore in the course of the centuries and only a few remainders are left. Marsh - Geest - Moor: 
that is the prevailing chord, which is presented by nature to the people here, 
and a good part of Ostfriesland’s history is dependent on how well they 
listened to it. The only thing remaining unchanged has been the weather, 
especially the wind, which chases the low rain clouds coming from the 
Atlantic. In this way people not only fight the water at the coast, but also the 
precipitation. The drainage in an area of only a couple of meters altitude with 
the tide arriving every 12 hours is very difficult. The drainage of the fields and 
meadows was and still is a vital task. The inhabitants accomplished it only by 
changing the original landscape considerably: take the example of the 
watercourses, the Tiefs, which almost all lost their old shape.; think of the 
lakes, remainders of shallow waters generated during the ice-age which now 
almost have disappeared; the Fehns and channels built to drain the moors. 
When you consider that the sparse forest planted by the people only prospers reluctantly, you come to the conclusion 
that today's landscape is mostly the result of human efforts - both in the positive as in the negative sense.  
  

These geographical conditions have influenced the inhabitants throughout the centuries as everywhere in the 
world. They are peasants in the true sense of the word, and no townspeople. Naturally there are towns, bigger and 

smaller ones; however, their citizens are related to the countryside, either 
by relationship, or by property. Also the industrial workers live mostly at 
the countryside. A great part of the peasant's way of thinking is a certain 
stubbornness in keeping old concepts, mistrust based on common sense 
with regards to rushing new developments, a proving reluctance to foreign 
people and appearances plus a sense for business. People don't jump from 
one fashion to the other and they are not inclined to accept foreign people 
as a friend immediately, whereas building the dikes and digging the canals 
have generated a sense for mutual help and cooperation from the early 
beginning. The inhabitants like conditions, which can be overseen, and 
they only feel at home in their own house, then in the closer surroundings 
being a Fehntjer or islander, either as Rheiderlaender or Harlinger, and 

after that as Ostfriesian and finally as German and European. These points of view naturally can lead to a more or less 
strong selfishness when property gets more important than the human environment. On the other hand this way of 
thinking taught the people to be familiar with laws and to consider the law a valuable good; the most famous 
Ostfriesians therefore are lawyers. 

 
 



Clearly one aspect of Ostfriesen history is the key to every phase of its 2,500 year history and that is the sea. For 
1500 years the wind and the sea have given the land and the people its own special character and its own brand of 
humour. Sun, wind and sea has even affected the appearance of the citizens. There is also an anecdote to explain the 
ebb and flow of the tides. The legend is that when the sea was lapping against the shore here it came upon a Frisian 
and drew back in horror and since then has rolled back twice a day to see if the coast is clear. But over the centuries 
the taming of the sea has been a major project that probably was a concern when the first settlements were 
established 5000 years ago. But it is generally accepted as the truth that the first Frisians appeared between 600 A.D 
and 700 A.D. Prior to that, the region is mentioned in the writings of early Romans and Roman coins that have been 
found in the vicinity of Jever.  

_____________ 
 

Ostfriesland og folk som bor der har kaemped imod havet for 2500  aar idet landet ligger saa lav 
som Vesterhavet saa befolkning maate laere og tamme havet. De første Frieser kom  nok omkring 
600 eller 700.Der er Skrivelse fra romersk tid og rømer penge blev fandt omkring Jever. Den mest 
berømte regerer I middelaldern hvar Maria von Jevers som levet fra 1500-til 1575. Det er en 
figur af hende ved Das Glockenspsiel am hof von Oldenburg som kimer seks gange hver dag.  

_____________ 
              
 The area known as Ostfriesen has been occupied by armies from Brandenburg, Hanover, Prussia, Russia, 
Netherlands, France and Oldenburg and for a period belonged to a member of the Danish Royal Family. Some of the 
first inhabitants in the sixth century were Saxons and Danes. The Danish masters were eventually defeated by the 
Franks. These invaders were called Normans because they had originally come from Jutland and there are sagas 
about their exploits. The Normans, who conquered the Frankish realms and inhabited Normandy, were also from the 
lands to the north. Their descendants (Normans) later invaded England in 1066 and history has called it the Norman 
Conquest. Beowulf’s poem, “Gudrun’s Song” and a poem about the battle at Finnsburg, may well indicate the Nordic 
influence in Ostfriesen. 

_____________ 
 

Die flache Ostfriesland das hat besetzt von armee von Brandenburg, Hannover, Preussen, Russe, 
Holland, Frankreig und Oldenburg und gehört das Danische Konigliche familie achtzehn jahre 
hundert. 

Krigshaer fra mange forskellige stater og lande har besiddet Ostfriese over di sidste tusind aar og 
det hvar Brandenburg, Hannover, Rusland, Nederlande, Frankrig og Oldenburg og for let kort 
Tid hørt landet til den danske kongelige familie.  

Nogle af di første beboer var fra Sachsen og fra Danmark og  der er digter fra  B eowulfs  Tid. 
Gudruns Sang er fra denne Tid at Danske ophøje sig over Frieser. Det er klarhed at folk fra 
Friesdland kom ogsaa til England idet der er navne some Friston i Sussex og Friezeland i 
Yorkshire. 

_____________ 
  
 The early battles and rulers are well documented in Carl Woebcken’s book, “Brief History of Ostfriesland”, a 
book underwritten by the Ostfriesen Society of Minnesota. There is some evidence that some of the Frisians came to 
Britain about the same time that the Anglo-Saxons came over from the continent. It is believed that the names 
Friezeland and Frizinghall in Yorkshire indicate that this is true and other names that might have Friesian roots are 
Friston in Sussex and Frieston in Lincolnshire. 

_____________ 
 

Bogen om Friesland som har titel Brief History of Ostfriesland er underskriven af den Ostfriesen 
Forening af Minnesota i Amerika. Det er skriven her at maaske nogle of folk fra Friesen kom til 
England I denne Tid at AngloSaxons kom fra Kontinent af Europa. Maaske navne som Friston i 
Sussex og Frieston I Lincolnshire havde forfaedre fra Osfriesland. 

_____________ 
  
 At one point in Ostfriesland history the North Sea, which in Denmark is known as the West Sea, was called the 
Friesian Sea and much of the trade was in the hands of the Friesians. It has been noted that Friesian coins have been 
discovered in the Baltic countries and there is a report that these people had a large flotilla of ships. During the 13th 
century more than a hundred ships from ports of Ostfriesland sailed as far as the eastern Mediterranean. It was 
reported to be the largest marine endeavour ever attempted up until that time and it was indeed a long voyage. 
Crusaders on their way to the Holy Land encountered pirates and these pirates were the Friesians, since marine trade 
and piracy at one point in history were one and the same. It is obvious these seafarers were not going to sea for 
pleasure, but for a combination of trade and plunder.  
 



Ostfriesland 1580 
 
 
 
 
 

Ostfriesland 1780 
 



_____________ 
 
I Danmark kaller man den Vesterhavet, men paa Engelsk den kalt North Sea, og der hvar engang 
at den blev kalt Friesianhavet. Meget af handel hvar I Ostfriesland haender og saa langt vaek som 
I Estland og Lettland er der funden Friesian penge. Der hvar engang da mere som hundred bode 
sejled saa langt som til Palestina og Egypten i 12 aar hundert. Det hvar den største flaade det 
haved sejled saa langt op til den tid. Men det kan ogsaa siges at sørøveri og handel gik haand i 
haand.  

_____________ 
 

In the matter of land mass and population, the documented area of Ostfriesen is listed as 3,850 square kilometers 
with a present-day population that is under 700,000. The fall of communism in the east brought new citizens to the 
region, which greatly increased the number of residents. In 1939, Ostfriesland boasted about 300,000 people. In the 
years between 1850 and 1900 there were a large number of people who immigrated to the United States, largely for 
economic reasons that led to some hardships. Many of them settled in Iowa, Minnesota and Illinois where land was 
available. It is estimated that about 95,000 persons left for the United States during the last 50 years of the 19th 
century after severe droughts that created food shortages and other hardships. 

_____________ 
 

 Til dags er der 700,000 indbygger og mange kom til Ostfriesen efter Ost Tyskland blev fri fra 
Kommunister. I di sidste 50 aar fra 1850 til 1900 hvar der mange folk som flygted fra landet og 
rejste til Amerika. Man kan regne med at der hvar nok 95,000 immigranter det kom til Iowa, 
Illinois og Minnesota i USA . I di aar hvar det megtig tørhed i nord Tyskland. 
 Heute Ostfriesland hat 700.000 einwohner aber in 1939 war einzig 300,000. Zwischen 1850 
und 1900 manche leute zu USA einwandernt. Ungefähr 95,000 hat Ostfriesland verlassen 
während diese 50 jahre. 

 _____________ 
 

 The flag of Ostfriesland is made up of three horizontal segments with colors from top to bottom being black, red, 
and blue and certainly is a stunning banner. The six part coat of arms was once the emblem of the Principality of 
Ostfriesland and received its final form from Count Rudolf Christian who was head of state from 1625 to 1628. The 
various fields represent the families of Tom Brok, the Ukena and Cirksena as well as the chiefs of Harlingen and other 
emblems of many different colors. In the various fields are eagles, lions, bears and shield, as well as crowned helmets. 

_____________ 
 

Flaget af Ostfriesland er tre horisontal segmenter som havde faver fra top til grund I sort, rod og 
blaa og er et meget yndig standart. Vaabenskjold fra Ostfriesland fandt dens sidst forme fra 
Greve Rudolf Christian som regeret fra 1625 til 1628. Di forskellige marker beskriver familie af 
tom Bok, saavel som familie Ukena og familien Cirksena og der hvar sindbilleder af mange 
forskellige farver og viser løver, bjørn og Ørne. 
  
Die fahne des Ostfriesland ist drei waagerecht segmente mit farbe schwarz, rot und blau und hat 
sechs teil und diese verschiedenartig sektion hat Lowe, Adler, Bär und krone usw. 

_____________ 
 
 Christianity came to the region of Ostfriesland in the early part of the ninth century and Charlemagne sent 
missionary bishops to the region and there was conflict as well as martyrdom. It has often been reported that St. 
Ansgar, the Saint of the Nordic lands established churches in Ostfriesen but there is some controversy in connection 
with this. But Ansgar did visit the country and may or may not have established the church at Hohenkirchen. 
Nevertheless, there are early writings which suggest that by 1100 there were 50 churches in the area. 

_____________ 
 

Kristendom kom til Ostfriesen omkring aaret 800 og Charlemagne had nok sendt Missionaer til 
den egn. Det er mening at St. Ansgar, helgen af di nordiske lande, havde opretted kirker men det 
er stridig over den historie. Det er bevidst at Ansgar havde besøgt landet og maaske han bygged 
kirken i Hohenkirchen, hvor J H B Biermann hvar født.Det er skrivinger som fortelle at der hvar 
50 kirker i Ostfriesen circa aaret 1100. Skt. Boniface fra Devon i England havde besøgte 
Ostfriesland i 716. 

_____________ 
 
  
 



 
 
 
 

- OSTFRIESEN COAT OF ARMS - 
 
 

 
 

 
The six-part Coat of Arms was originally the emblem of the Principality of Ostfriesland. It got 
its final form under Count Rudolf Christian who governed Ostfriesland between 1625 and 1628. 
The first of the six fields has a black background. It shows a golden crowned virgin eagle a so-
called Harpyie. The corners of this field are adorned with four golden spur cogs. This field melts 
the coat of arms of the Cirksena and the town of Norden. The Cirksena were a family of chiefs, 
counts and later became the principals of Ostfriesland. This part of the shield should give a hint 
on the original roots of the Cirksena.   

 
The second upper field has red background. It contains a golden eagle with crowns on its head and 
wings. This field was the shield of the Tom Brok chief who is a descendant from the Kenesma family. 
The Tom Brok family died out in 1435 when chief Okko tom Brok died seven years after he was defeated 
by Fokko Ukena in the battle of the "Wilden Aeckern" (wild acres) near Upgant in 1427.   
 

The third field embodies the shield of the former chiefs of Manslagt. When Chief Enno Cirksena 
married Gela of Manslagt, the rule over Manslagt fell to the Cirksena family. The background of 
this field is silver. The shield presents a red beam ornamented with five rhombus squares. The 
colors of the rhombus are alternately gold and silver. Above the beam there are two blue colored 
crescent moons and below of it another one.    
 

The fourth field shows the coat of arms, which belongs to Ukena family. The background is blue and 
shows a right raised silver lion the heraldic beast of the Ukena. Around its neck the lion wars a down 
turned crown. This field presents the liaison between the Ukena family and the Cirksena. Count Ulrich I 
married Theda the granddaughter of Fokko Ukena. 
 

The fifth and the sixth field relate to the "Harlinger Land" which finally fell to Ostfriesland 
when count Enno III married Walpurgis of Rietberg in1581. The background of the fifth field 
is golden. It displays the heraldic beast of the Attena family from Esens the former chiefs of 
"Harlingen". It shows a right raised and red armed black bear with a golden collar. The sixth 
field in blue and contains the shield of chief Hero Omken (1473 – 1522).  

 
Three crowned helmets dominate the Ostfriesland coat of arms. The left one with the red 
helm cover and the red winged eagle as the helmet crest belongs to the tom Brok chiefs. The 
middle one with the black helmet cover and the black ostrich plume a helmet crest is the 
helmet of the Cirksena family. The lily refers to Virgin Mary who is the patron saint of the 
church in Greetsiel. The right helmet with the blue cover, the lances and the lily is part of the 
"Harlingen" coat of arms. The colors of the helmet cover black, red and blue from the colors of 

the flag of Ostfriesland.   



 Devonshire-born St. Boniface visited Ostfriesland in the year 716 A.D. to assist with the mission there but, finding 
matters in an unsettled condition, he left again for England. He left England for Rome and in the following years he 
worked in several of the German provinces and was consecrated Bishop of Mainz in the year 745. It was related that, 
when a church was built on the spot of his martyrdom, a warf or mound was needed to protect it against flooding. 
Much of the coast in the years before 850 A.D. was protected by natural dunes, but these were destroyed circa 838 A. 
D. by flooding, so it was necessary to build a series of “warfen” (artificial mounds). Some construction of dykes began 
in 900 A. D. and it is the church at Hohenkirchen that gives a clue to dyke building, since that edifice was constructed 
first around the year 950 A D. 

____________ 
 

St. Boniface besogte Ostfriesland I aaret 716 for at hjelpe med at bringe Christendom til 
befolkning der. Sener kom han til Rom og han blev draebt af hedninger I 754. Han havde vaeret 
biskop I Mainz ni aar for den Tid. En kirke blev bygget paa en warf hvor had tabt sit Liv. Da 
kirker blev bygget her før aaret 1,000 mangled det at en warf skulle laves for at holde vandet væk. 
Oversvømmelse fra Vesterhavet skete mange gange.  

_____________ 
 
 The governing of Ostfriesland after the Norman times was first the job for the major landowners and for many 
decades there were feuds and battles and by the 14th century the local chieftains ruled the region. They were known 
as “Hauptlings” and were assisted by the Free Landowners. It was a common practice to meet during Whitsuntide at 
the Upstalsboom near the town of Aurich and the earliest meeting dates back to 1156. The salute of the members of 
the group was “Eala Frya Fresena”, which loosely might mean “Hail Free Friesen.” And the reply was, “Lever Dod as 
Slav”, meaning “better dead than slave.” It’s still acceptable in this day and age. One thing has emerged through the 
ideals of Friesians and that is the hatred of centralization. But by 1464 Ostfriesland was established as a county of the 
German Empire. 

_____________ 
 

Regering af Ostfriesland efter di Tider da Normen holdt magten hvar det første arbejd for di 
hovedgaardejer og for mange aar hvar de feide og efter 1300 hvar det anfører det regeret over 
landet. I Ostfriesland hvar di kalt Hauptling og di fik hjelp fra di fri gaardejer og di modte gern 
ved Pinse I nerheden af Aurich I hvad det hed Upstalsboom og di første møder hvar saa langt 
tilbage som 1156. Di hilst hinanden med ‘Eala Frya Fresena’ og svar hvar ‘Lever Dod as Slav’. 
En anden hilsen I Ostrfriesland hvar Moin Moin som bruges ogsaa I Sønderjylland som Mojn 
Moin.  

_____________ 
 
 There was a power struggle in 1427 in which Okko tom Bok was defeated by another Chieftain, Fokko Ukena and 
in 1464 Ulrich Cirksena became the Count (Graf) of Ostfriesen. It is significant that Cirksena increased his power 
through the building of dykes. His mother was the daughter of Tom Bok and while he was head of state he built a 
castle at Greed later known as Greetsiel. His castle at Norden was taken from him when he was accused of acts of 
piracy. It was a short reign since he died in 1466 and Enno I became the count, but it was 1491 that Edzard, called the 
Great, became ruler until 1528 and the Cirksenas eventually assumed the title of Prince. The House of Cirksena 
became one of the most interesting families of power in the region. History has deemed them good, decent and pious. 
The last was Charles Edzard whose 10 year rule ended in 1744 when Prussia took over Ostfriesen when Frederick the 
Great marched into the region. Frederick was intent on cutting costs so he had a number of castles torn down to avoid 
expensive repairs and maintenance. The most difficult period for the Ostfriesland population was under the French 
and Dutch in the first 15 years of the 19th century. The Battle of the Nations in 1813 which caused the defeat of 
Napoleon was greeted with jubilation in Ostfriesland.  
 But it was in the year 1517 that a major and well-loved figure came into prominence when Maria of Jever 
succeeded her father as chieftain of what was generally called Jeverland. It was when she died in 1575 that the counts 
of Oldenburg became the protectors, but it was only in 1744 when the Prussians took over, that the area became 
politically stable with Jever as its capital. Enno II had been by agreement selected as the spouse for Maria but he 
married Anna von Oldenburg instead. The story of Jever’s Maria is celebrated each year with a play at the theatre. It 
was during the reign of Enno II in Ostfriesland that the Reformation took place and three major denominations were 
created. The Catholics failed to gain control and the most Catholic part of Friesen was in the area of Papenberg, 
retained after the Counter Reformation. The Counts who ruled, being Lutheran, a goodly segment of the population 
belonged to the Evangelical Lutheran Church. The area around Emden, Leer and Krummhorn was Calvinistic. This 
area by the River Ems is close to the Netherlands which has a large population of Reformed Church adherents and the 
clergy were often Dutch. Northern Germany was generally largely of the Lutheran faith.  
 



- Rulers of Ostfriesland - [1] 
 

Die folgene havde regeret i Ostfriesen fra 1398 
 

      It was not until the middle of the 15th century that the first true rulers of the area became part of the area’s 
history. Charlemagne was king of the Frankish kingdoms, but the Franks had little influence over the Frisians 
who considered themselves free peoples. Chief Okko tom Brook was one of the first recognized chieftans or 
"Hauptlinge'. In 1464 Ulrich 1 of the House of Cirksena became the first Graf von Ostfriesland. The Cirksenas 
became the counts and later, the princes of Ostfriesland. After Karl Edzard, the last prince of Ostfriesland, died 
in 1744 Ostfriesland became part of the Prussian kingdom. Ostfriesland was then under Prussian, French, 
English, Dutch and Hanoverian rule. After WW1 it became part of greater Germany. 

  

 

 

 
Count Ulrich I  Graf Carl Edzard 

             1398-1430: Hauplinge der familie Tom Brok            

1430-1441: Chief Edzard  

1441-1454: Head-Chief Ulrich 

1454-1466: Ulrich 1, 1st Count of Ostfriesland   

1466-1491: Count Enno1   

 1491-1528: Count Edzard 1 

1528-1540: Count Enno 11 

 1540-1599: Edzard 11   

1599-1625: Graf Enno III   

1625-1628: Rudolf Christian 

1628-1648: Graf Ulrich II   

1648-1660: Enno Ludwig, 1st Prince of Ostfriesland   

1660-1665: Prince George Christian  

1665-1690: Christine Charlotte    

1690-1708: Christian Eberhard    

1708-1734: Georg Albert   

1734-1744: Carl Edzard, last Prince of Ostfriesland   

1797-1806: Friedrich Wilhelm, King of Prussia  

 



1806-1810: Ludwig, King of Holland  

1810-1813: Napoleon Bonaparte   

1813-1815: Friedrich Wilhelm  III       

 1815-1820: George III of England   

1820-1830: William IV England    

1837-1851: Ernest August  Hannover   

1851-1866: George V of Hannover   

1866-1888: Wilhelm I Prussia   

1881-1918: Wilhelm II, Emperor of Germany    

 

  

 

Napoleon Bonaparte  Kaiser Wilhelm II 

             
 
 
 
 
 
        

1 This list of “The Rulers of Ostfriesland” was compiled from 2 sources: 

(1) The book, "From Squire to Prince: Being A History of the Rise of the House of Cirksena", written by Walter 
Phelps Dodge. This 120 page book, with 12 picture plates, traces the history of the family who ruled Ostfriesland from 
1441 to 1625. It gives a glimpse of the life of both the noble and the lower classes during this time period as well as a 
brief look at earlier history. This invaluable book was first written in 1901, in German, and is one of the few history 
books available in English on this fascinating period of Ostfriesen history. 

(2) The book, "Kurze Geschichte Ostfrieslands", by Carl Woebcken. It explores the history of the area from its earliest 
beginnings to the era of the counts & princes of Ostfriesland. Gives a description of the history of dike building and 
talks about the disastrous floods that devastated the Land of East Frisia and how the people had to cope with the 
nemesis of the sea throughout their history. Originally written in German with English translation by Gene Janssen.  

 
 

 



_____________ 
 

Da Enno II regeret da Martin Luthers Reformation blev indsat og alle Greve I Ostfriesland hvar 
Lutherske. Omkring Papenberg hvar der mange Katoliker og omkring. Emden hvar det 
Calvinistic og landet naer Holland hvar med til Reformert religion.   

Die berühmeste Friesin war Maria von Jevers. Unter der herrschaft diese Regentin von 1500 bis 
1575 erhielt Jeverim Jahre 1536 die Stadtrechte.  

_____________ 
 

 One of the great disasters to befall Ostfriesland was the Thirty Years War (1618-1648) which destroyed the 
economy. The ruler at the time was Prince Ulrich II. Mercenary forces were hired by the Dutch and they killed all the 
cattle in the region. Cattle had been one of the mainstays of the economy. It is also estimated that the war killed 
almost 75 percent of the population with about 70% of the houses in the area were destroyed as well. But what caused 
even greater devastation was the foot and mouth disease that decimated the area for a period of 40 years in the 18th 
century. It was estimated that nearly 400,000 cattle were slaughtered.  

Foreign rulers of Ostfriesen were many after the Prussian era which ended temporarily in 1806 when Ludwig 
King of Holland ruled for four years only to be succeeded by Napoleon I. Briefly, for two years from 1813 until 1815, 
Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia was designated ruler to be followed by George III, George IV, and William IV of 
England. From 1837 until 1851 two kings of Hannover were heads of state. When Johann Heinrich Bernhard 
Biermann was born in 1862, King George V of Hannover was the ruler, but Hohenkirchen, his birthplace, was part of 
the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg. After 1866, the emperors of Germany were masters of Ostfriesland. Present day 
Ostfriesland is part of Lower Saxony and during the Second World War it was part of the country occupied by British 
troops. 

 _____________ 
 

Johann HeinrichBernhard Biermann blev født hvar landet regeret af King Georg Vaf Hannover, 
men Hohenkirchen hørt med til Oldenburg. For den tid hvar det Kong Ludwig af Holland de 
regered og efter det hvar landet under Napoleon I. I den tid fik alle folk familie navn.  

_____________ 
 
 It is interesting, though, to remember that when the Oldenburg line died out in 1667, the duchy went to Anhalt-
Zerbst, which in turn became the property of Csarina Catherine II of Russia, who was the sister of the last duke of 
Anhalt-Zerbst. At one period of its history, the region was owned by a king of Denmark. At one time Friesland was 
considered that area which stretched from the Dutch border to Jutland and of course the seven outer islands are part 
of the territory. 
 The social and economic history of Ostfriesland was closely tied to the political events, but the topography and 
the battle with the sea also had a great influence on the life of the people. The idea of building the warfs (mounds) was 
the first battle against the encroaching sea and some etymologists have suggested that the word wharf may be related 
to it. 
 In earlier times the natural sand dunes were some protection against the sea, but some of the early flooding did 
much damage and it has been seen in documents from as early 838 A.D. that the waters of the sea were as high as the 
beach walls. The lives and livelihood of the people were at risk and the barley and other food from the fields in danger 
of destruction. The warfs were of some use, but the farmers of the land had absolutely no idea how to construct a dyke 
or what material was needed. The assistance of foreigners was needed and there was also knowledge required on how 
to construct the sluices. 
 Changes to the North Sea over the centuries have been caused by sinking of the coastline and the rising of the 
tides. The history of the storm floods is very precise and records of the dates are easy to find. The St. Julian flood was 
17 February 1164, and the great flood of St. Marcellus on 16 January 1362 was called “the great people swallower” by 
those living in Schleswig-Holstein. A piece of Ostfriesland disappeared in the evening before the feast day of St. 
Cosmos and St. Damian. On 26 September 1509 a massive storm flood killed countless numbers of people and 
livestock throughout Emsland. On 17 January 1511, five parishes were lost in the great St. Antonius flood. There was a 
massive flood on 02 November 1570, known as the flood of “All Soul’s Day” (Allerheiligenflut). One that has received 
a great deal of attention is the Christmas flood of 1717. Most recent the great storm of 1953 has been recorded.  

_____________ 
 

Frieslands historie er en historie of oversvømmelse efter megtig storm kom over landet. St. Julian 
oversvømmelse hvar 17 Februar, 1164 og St. Marcellus hvar 16 Januar, 1362.Mange mennesker 
of dyr blev draebt ved oversvømmelsen d. 26 September 1509 som hvar Skt Cosmos og Skt. 
Damians dag. Den 17 Januar 1511 hvar det fem sogne tabt og oversvømmelse kom til Friesenland 
ogsaa ved Jultid 1717.  

_____________ 
 
 



 There are still many traditions and remnants of past culture extant in that section of Niedersachsen still known as 
Ostfriesen. The language spoken there besides the normal Hochdeutsch is still “Plattdeutsch”, which in precise 
translation means flat German (with reference to the flat plains). There may be some people who would look down on 
this Low German as the speech of peasants but if the High German is taught in schools there still would be 
Plattdeutsch spoken in the home. It has been noted that the Frisian dialect is a linguistic relative of English. In that 
part of Britain called Scotland, “hoos” is often the sound we get when someone says house. It is the same in Friesen 
where house is pronounced “hoos,” and the Danish “hus” is the same pronunciation. Frisians greet one another with 
“moin” which might be misconstrued as being something connected with (good) morning, but actually some linguists 
have said it comes from “Moijen Dach” meaning “have a nice day.” At Christmas and New Years the greeting would be 
“Noflike Krystdage in Lokkivk Nijjier.” It is also easy to connect the language here with that spoken in Holland.  

There is often a greeting that comes from the last century that is heard often even today. Friesians will greet one 
another with “Eala Frya Fresena” meaning Hail Free Frisians. The response would be “Lever Dod as Slav” which 
simply says, “Better Dead Than Slave”. The closeness to the sea is well-marked by the maritime fashion of men 
wearing typical blue sailor hats. It is also evident along the coast of the North Sea where thousands of bathers enjoy 
the sand and sun and the offshore isles are a delight for locals and tourists alike. The island of Langeoog became 
home to noted singer Lale Andersen, best remembered for her fine rendition of “Lili Marlene.” Here are the Melkhorn 
dunes with a wonderful view from 68 feet above sea level. The other islands are called Wangerooge, Spiekeroog, 
Baltrum, Norderney, Juist and Borkum, with names that seem to be a blend of Dutch and German. 

_____________ 
 

Die kuste hat feine sandstrande und auch der Nordseeinsil lWangerooge und die malerische 
Kustenregion von Wangerland bis Dangast lassen die herzen von Nzsturliebhabern von der 
romantischen Hafenstimmung in Hooksiel und die grosse Wilhelmshaven.  Paa den Ø, Langeoog 
hvar det hjem til den bekendte sanger, Lale Andersen som sang “Lili Marlene.”  

_____________ 
 

The Ostfriesens, like the English, Russians and Chinese, are tea drinkers. Less than two percent of the Germans 
are Ostfriesens, yet 25% of the tea imports are intended for them. Each person there consumes about 3.5 kilo against 
every 200 grams in the rest of the country. Or, as one writer noted, they consume about 4.38 cups of tea per day. It 
was the strong trade connections 300 years ago with Holland that started the craze. The Dutch sailors brought tea 
from the East Indies. It’s a very ritualistic ceremony too. The table is set with the finest linen tablecloth. Individual 
place settings consist of a porcelain tea cup, saucer, dessert plate and a fork as well as a small teaspoon. The right 
ingredients are weak water, sugar candy and cream and three cups are drunk at a sitting.   
 Another specialty is the “Bohnensuppe”, but even though this translates as bean soup, don’t take that as gospel. 
Bohnensuppe is a concoction of raisins steeped in brandy and sugar and the longer in the former the better. At one 
point in history, expectant fathers created the concoction in substantial quantities long before the birth, so they had 
something special to wet the baby’s head. Actually there are no instructions as to how long to let the mixture mature. 
But it has been said that the East Frisian bean soup is not as innocent as the name sounds.  
 In the past, village life was a neighbourly affair and in happiness, sorrow, illness or accident, the fellow men and 
women were there to help. In past centuries, children were given chores around the farm as soon as they were ready 
for schooling and were generally taught that farmyard tidiness was extremely important. The end of childhood was at 
confirmation age of fourteen which time has always been an important event in Lutheran countries. In Ostfriesland, 
the girls wore black, carried a hymn book with a lace handkerchief folded in it and carried a small bouquet of myrtle 
leaves. The boys wore a black suit and tie and after the church service and confirmation, it was party time. After 
confirmation the girls became servants and boys went to work on the farms or if possible, took up a trade. This ended 
when schools, teaching agriculture and domestic science classes, were created throughout Germany to give the 
children a better education and a chance to apprentice at a trade. 

_____________ 
 

Ein wichtiges element im dorlichen Zusammenleben in den fruhen Jahrhundeerten war die 
Nachtbarschaftshilfe. Ob Gefahr oder Krankheit, bo Freud oder Leid, die Nachbarn standender 
familie immer zur Seit. Nachbarschafliche Beziehungen wurden hoherbewertet als 
verwandtschafliche Schon im Schulalter ubernahmen die Kinder esrste Plichten Sie halfen bei der 
Reinigung des Hofes, bei der versorgung des viehs und bei der ernte von Getreide, Fruchten, Obst 
und GemuseEin grosse aufsgabe der Kinder war das huten der Kuhe und Schafe am Nachmittag. 
 
Mit der Konfirmation gingen die Jungenals Knechte zum Bauern oder erlernten ein Handwerk 
Das Madchen gingen als Mafd zum Bauern.Die arbeitstllen wurden selten gewechselt und oft 
biszur Heirat behlaten Erst in spaterer Zeit (ab 1880) wurde diese Ausbildung durch die 
Landwirtschafts und Hauswirtschsftschulen ergantz.Der unterricht fand ausschliesslich im Winter 
statt.  

________________ 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Tea Time in Ostfriesland - 
[…editor] 

 
 
 

 
 

The table is set with the finest linen tablecloth. Individual place 
settings consisting of a small porcelain tea cup, saucer, dessert plate 
and a fork and small spoon are set for all at a table in the living room. 
These tables are much like our coffee tables, except larger, sometimes 
the height and size of a dining room table, surrounded by couches or 
chairs. The bulk tea is put in a small paper bag that is purchased in 
bulk. This is placed in the porcelain (or metal) tea pot and covered 
with boiling water and allowed to steep. The hostess puts a large 
"kluntje" (sugar rock candy) in everyone's cup and then gets the tea 
pot and starts to pour the tea. As the tea is poured on the kluntje it 
makes a "crackling" sound. The cream should be the real thing and 
you must use the official Ostfriesen creamer spoon. The cream is 
poured down the side of the cup which is farthest away from the 
drinker so that they can see the "rose" form in the top, center of the 
cup. One never, never stirs the tea. You are supposed to sip the tea 
and end with the last gulp being mostly sugar and cream with a warm 
tea flavor. The hostess will keep filling up your cup until you put your 

small spoon in the cup. It is usually rude to have less than three cups!! You will be offered helpings of several fancy 
desserts or tortes. They will be delicious and can usually be purchased from the local Backerei (bakery), although 
many hostesses also make their own tortes. There is no such thing as pie in Germany. Be careful of what you admire 
in their homes, they will insist that you accept it as a gift! 
 

______________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Marriage was more of a legal affair than a romantic match, but that is not to say that love was not a factor. This 
was particular true if the person who would inherit the farm was going to marry. After everything was settled the 
couple would visit the pastor, have the banns announced and attend church together. Two days before the wedding a 
paid inviter would visit all the people who would be invited and recite an invitational poem. If the bride lived in the 
village, the groom would pick her up and they would drive together to the church. She wore a white dress and a white 
veil with a crown of myrtle leaves while the groom wore morning coat and top hat. It was something that was common 
in other parts of the continent. Heine Biermann wore a top hat to his wedding in Horne, Denmark. One unusual 
aspect of village life occurred when there was a death. The neighbors prepared the body for burial. The mirrors were 
hung with cloth and the clocks would be stopped. The mourning period would be a year for the close relatives. 

Ostfriesland has many fascinating towns and villages with exceptional architecture and much to attract visitors. 
Hohenkirchen, where Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann was born, is now a town of about 1600 inhabitants and is 
situated in the middle of Wangerland. The main economic factors are agriculture, tourism and wind energy. The coat 
of arms for the parish is a mermaid. In earlier times there was a mill which disappeared but in 1993 was replaced to 
give wind power to the area. The flat countryside is ideal for this purpose since the wind is a factor very evident in all 
of Ostfriesland. History is well served by the castle just south of the town, which was built by the Hauptling (chief) 
Hillert Meyens in the 14th century. 

_____________ 
 

Jede zeithat ihren reizss, ihre unveranderliche ‘melodie’ die auch manchmal noch jarhhunderte 
spater zu horen ist  Der klang der prachtigen Orgeln zum beispiel zeigt das. Ebenso sind die 
friesischen  kirchen zeugnisse hervorragender  Baukunst und bergen zudem vielsfalltige , von 
Kunsterhand geschaffene Kleinodien. PrachtvolleMunstermann-Altare von Hohenkirchen bis 
Varel-Frieslalnd hat aussergewohnliche  sakrale Sehenswurdigkeiten. Einstige Schutzburgen aus 
granit oder feldstein, die genauso wie die vielen Backsteinbauten den Reiz des Landes 
Bestimmen: Meisterwerke frieschischer baukunst.  

_____________ 
 
 On the tombstone of JHB Biermann, which was in the Vojens churchyard for several decades, the place of birth 
was engraved as Jeve [sic], but this was found to be incorrect in 1999, but it is the historic capital of the region and 
has a magnificent Lutheran church and castle. There is also a famous fountain of legend called the Sagenbrunnen 
dedicated to the city’s cultural achievements. Nearby Schortens has the lovely St. Stephanus church. 

When JHB Biermann was born in Hohenkirchen, it was part of King George V’s Kingdom of Hannover and a 
relatively quiet time in the Herzogtum of Oldenburg and Ostfriesland. The same cannot be said in regions further 
north where momentous events were taking place and the Schleswig and Holstein issue would flare into two wars. 
Nationalism was both cultural and political and in Denmark feelings ran high over the issue of Schleswig and 
Holstein. After Norway became part of Sweden, Denmark consisted of three distinct territories, the kingdom of 
Denmark itself and the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. Whereas Holstein was wholly German the Duchy of 
Schleswig was divided between Danes and Germans, the former being dominant in the north and the latter dominant 
in the south. [1] 
 The events in all the areas discussed would be part of the Biermann family history for at least 250 years. In those 
two and one half centuries the number of family names through inter-marriage would increase from Biermann, 
Morgan, their ancestors and descendants into the hundreds. Their stories would become more than just genealogical 
research but offer a look at an epic of both triumph and tragedy. All the events of history for two and a quarter 
centuries are set down as a fascinating backdrop to add interest and color to what might otherwise be just a narrow 
genealogical monument. Future generations may better understand the saga of many generations when interspersed 
with history and the events that ran parallel with their lives. 
 So here is 1000 years of history that has been penned because the son of one Biermann took notice of a picture of 
a gravestone in Vojens that revealed that his great grandfather, JHB Biermann, had been born in “Jeve”. Schani 
Biermann in 1998 opened up a new avenue that led to much history and also, importantly, a chance to find many 
relations in Denmark and Austria. To all of these people in America and Europe this family history is dedicated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Chapters 5 & 6 discuss the Schleswig/Holstein issue and Denmark’s wars with the European powers of the 19th 
century. […editor]  
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The towns of Hage and Nesse are located in the northwest corner of Ostfriesland and are today part of 
the “Landkreis Aurich.” Hage is situated approximately 7 kilometers from the German North Sea coast. 
The town of Norden is five kilometers to the west and Nesse is about twelve kilometers northeast of the 
city. The name "Hage" comes from the Low-German word "Hag" which means forest. Hundreds of ded by 
large forests, which have remaineyears ago Hage was surroun d until today. The church in Hage dates from 

the 13th century and was originally built on a "warf" (an artificially constructed hill to protect the church against 
flooding). In the 17th century Hage became heavily settled. There was a central market, with an increase in crafts and 
trade and Hage eventually was known as "The Market Town" (Flecken). Today the surrounding small towns of 
Hagermarsch, Lütetsburg, Berum/Berumbur and Halbemond, along with Hage form "Die Samtgemeinde Hage" 
(loosely translated as "whole community"). This "union" happened in 1964, when the Marktflecken ("market-point") 
Hage (along with Berum and Blandorf-Wichte) joined with Berumbur, Halbemond, Luetetsburg Hagermarsch (with 
Hilgenredersiel and Junkersrott) to become one "whole community" called "Samtgemeinde Hage". Today the 
Samtgemeinde Hage has about 11,000 citizens with an area of over 70 sq. km. The highest windmill in Ostfriesland, 
known as the Hager Mill- a Dutch type windmill- is in Hage and stands 42 m high. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The “History of Hage”, contained in this chapter, was written by Detlef Hartlap and Martin Stroman. This article 
appeared in a small book called "Unser Hage: Das buch zum Ferienort", published by the Tourist Bureau of Hage-
Berum. The original text was in German and was gratefully translated for me by Mr. Baker of Vienna, Virginia who 
was a translation expert for many years. His wife replied to my query on the Ostfriesen Genealogy Mailing List Site for 
help in the translation. In his book Dad summarized certain passages and included some of the original German as 
well as some Danish. I decided to include the entire article here leaving the translation intact. Some awkward English 
phrasing appears in the translation but my knowledge of German and meaning of certain words in the German 
language is meager at best, so I have not attempted to correct anything. The pictures in this chapter appeared on the 
Biermann Family History website. I have also added some additional information which Dad had not included in his 
writings and have also edited and rewritten some of the historical narrative. […editor] 



 CHAPTER TWO: Dorf und Stadt  

 

 

- Cities and Towns of Ostfriesland - 

 

 
- The Town of Hage - 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

-- Birthplace of our gggg grandfather -- 
 

Harm Betten (Biermann) 
Born: 24 December 1779 

_________ 
 

-- Birthplace of our great great grandfather -- 
 

Jann Betten Biermann 
Born: 20 December 1836 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- St. Ansgari Church - 
Hage, Ostfriesland 

 
 

 
 

__________ 
 

 This is a picture of the interior of the St. Ansgari Church in Hage, Ostfriesland. The painting above the carved 
altar depicts the Holy Week and dates from the middle ages. This was the church of the Biermann family in the latter 
part of the 18th century & first half of the 19th century. Our ggggg grandfather, Bette Harms was married to Dever 
Poppen here on 16 October 1779 and our gggg grandfather, Harm Betten (Biermann), was baptized here. Our 
great great grandfather, Jann Betten Biermann, was baptized here on 15 January 1837 as well. Jann Betten’s 
marriage to Hilke Margarete (geb. Frerichs) took place in this church on 8 March 1862. 

__________ 
 



- A Brief History of Hage -   
 “Dornroschens spates Erwache" 

- Sleeping Beauty's Late Awakening - 
 

 
 

t one time Hage must have been a quiet nest, almost fast asleep. That is no longer the case. Certainly 
Hage is not one of the most famous of Ostfrisian localities, but it seems, especially to longtime citizens 
of the place, that everyone would like to live there. The place is moving up, both as a place to live and 
as a vacation destination.  So it's high time to take note of the phenomenon named Hage. Whoever 
wants to delve deeply into Hage affairs must take a cue from Magda Heyken (1895-1972), a former 
teacher and passionate publicist. In her "Chronicle of the Market Town Hage" she ties the origins of 

the locale to the creation of the Hilgenrieder Bay. At that time, more than 1,000 years ago, multitudes of farmers fled 
severe floods and losses of land in the deep-lying marshland to the sandy uplands of the North German coastal plain, 
and there they protected themselves against the inexorably intrusive sea by building high levees. So began Hage. Its 
location marked the northern border of the coastal plain. 
 Small peasant holdings came into being on the levees, and the names of some of them remain to this day: 
Vnuggenbur, Hilgenbur. The highest levee was the property of the churches. No one knows how many churches stood 
there, but since the middle of the 13th Century there has been only one: the St. Ansgari Church. For want of any other 
natural center it remains today the focal point of the market town of Hage. The church did not represent this when it 
was built in the 13th Century, at least not to the degree it is now. At that time the tiny settlement of Hage was of little 
importance in comparison with the neighboring stronghold of Berum. The first mention of Berum is in 1064, but it 
had been there long before the peasant farmers poured out of the flooded marshland. For almost 1,000 years the 
diminutive Hage was part of the powerful royal and district seat of Berum. Magda Heyken writes in her Chronicle:  

 
Count Ulrich I Cirksena strengthened the castle at Berum, fitting it out with a tower, wall, and 
moat so that it was a fortress by 1443. He created at Berum the government and judicial center of 
the eastern section of the northern area, insuring that it met all needs and was increasingly 
protected and defended by bulwarks, thick walls, broad ditches, and high ramparts. This proved 
to be a great, if at the time little noticed, advantage for the Hage church holding, which was then 
still in the developmental stage. The church in Hage was always the spiritual center of the 
inhabitants of the eastern part of the north, and it enjoyed the support of all.  
 

The Berum fortress as secular center, St. Ansgari as spiritual center this constellation was to last about 600 years, 
and it determined the nature of life in Hage and its surrounding area. In its location along the 
line called from ancient times "The Hager Way" (an old dike line, probably the first) Hage 
developed into a typical roadside village in a spot oriented along an east-west line.  The Hager 
Way was in a sense the connection between the fortress of Berum and Luetetsburg. The 
development of construction went forward at a snail's pace. It was not until the 30 Years War 
reached East Friesland after 20 years, in 1620, that construction came to an end on both sides 
of the Hager Way.  The townsmen of Hage in those times were hand laborers: groat makers, 
painters, barbers (often called "surgeons"), cobblers, weavers, tailors, and small shopkeepers. 
Everyone worked at the Berum fortress. Here was the seat of government, here the district 
court; and not least, here was the castle, which even if only occasionally served as the seat of 
residence of the East Frisian royal family. All this gave impetus to a favorable business outlook 
for the construction, maintenance, and furnishing industries. Within the shadow of the fortress 
one could make a living as a craftsman. Again, Magda Heyken:  

The market town of Hage served as the meeting point for those involved in the larger judicial 
proceedings, as well as a gathering point for officials and clerks in the myriad taverns along the 
Hager Way.  The large residential area of middle class houses opposite the church, as well as 
many houses in Hage, were suited to the needs of Berum as well as the desires of the profligate, 
luxury-loving Princess Christine Charlotte (who died in 1684).  The houses were large, roomy, 
and well-kept....  

 Small as it was, Hage did enjoy an initial flowering. There were nobles living at the castle of Berum, and together 
with them were officials living off the fat of the land. Thus, the craftsmen profited by many a crumb which fell from 
the richly spread tables. In the transition from the 17th to the 18th Century conditions were exceptionally pleasant. 
People outdid one another with tastefully arranged Castles and its appendage, Hage, must have been as un-Frisian as 
it was possible to be. And the common people to the degree they weren't profiting from the opulent goings on held 
their noses appropriately. Berum Castle was considered to be a sinkhole of snobbery and profligacy.  
 This could not go on forever the eternal law of East Friesland. Where there is excess, retribution follows with a 
patient inexorability, all the more grim for that; and in East Friesland a vengeful fate often, even invariably, took the 
form of the sea. Amid all the wealth and waste the storm and flood of Christmas 1717 inundated the town. The 
devastating effects of this were given in an eye-witness description in the report of Dr. Johann Volrad Kettler, an 
official in Berum from 1707 to 1722. Here is what he said, exactly as he wrote it:  



- Painting above altar - 
St. Ansgari Church 

Hage, Ostfriesland 

 

Meisterstuck eines unbekannten Monchs: Aus dem mittelalterlichen Kloster Coldinne 
stammt dieser geschnitzte Passionsaltar, der in der Hager Kirche alle Blicke auf sich ziecht. 

Translation: 

Masterpiece of an unknown monk: This carved altar depicting the Holy Week originates 
from the monastery Coldinne and dates from the middle ages. It is the visual and focal point 
in the church of Hage. 

 



 On 25 December in the year 1717 there occurred during Christmas eve such a terrifying flood 
throughout the land, but especially in the Berum district, that the dikes and dams were for the 
most part swept away and everywhere huge pools flowed into the area, so that the dikes in many 
places were ripped three, four, five feet out of the ground. By the grace of God the pilings were 
still intact and suffered no damage. The water came so fast that people had no time to think, and 
by 6 o'clock in the morning of the first day of Christmas in some spots in Hage the water was 10 
to 12 feet deep. As a result there were no houses left other than those in the church holdings and 
around the church and behind the street in the south; so the people in those areas withdrew to 
higher ground as well as they could and stayed there, some for 2 and others for 3 days; in 
particular between Berum and Hage and between Hage and Luetzburg.  There were no boats 
available, even from Berum, and not until the third day of the holidays in the afternoon was there 
any news from Berum.  

There is no way to estimate the damages and losses, or to be specific. As far as one can 
determine, 20 people young and old, lost their lives in Hage parish; 325 in Nessmer parish; 14 in 
Arl parish, and 226 in the Marsh prefecture; altogether in Berum district 585 died. Still, one 
cannot sufficiently trumpet the Dear God's extraordinary providence and His wonderful rescue of 
many people.  If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes and heard it with my own ears it would seem 
unbelievable how the people were driven willy nilly on top of houses, corn husks, wooden beams, 
and God alone knows what other ways from the dikes to the parishes of Hage and Arle and 
somehow saved.  

 
Horses: Hage parish lost 15, Nessmer parish 173, Arle parish 29, and in the Marsh prefecture, 
172; so, altogether 389 lost, with 1499 still left.  
Cows: Hage parish lost 98, Nessmer parish lost 646 young and old, Arle parish lost 128, and in 
the Marsh prefecture 593 cows or other cattle, young and old; altogether 1465, with 3067 
remaining.  
Pigs: Hage parish lost 5, Arle 26, Nessmer 79,and Marsh 96; altogether 207, with 178 remaining.  
Sheep: lost in Hage, 3; in Nessmer 201, in Arle 7, and the East Marsh prefecure 446; in all, still 
remaining 318; total lost 657.  

As far as corn threshed or unthreshed is concerned, as well as other food, it is impossible to be so 
specific; it is just not possible to describe the losses and damage with a stroke of the pen. May God 
have mercy on the land and the people who by His mercy have survived, and may He protect us 
in the future against the same and other severe punishments and from general retribution on the 
land, through His grace and the will of Jesus Christ.  Amen.  

 Berum's glorious times were over. Before the consequences of the Christmas flood were fully overcome, the East 
Frisian royal house died out. The Prussian years (from 1744) burst over the castle, leading to the demolition of part of 
the building. Frederick the Second, whom they were later to call "The Great", was a stingy king, except when it came 
to his wars.  At one time it was announced that he was coming for a visit to Berum, which promptly led to a 
renovation of the perennially perilous Hager Way. For the east-west link, which was important far beyond Hage and 
Berum, was in such miserable condition that it could not fulfill its function. People hooted about the "Flint Road".  
There was even a song about it, though the lyrics of it are not available. A traveler in 1780 wrote: "I was annoyed 
throughout my whole trip to the north, especially when on the road to the market town of Hage. There the tracks are 
unique.   They don't look like an artificially paved road. The cobblestones (plattdeutsch: "Kattkoppen", cat heads) 
which lie partly in and partly on the ground, seem to have been thrown together indiscriminately.  It's a sad thing that 
one can't go around this road but if one wants to get on he must risk losing a wagon wheel." It was 37 years more 
before anything was done. The Dutch muscled into the country; then the French; and it was only under Hanover rule 
that the Hager Way was built into a road worthy of the name. On 10 February 1817, 100 years after the destructive 
Christmas flood, the contract for reconstruction of the road was let to Jann Hennerk Beernink from Oldenzaal in 
Overysel (Holland). He gave a guaranty of a perfect road for 20 years. 
 Berum's 1,000-year jurisdiction over the eastern region of the North Country ended with an edict on 13 March 
1869. The district seat was eliminated and the government was shifted to Norden district.   Only the district court 
remained (until 1932).  Magda Heyken writes that Hage suffered economic and cultural losses. The future offered 
anything but continued progress. It seemed slated for oblivion.  But did it happen?  
 The man who is the best judge of that is Udo Backer. He is 63 years old and was for many years community 
director in Hage, eventually becoming director general. Recently he has devoted himself to the writing of history. 
Currently he is occupied, together with Gerd de Boer, 61, with constructing a "homeland room", a small folk museum. 
Here we return to Magda Heyken again, because the homeland museum is located in the former residence of the 
deceased Chronicler, the so-called "Magda-Heyken-Haus". Udo Backer has constructed a model village there. It is an 
accurate and true-to-scale replica of the market town of Hage in the year 1872. In that year Hage had 132 houses. 
They have all been reconstructed in the model. Backer did his reconstructions in part using photographs, in part using 
original ground plans he fished out of dusty files in the land registry office. He was helped in problems of detail by old 
stones which, as is the custom in East Friesland, were used for new applications after the demolition of a house and 
are to be found today in many a house in Hage. In 1872 Hage was still the long roadside town strung out along the 
Hager Way, with no construction spreading to the north or south. Despite the loss of Berum's importance, a sort of a



 

- Wappen (Coat of Arms)  
of the town of 

Hage - 

 

  

  
Wappen of the Town of Hage Wappen of the Kreis Norden 

The arms show the lion of the Hinkema family, who 
owned the village of Hage 500 years ago. The fence is 
canting (“Haag” = fence). The town of Hage today is 
part of the “Landkreis” Aurich. Up to 1976 it was part 
of the “Kreis" Norden. 

The windmill is a typical mill for the area of 
Ostfriesland, to which Norden belongs. The eagle in 
the small arms is taken from the arms of the local 
Benninga family. The spurs next to the eagle are taken 
from the arms of the city of Norden. The right part of 
the small shield shows a lock and some wavy bars 
indicating the geographical position on the borders of 
the Wattenmeer (Wadden Sea) and the struggle to 
keep the water out of the district. 

 



central function fell to the lot of the area. The care of the parish devolved upon Hage; thus Hage could have the 
designation of a "market town"; that is, a market was held there. Where? Since when? At least since 1672, there exists 
a sort of a receipt for the sale of a bible at the market of Hage. 
 It can be assumed that the market stalls did not always concentrate on one specific spot, but were spread along 
the length of the Hager Way. It was only at the beginning of our century that the market found a firm site on the 
grounds, then clear, between the "White House Inn," (today a savings bank) and the mill. Market days were happy 
days. There was much trading, a lot of laughter, and these are known to be activities which cause a thirst. So there is 
no wonder that on market days there were 14 or 15 special shops dispensing beer in addition to the taverns already on 
hand. It was also thoroughly damp, albeit in another context, on the mill location as well, where the market offered a 
brief intermission in the decade of the thirties. The stalls were built on the grassy meadow and became literally 
bogged down in mud and mire. After that for about ten years the old school grounds near the church became the 
center of the market activities. If one looks at Hage in its current dimensions that was an ideal location, which was 
clear to many grocery stores which set up shop there; but as for the market, it wandered further. Next, (it moved) to 
the grounds of today's central school north of the main street, until the schools were built there in the seventies and 
the market, in connection with the grading of the main street (behind which the old Hager Way was concealed) 
financed by  Neidersachsen, took up its location at that time. There, although it fulfilled many purposes (weekly 
market, annual market, parking lot, shooting match venue) the public found it too far from the real center, too plain, 
and inadequately set off by other attractive shopping facilities. A new remodeling of the plaza is in the planning 
stages; models for it already exist. 
 Back to Backer's exemplar year, 1872.  Conditions did not seem conducive to future greatness.  On the contrary; 
the mill had just burned down and had been relocated a few meters to the west, in its present position and its present 
size.  Just eight years later the railroad came to Hage. The time was past for working with Berum Castle, and even had 
that not been the case it had not been able to lend vitality to the area for a long time. That had become evident in 1817, 
when a veritable jungle in the south part of Hage, today called the Hage Forest, was made available. Instantly all the 
groat producers, painters, cobblers, and shopkeepers who till then had been burdened with Castle tasks stormed onto 
the new land, which eventually was divided into parcels of 60 100-square-meter plots.  They derived little joy from it, 
however, the barren land did not yield much. They spent years trying to cajole the land into producing, using mud 
from the Ley Bay. Artificial fertilizer was a thing unknown.  And just as today artificial fertilizing is not cheap, at that 
time even the mud exceeded the resources of the landowners. They went into debt to the large landowners of the 
surrounding area, and sooner or later had to give their 60 square-meter plots back. 
 It seemed that Hage was falling into a Sleeping Beauty-like slumber. The area was small, and or a long time had 
ceased to be as distinguished as it had been. Nothing much was happening, aside from the two world wars, which 
provided north Hage with an extensive airfield with huge Zeppelin hangars (WWI) 1654 meters long and 25 meters 
high, as well as barracks and hangars for fighters in WWII. Shortly after WWII, Hage temporarily had a civilian 
airport in Hilgenbur. It opened its takeoff and landing strips almost simultaneously with the airport in Norddeich, 
and it drew the short end of the stick in the competition for customers in the travel to the East Frisian Islands. 
Significantly more important for the further development of Hage was one legacy of the war which, as is typical of the 
consequences of war, at first seemed more a curse than a blessing: Hage was overrun by refugees, and between 
Luetetsburg and Halbemond a landscape of barracks camps was created. The camps gradually disappeared, but many 
refugees remained, and Hage began to expand north & southwards in the form of small, modest settlement houses.  
 The social center during the 50's was the "White House" (Weisses Haus) Tavern, where Rock 'n Roll of the 
Hamburg Star-Club variety was played. In the winters the guests brought a few coal brickets or some peat with them 
to the dances. There were Fuzzy and Tarzan films in the movie theaters. A carnival association with Prince and all the 
paraphernalia held forth in the Hellene Foundation; though it was identical with the Hage/Berum mixed choir of the 
day. Tourists were still a rarity. This first great wave of settlements was a harbinger of things to come. Hage had 
demonstrated its receptivity. The new people no longer seemed like strangers. It was thought to be great to live in 
Hage. More and more people wanted to settle there. This melting pot lacked the cramped feeling of "mature" East 
Frisian villages, while at the same time the new citizens of Hage did not feel a sense of city-like anonymity. The 
prosperity grew, and the years of the 1970’s started with an unprecedented building boom.  The Hage community was 
in a position to offer land for construction at reasonable prices. Very quickly two large housing developments were 
created: Eigenheime ("Own Homes") at the Edenhof ("Eden Court") and the Ferienpark ("Vacation Park") in Berum. 
It was a golden time for construction contractors. In the Ferienpark alone 556 houses were built. With 567 vacation 
homes today, Hage is in that respect Number #1 in East Friesland.  
 The market town has had quite a career. From the unlikely Castle Berum appendage it had been for centuries it 
has fashioned itself into a favorite residential area. It now passes for chic to make a reality of one's dream of a 
property in forest-ringed, quiet, vacation-friendly Hage. Living conditions are highly prized, even if the village-like 
character has yielded to a newly minted suburban atmosphere. There are 5, 345 people in the market town now; 9,407 
in the larger community. Each year vacationers spend about 200,000 nights in Hage.     

 

 

 



- Lutheran Church - 
Nesse, Ostfriesland 

 

Inscription on plaque in Church Yard 

 
Evangelical Lutheran Church (end of 12th to 15th Century) 

 
Translation of Plaque: 
 

Onto the nave which originally was made entirely of tuff, a choir of late Gothic design was built in 
1493. Romanesque architectural elements are still preserved in the north wall. The bell dates from 
the 15th century. Today you enter the church through an entrance hall built in the 19th century. 
There was a stone 'rood screen' built between nave and choir in the late 15th century. The richly 
decorated baptismal font of Bamberg sandstone dates back to the middle of the 13th century. 

___________ 
 

• “onto the nave": no aisles on the sides.    
• “tuff”: “tuff” is a stone quarried from volcanic deposits, has lots of “air bubbles” in it, is very light and very 

easy to cut (easier than limestone).The stuff apparently was quarried in the Rhineland and used on some 
early churches around the area as it was also easy to carry by ship. It proved too soft for North Sea climate, 
so was not used for long.  

• “Der Glochen": possibly clock tower, not “bell.”  
• “sandstone”: came from the Baumberge in Westfalen. 
• “rood screen": 'rood screen' is the translation I found for “Lettner”. A Lettner is a sort of a dividing devise 

built between nave and choir to keep the “simple people” from the secluded sacred choir. 



- A Traveler's Description of Hage - 

 “My cousin and I drove through Hage - charming! It is a larger village. Yes, it's something between a village and a 
town - a so-called "Flecken", like Dornum and a few other places, with a good size shopping 
area. The church is very large and very old. According to my book, parts of it were built as 
early as 1240-1250's and if I understand the text, supposedly replaced an older wooden church 
built in the 900's. The bell tower is attached, so that part of the building leans a bit, but not as 
much as Suurhusen which gives the Leaning Tower of Pisa a run for their money! As far as I 
know, the oldest parts of the church were built about 1230. It is said (but no proof) that there 
was also a nunnery in Hage. There was a castle belonging to the family Hinkena. The last 
member of this family, a widow, gave the castle to the church in 1466. There is also a very 
large, very clean windmill in a fenced yard which was wonderful. It was the tallest windmill 
that I saw during my trip. Actually, it is the highest windmill in Ostfriesland at a height of 38 
metres.”   

 

- The Town of Nesse-  

 

  
 The Parish town of Nesse, located about twelve kilometers northeast of Hage, was the birthplace of our great gg 
grandfather, Bette Harms Biermann. It is a few miles northwest of Dornum on the main road. Nesse was founded 
already in the 8th century as a commercial settlement. Initiated by the church of Arle, in the middle of the 13th 
century a chapel was built which developed eventually to the present church of Nesse. East of the village was the 
castle of Hero Attena, the Häuptling (chief) of Dornum. His son Lütet Attena, son-in-law of Okko tom Brok and the 
"Quade Foelke”, lived there at the end of the 14th century. The old "Pastorei" (where the pastor resided) was in former 
times probably a "Steinhaus" (a stone house, a castle). 

 

 
 
  
 This is a picture of the interior of the Lutheran Church in Nesse, Ostfriesland. This was the church of the 
Biermann family when they lived in Nesse in the early 1800's. Our ggg grandfather, Bette Harms Biermann, was 
baptized here in 1810. His marriage to Maria Janssen (geb. Schmidt) took place in this church on 14 November 1830. 
Bette Harms brother, Johann Harms, also got married here to Janna Peters (geb. Sievers) on February 16, 1830.  
 Both Hage and Nesse figure prominently in the Biermann family. Official records from the various parishes show 
that many of the Biermanns lived in this area [of Ostfriesland] during the 19th century and they were residents of 
many of the small villages and communities throughout the land, although some moved to Luneburg, Nord Schleswig 
and other areas of the newly created realm under Kaiser Wilhelm I in 1871. 

 



- Wappen of the Town of Nesse, Ostfriesland - 

 
Nesse was owned by the Attena family, whose arms bore a bear. The wheat-ear symbolizes 
the agriculture. The spurs are taken from the arms of Norden to symbolize the ties to this 
city. The town of Nesse today is part of the "Landkreis" Aurich. Up to 1976 it was part of the 
'Kreis" Norden. 

- Wappen of the Landkries Aurich - 

  

The old arms were granted in 1950. The arms show an 
oak tree, especially the Upstalsboom. This was a 
special tree, a few miles outside Aurich, under which 
the free Frisians had their annual meetings (like a 
parliament). At these meetings "justice was done, 
laws were approved and people came together". The 
town became the center of the Frisian territory, part 
of which is the present Landkreis.  

The arms were granted on September 13, 1978.The 
new arms show the harpy of Ostfriesland, as the 
district belongs to the territory of Ostfriesland. The 
harpy is also part of the arms of the city of Emden. 
The two old districts are represented by the acorns 
(Aurich) and spurs (Norden). 

 



- Parish Town of Hohenkirchen -  

 

 
-- Birthplace of our great grandfather –- 

 
Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann 

 
Born: 11 May 1862 

- A Brief History of Hohenkirchen -  

The parish town of Hohenkircken, situated in the center of low-lying rich farmland, is said to have been founded 
in 834 by the bishop Ansgar. Ansgar was the Frankish missionary to Scandinavia and is generally considered a 

Scandinavian Saint. He was also bishop of Hamburg He lived from 801 until 865 and was called the 
Apostle of the North. Its original name was Gokerke, meaning, “the church of a province or Gau”, 
where Gau means a certain area. It was therefore, the mother church of the Wangerland. Over time, 
"Gokerke" became "Hohenkirchen" or literally translated, “High Church". In the 15th century the 
Häuptling (chief) Hillert Meyens had a castle south of the village. During the rule of the Counts & 
Princes of Ostfriesland, Hohenkirchen was part of the "county" of Wangerland which belonged to 
Ostfriesland. After the war with the Jever Counts in the 16th century, the area east of Ostfriesland, 

known as Jeverland (which included Wangerland, the area north of Jever), went to the Duchy of Oldenburg. So Jever, 
the administrative district for Oldenburg, and the town of Hohenkirchen no longer belonged to the political 
Ostfriesland. Oldenburg ruled this area until 1866. Hohenkirchen functioned as a "Vogtei" within the Herrshaft Jever.   
With integration it became part of the Amt Tettens within the Duchy of Oldenburg and later was simply included in a 
much larger Amt Jever. After the defeat of Austria and the Kingdom of Hannover in the Prussian/Austrian war of 
1866, Oldenburg was annexed by Prussia and became a province of the State of Prussia. In 1885 Hohenkirchen was 
considered its own community. In 1972 the "Gemeinde" of Hohenkirchen, together with the villages of Hooksiel, 
Minsen, Tettens and Waddewarden, came together to form the “Gemeinde Wangerland". Today Hohenkirchen is part 
of the Landkreis Friesland. [1] 

  During the latter part of the 18th century and into the 19th century Hohenkirchen was a rather large Kirchspiel 
which encompasses over 39 sq. km in area but was very sparsely populated. A 1791 Population Register which 
survives shows that only 1500 people lived in the entire parish jurisdiction of Hohenkircken. In fact the entire country 
of the Herrschaft Jever, to which Hohenkirchen belonged, only had a population of 14,581 at this time. The 
settlements in the area were mainly agricultural with a few fishermen’s villages scattered along the coast. The area 
was very poor and living conditions were miserable. During this time there were small groups of farms within each 
parish called “Bauernschaften”, which literally meant farming community and the word is often associated with 
peasantry. There were 4 distinct Bauernschaften in Hohenkirchen. In local parley farmsteads were called Rott and 
several Roots would make up a Bauernschaft or group of farms. The areas were: (1) Punnenser-Rott, Grimmenser 
Rott and the Süder Rott (2) the Groden District (3) Johann Meiners Rott, Hoffinger Rott and Medernser Rott  and (4) 
Werder Rott and Siels Rott.  
  Most laborers were not permanent homeowners but continuously moved about within the area where they made 
their livelihood and in many cases were only seasonally occupied. They usually lived together with the family of the 
farm owner but were often badly treated. Some laborers, however, did possess a very small hut where the family lived 
while they themselves traveled to the different farmlands to work and earn money. The area also endured flooding on 
a regular basis. Before the advent of dike building many farmhouses and other buildings were built on artificial 
elevated hills, which were called "Warfen", to protect the people against the storm floods. The Evangelical Lutheran 
Church of Hohenkirchen, which was built in the middle of the 13th century, was the main church of the region.   
  
 

1 A “Herrschaft” is a very low ranking lordship but these little nobilities tried to be self-sufficient and self-ruled until a 
larger neighbor ate them up as in this case Oldenburg. “Grafschaft” is up a level. Some people equate it to an Earldom 
but normally a Graf is a count. So what is a county? It is basically something run by a count. A “Vogtei” is an 
administrative unit run by a Vogt who normally is appointed by a higher authority like a count. He could also be a 
church official depending on circumstances.   



 "Die Meer- Jungfrau"  

 
- Das Wappen der Gemeinde Wangerland -   

The Coat of Arms of the “community” of Wangerland   

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
During the rule of the Counts & Princes of Ostfriesland in the 15th & 16th centuries, Wangerland 
belonged to the political Ostfriesland. After the war with the Jever Counts, the area East of 
Ostfriesland, known as Jeverland, went to the Duchy of Oldenburg. Today Wangerland is part of the 
Landkreis Friesland. In 1972 the "Gemeinden" of Hohenkirchen, Hooksiel, Minsen, Tettens und 
Waddewarden came together to form the "Gemeinde Wangerland 

 



 Hohenkirchen today has a population of approximately 1600 inhabitants. A landmark of the town is the water 
tower (Wasserturm) in Landeswarfen.  In earlier times there was a mill here but now there is a mill that serves to give 
windpower and was built in 1993. The shield of Hohenkirchen is a mermaid. Today the entire area around 
Hohenkirchen boasts a great North Sea climate with plenty of recreation and relaxation for the whole family. The area 
offers truly professional hospitality within its tourist infrastructure which also welcomes bikers. The biker can get 
room, breakfast, rental bike and a road map. The small picturesque town of Hohenkirchen, situated in the heart of the 
green countryside of Wangerland, with its soothing peace and quiet, is well recognized as a favorite recreation spot. 
There are many vacation homes here as well. People who visit the area have access to the Island of Wangerooge, off 
the North Sea Coast, which used to belong to Hohenkirchen. 

 
- Other Towns of Ostfriesland - 

 
 In the town of Norden is the East Friesian Tea Museum (Ostfriesisches Teemuseum), a structure that is more 
than just a monument to tea drinkers in Ostfriesland. The Oswald von Diepholz collection spans the whole history pot 
of tea from its beginnings in China and how it came to Europe. There is even some illustration of modern tea drinking 

ceremonies. There is also a collection of tea utensils from various periods of history and from 
different countries. Here also is Ostfriesen’s most magnificent gable, built in 1576 on the 
schoninghsches Haus and the Ludgerkirche has one of Arp Schnitger’s best church organs. He 
was the famous Hamburg organ builder who lived from 1648 to 1719. In the town of Leer is 
the Martin Luther house and Haus Sansom which houses a collection of porcelain. It was built 
in 1643. The town of Carolinensiel, where some of the members of the Biermann family 
have touched down occasionally, is near the North Sea. The harbor museum here is a major 
attraction and there is also a tea museum in Greetsiel. The word “siel” in Geman means sluice 
or drain so there is a definite significance to the ending of so many of the towns along the 
North Sea region. Fishing villages along the North Sea coast have names such as Hooksiel, 
Bensiel and Neuharlingersiel and here can be seen the shrimp boats. There are several other 
major cities and towns in the area of Ostfriesland, including the port cities of Bremen and 

Wilhelmshaven. The city of Wilhelmshaven owes its existence to the founding of the German navy which was 
created during the years 1856 to 1869. It was later to become a matter of concern to the British and was the major 
cause of events that led to the First World War. Other well known centers are Oldenburg, Emden and Aurich. Since 
Ostfriesland is now part of Lower Saxony, the area has no government as such, but each city and town promotes the 
area as a tourist attraction.   

 

- City of Jever -  

 

 
-- Birthplace of Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann’s (our great grandfather) 

two half-brothers & half-sister -- 
 

Siebelt Johannes Biermann  
Born: 28 June 1876 

_________ 
 

Johann Bettus Biermann 
Born: 9 May 1878 

_________ 
 

Ida Elise Biermann 
Born: 16 August 16 1882 

 
Jever is situated North of Oldenburg in the heart of the “region” called today Landkreis Friesland, not to be 

confused with the area to the West of it called Ostfriesland. In fact Jever to Emden, which is located 
in the South-western part of Ostfriesland, is a distance of only 50km. Today the people of Freisland 
and Ostfriesland talk about the so-called “Golden Line”, an imaginary border just a few km west of 
Jever at Wittmund. Both areas are ethnically “Friesian”, but in the Middle Ages, as the East Frisian 
counts Cirksena ruled Ostfriesland, the districts Harlingen and Wanga didn't belong to their realm. 
In 1580 Harlingen came back to Ostfriesland County, but Jeverland (Wangerland and Rustigen) 
was part of Oldenburg. Despite the fact that the city is landlocked today, Jever rose to prominence 
in the Middle Ages, largely because of its harbour. At that time Jever was ruled by those elected 
judges called “Hauptlinge” (chieftains). The last of these rulers was the legendary Fraulein Maria, 

who succeeded her chieftain father in 1517 and stayed in power until 1575.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 1791 Population Register for Jever - 
 

 

 In 1815 there were two political Jevers in Oldenburg. The Stadt had a population of 1604 with 275 Feuerstellen 
(typically hearths in houses). The Amt or district of Jever had a population of 7032 and 1420 hearths. In fact the 
Herrschaft Jever came to Oldenburg in 1815 and with the enclosed Herrschaft Kniphausen, its total population was 
16934 with 3407 hearths. The actual integration of the Herrschaft did not happen until 1818, yet Oldenburg managed 
it since 1813. There is precious little information available about this secluded area. A 1791 population register 
survives which gives the following statistics.  

Kirchspiel (Parish) w/population 
 

Clevems 412 
Heppens 298 

Hohenkirchen 1514 
Jever, (city w/garrison 1588) 

Jever, (suburbs and Glockenschlag) 1198 
Middoge 292 
Neuende 793 

Oldorf 302 
Pakens 641 

SandemitOberarm 784 
Sandel 258 
StJost 279 

Schortens 1130 
Sillenstede 712 

Tettens 1141 
Waddewarden 690 

Wangerooge 175 
Westrum 116 
Wiarden 619 
Wiefels 252 

Woppels 350 
 
 
Total population at that time: 14,581 
 
Within these parishes there were even smaller groups of farms associated as “Bauernschaften”. (Literally translated 
as “farm connections”). 



 Maria was greatly beloved by her subjects and to this day is still revered by the people of Jever, who refer to their 
city as Marienstadt (City of Maria). In present day Jever there is a great deal of evidence showing the respect and love 
for this legendary lady. There is a fountain with some magnificent figures of Maria von Jever as well as figures of 
Anton Gunthjer von Oldenburg, another notable in Jever’s past. 
 After the death of Maria von Jever in 1575 there was a conflict between Oldenburg and East Frisia and Oldenburg 
took over Jeverland. The Oldenburg line died out in 1667 and from 1667-1793  Jever was an exclave of the Principality 
of Anhalt-Zerbst (Zerbst is a city near Dessau in the federal state of Sachsen-Anhalt today). The territory of Jeverland 
was now part of the Russian Empire since Catherine of Anhalt-Zerbst was the Czarina of Russia as Catherine II and 
was the sister of the last duke of Anhalt-Zerbst. In 1806, during the Napoleonic Wars, Jever & area fell to the 
Netherlands and in 1810 it was occupied by French troops. In 1813 it became part of Russia again. In 1818 it was 
added to the territory of the Grand Duchy of Oldenburg which had administrative charge of the area although 
Jeverland was in many respects independent of the powers in Oldenburg. At this time Oldenburg was an independent 
Duchy within the German Confederation. After the defeat of Austria and the Kingdom of Hannover in the 
Prussian/Austrian war of 1866, Oldenburg was annexed by Prussia and became a province of the State of Prussia.  
 There are many points of interest in the city of Jever, where each year the major theatrical event is a play about 
Maria of Jever, who was an outstanding figure in the history of Friesland. There is also the castle-museum to visit and 
the Bier Akademie where there is food land drink and a bier seminar. Of interest to is the Hausder Getreuen that 
dates back to 1731 and offers visitors a look at a restaurant with a long tradition that once hosted Prince Otto von 
Bismarck when he marked a birthday here in 1871. There is also the ringing of bells six times each day and the 
procession of famous figures. 

____________ 
 

Det er meget of stor interesse in byen Jever hvor hver aar det er en skuespil om Maria von Jever, 
som hvar en af di meste bekente mennesker I historien om Frielsland. Der er ogsaa en slot 
museum saavel som en Øl Akademie. Seks gange hver dag ringe klokkerne I Am Hof og man kan 
se sechs bekente figure.   

____________ 
 
 Jever, where the famous Maria von Jever ruled for many years in the sixteenth century, is now advertised and 
promoted as a major shopping and adventure centre. It is one the road to the coastal bathing areas and harbours 
where the sluices are located. The major route from Oldenburg is No. 29 which connects with Route 210 that runs 
direct to Jever. A section of the railway line runs direct to Jever Railway Station. Jever boasts many fine Hotels, 
Pensions and other types of accommodations. Jever is well-known for its Pilsner beer which has been produced there 
since 1848 and it has a well-known brewery. Jever, because of its close association with Maria von Jever, is often 
known as Marienstadt, and the Castle of Jever is now a museum where the main attraction begins with the audience 
hall with its unique ceiling that dates from the time of Maria von Jever. There is an important English style garden 
with paths and quiet places that the visitor can walk or find restful. This was created in 1836.The tower here was used 
as a bulwark and dates from 1428 and the baroque crown of the tower was created in 1736. 

____________ 
 

Jever hast uber 50 Gastronomie betrieben konne Gaste wie Besucher in friesischer atmosphare 
geniessen Gastlichkeit wird in Jever seit jeher gross geschrieben. Vom Schnellimbiss bis zum 
exquissiten Sspezialitaten Restaurant wird in Jever die ganze bandbresite gastronomischer 
moglichkeiten geboglen. Dies hungrige besucher kommt nie zu kurz.sspeisen dor,woGeschichte 
lebendigist, konnen sie jever in der Historischen Gaststatte Brauereiausschank “Haus der 
Getreuen” 

____________ 
 
 There are a large number of fine restaurants and places to experience the fine wines and beers. The Haus der 
Getreuen, which was built in 1731, received its first concession to sell wine and tobacco in 1836. In 1859 the first true 
Ostfriesen shopkeeper by the name of Christian Rudolphi, with a good dose of wit, received from the municipal 
council the concession and became the landlord of the house and also occupant; it became the wine and beer 
merchant as it was named Rudolphis Gasthof. 
 One of the major attractions in the old city of Oldenburg is the ringing of the chimes in the old courtyard which 
was consecrated for the well-deserving citizens of the city. The chimes ring at 11 a.m., 12 noon and every hour from 3 
p.m. to 8 p.m. There are five highly respected historical figures that are part of the show. These are Edo Wiemken II 
(1450-1511, Hauptling of Jever  as well as Oestringen, Wangerland and Rustringen. Fraulein Maria von Jever, the 
heiress and lady of the same provinces: Anton Gunther (1583-1667) a Count of Oldenburg and nobleman of Jever and 
Knyphausen. There is Johann August (l671-1742, a prince of Anhalt-Zerbst and nobleman of Jever. Lastly there is 
Catherine the Great, empress of Russia and noblewoman of Jever.  

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?” he asked. 
“Begin at the beginning,” the King said, gravely… 

 
- Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland - 
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Patronymics  
- [editor] 

 
 
 

 
 In the Biermann family name we see the use of Patronymics in place for those ancestors born before the 19th 
century. As an example, Harm Betten, who was born in 1779, received the surname "Betten", because the first name of 
his father was "Bette". The combination of the patronymic system in respect to first and second names was in practice 
within the family from the generation of Harm Betten (Biermann-circa 1800) down to Jann Betten Biermann (1836).  
Evidence indicates that the Biermann surname was adopted as a permanent family surname by our gggg Grandfather 
Harm Betten (Biermann) who gave the name to his children around 1810. So Harm Betten's son was Bette Harms, 
added with the new family name Biermann, (as he chose). Unfortunately no records or information has been 
uncovered yet to determine exactly why the "Biermann" surname was chosen. It is probable that, in the history of the 
Biermann family prior to 1800, some members were involved in the brewing and trading of beer or handling of beer. 
We do know that in earlier times some families did indeed specialize in brewery and even formed local factories in 
their own village. Families were free, however, to decide on any name which they would like to carry further on.   
 Therefore, in the Biermann direct line we have the following; Bette Harms (great grandfather, born circa 1750), 
Harm Betten (grandfather, born 16/12/1779), then Bette Harms Biermann (father, born 9/4/1810) then Jann Betten 
Biermann (son, born 20/12/1836). 

 
• Bette Harms (Bette, son of Harm) 
• Harm Betten (Harm, son of Bette)   

• Bette Harms (Bette, son of Harm) Biermann  
• Jann Betten (Jann, son of Bette) Biermann 

 
 

Biermann Lineal Descent 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Gen 1: Harm (—) = _____ (—) 
Gen 2: Bette Harms = Dever Poppen 
Gen 3: Harm Betten = Hindertje Janssen 
Gen 4: Bette Harms Biermann [1] = Maria Janssen Schmidt 
Gen 5: Jann Betten Biermann = (1) Hilke Margarethe Frerichs [2]  
Gen 6: Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann = Marie Cathrine Johansen 
Gen 7: Heinrich Biermann = Maren Katrine Davidsen 
Gen 8: Helmer Biermann = Catherine Anne Rosalie Morgan 
Gen 9: Catherine Brünhilde Biermann = Bernhard Alphonsus Cullinan 
Gen 9: Frederick Schani Alexander Biermann = Veronica Teresa Gordon 
Gen 9: Karl Edward Biermann = Catherine Ann Watkins 

 
1 first of the family to use surname Biermann, b. 1810 
2 Jann Betten Biermann’s second wife was Hanna Maria Reiners 
 

- Cathy, Schani & Karl are ninth generation descendants of Harm (—), b. ca 1730 in Ostfriesland,  
our remotest known ancestor. Bette Harms is our 6th great grandfather - 



 CHAPTER THREE: Warf Arbeiter  

 

 

- The Early Biermanns - 

 

   
“If we stand tall, it is because we stand on the shoulders of many ancestors.” 

-- Yoruba Proverb 
 

 

 
 

he name Biermann has been known since 1349 and was generally considered to indicate that the 
profession was that of a seller of beer. There is a possibility that a member of the family prior to 1800 
was involved in the beer trade, but that is speculation. Why the name was selected by the family that 
originally used the patronymic system of naming children in Ostfriesland has not been established by 
members of the Biermann family living in the early years of the third millennium. Generally speaking 
the first male child was named after the paternal grandfather and the second after the maternal 

grandfather. Some places in Europe were in the habit of naming a child with the same name as a recently deceased 
child. On occasion two children may have the same name, although both will have different second names. 

______________ 
 

Navnet Biermann er kendt siden 1349 og bemaerkning hvar at hans arbejd hvar en det soldte øl 
(bier paa tysk) Hvorfor det navn var taget af familien Harms Og Betten kan man kan kun gette. 
Det hvar Napoleon i det gav loven at alle folk skulle havde efternavn som alle i familie maa bruge 
og alle efterkommer skulle bruge ogsaa. 
 
Die name Biermann hast bin wissen seit 1349 und zeigen das ein menschen mit diese name war 
ein bier kaufer. Dies hat Napoleon i kommandiert. 

______________ 
 
 Prior to the year 1811, the names of the Friesian family were of the patronymic system and revolved around the 
names Harms and Betten. When Napoleon I took over Ostfriesland he demanded that the patronymic system cease in 
favor of a permanent surname. This, apparently, was for military service and taxation purposes. Prior to this 
Napoleonic law, children acquired the first name of their father as a family name. So the ancestor born circa 1755 was 
named Bette Harms and the second generation was Harm Betten, son of Bette Harms, who was born in 1779 on 
Christmas Eve and Johannes Harms, the third generation, was born in 1804 and the second son was named Bette 
Harms and the name Biermann was added to the family in compliance with the law of the time. [1] 

______________ 
 

For 1811 hvar navne I Ostfriesland efternavne som kenner nu tildags men altig efter faedrene saa 
den Biermamnn I 1755 som hvar kendt som Bette Harms havde en son det hed Harm Betten.Da 
Napoleon hvar overvinder I Ostfriesen blev det en lov at alle befolkning maate havde en 
efternavn. Det hvar jo for militær service og for skatter. 

______________ 
 

 There is a publication by A. Huizinga, printed in Amsterdam which deals with first names. The book, 
“Encyclopedie van Voornammen” suggests that the name Bette is derived from Saint Betto, called Bede in English, 
which in old German was Badu, meaning warrior. The name first appeared in 1332, although there was a famous 
Venerable Bede, priest and historian, in Britain in the 8th century AD. The royal government of Hannover decreed 
that the adoption of a permanent family name must be kept unchanged for future generations. In recent decades in 
Denmark a permanent second name from within the family was necessary to distinguish all the Hans Hansens, Jens 
Jensens, etc. 
 

 

1 To facilitate an understanding of the patronymic system of naming children and how it applies to our ancestral 
name, consult the information on the opposite page. Also, at the end of this chapter, is more detailed information, 
compiled by the editor, on patronymics; it contains an extract from a decree of Emperor Napoleon, dated 18 August 
1811. […editor] 



Biermann Direct Line Ancestral Descendant Chart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  Harm (--) = ______ (--)   
     
  │   
   

Bette Harms = Dever Poppen 
  

     
   │    
   ________________    
   │ │    
   Hauke Betten Harm Betten 

 =  
Hindertje Janssen 

  

       
    │   
   ______________________________   
   │ │ │   
   Johann Harms 

= 
Johanna Peters 

Sievers 

Bette Harms 
= 

Maria Janssen 
Schmidt 

Hauke Harms   

    │    
________________________________________________________________________________ 

│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ 
Anna Harm Jann  Hinrich Anna Herman Anna Hindertje 

Elizabeth Betten Betten Betten Maria Betten Betten Janssen 
Harms  =  Betten   = 

  Hilke     Heye 
  Margarete     Janssen 
  Frerichs     de Groot 
  │      
 ___________________     
 │  │     
 Johann  Tomke     
 Heinrich  Maria     
 Bernhard  Elizabeth     
        
 │       
 → JHB Biermann = Marie Cathrine Johansen   

│ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
│ │ │ │ │ │ │ │ 

Maria Jorgen Johann Cathrine Peter  Heinrich Bernhard Elizabeth 
Margrethe Bernhard  Marie     
 

Note: 2 twins, Johanna & Marie, born after Peter Biermann, died as infants. 
 



______________ 
 

 Der ist ein lexicon, im Amsterdam gedruckt das vorname diskutieren. Die buch,“Encyclopedie 
van Voornammen” vorschlagen das die name Bette is von Sankt Betto ableiten, heiss Bede in 
englischem, und in alt deutsch Badu, krieger bedeuten..   

________________ 
 
 The Bette Harms (son of Harm) born circa 1755 was married to Dever Poppen but there is no information found 
yet about his spouse’s family. [1] The Harm Betten, born in 1779, who married Hinderje Janssen in the early 19th 
century, had two sons born to them. The first was Johannes Harms, born at Nesse in 1804, who married Johanna 
Peters Sievers, born 1806. They had five children, most of who were born in Nesse. The children were named 
Hindertje Janssen, Frauke Harms, Johann Peters, and Harm Janssen, born in 1838, who died six months later. A son, 
born in December, 1840 took the name of Harm Janssen.  

______________ 
 

Bette Harms (sohne aus Harm) war in 1755 geboren. Ihr sohn war Harm Betten in 1779 geboren. 
Seine frau war Hinderje Janssen, heiratet fruhe 1800. Zwei sohne war geboren, erst war 
Johannes Harms in 1804 geboren. 
 
Bette Harms hvar fodt I 1755 og hans son,Harm Betten blev fodt I 1779 og hans kone hvar 
Hinderje Janssen som han giftes med før 1800. Di fik to sønner, den første hvar Johannes Harms 
som blev født i 1804 og saa d. 9 April 1810 blev Bette Harms født. Hun blev gift med Maria 
Janssen Schmidt, født i. 1808 Bryllup hvar den 14 Nov. 1830. 

______________ 
 

 On 26 August 1849 Hindertje married Heye Janssen De Groot, son of Jann Janssen De Groot and by names now 
appearing in the family history we see the proximity to the Netherlands with many Dutch names on the lists. [2] The 
De Groots had eight children between 1852 and 1872. Johanna, the first, born 22 March 1852, lived until 4 September 
1854. The fourth child, Frauke Heyen, only lived a year and a half. She was born 4 February 1860. The others were 
Johanna Heyen de Groot born 20 September 1855, Trientje Heyen de Groot, born 08 December 1857, a second 
Frauke Heyen de Groot, born 21 September 1862. Harmina Heyen de Groot was born 19 March 1865, Johannes 
Heyen de Groot, born 15 February 1868 and the last, Lena Heyen de Groot arrived on 30 April 1872. All these children 
were born in Nesse parish.  

 The second son of Harm Betten was Bette Harms, born on 9 April 1810, and who married Maria Janssen Schmidt 
on 14 November 1830. There were eight children born of this marriage, the first being Anna Elisabeth, born 22 
February 1831 and the second was son Harm Betten Biermann, born 1 January 1834. The third was Jann Betten 
Biermann who was born 20 December 1836 in the town of Hage. Jann Betten married Hilke Margarete Frerichs (born 
1 May 1833), on 9 March 1862. The other children of Bette Harms were Hinrich Betten Biermann (born 2 March 
1840), Anna Maria Betten Biermann, who died at age two, Herman Betten Biermann born 29 June 1845, Anna Betten 
Biermann born 27 January 1849 and Hindertje Janssen Biermann, born 25 September 1851 
 On 11 May 1862, in the small town of Hohenkirchen, Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann [our great great 
grandfather], was born to Hilke Margarete and Jann Betten. Hilke was the daughter of Johann Hinrich Mehring 
Frerichs and Tomke Margrete (geboren Ihnken) Frerichs and was born on 1 May 1833 in Hohenkirchen. Mehring, 
who came from Carolinensiel, was a cottager (Hausling) in Mehrens at the time of his daughter’s marriage to Jann 
Betten. JHM Frerichs was born in 1795 and his wife Tomke Margarete Ihnken was born 13 March 1794. They had 
been married on 15 June 1824. Johann HM Frerichs died on 22 May 1836 and his wife on 19 January 1858.  

_____________ 
 

Den 11 Mai, 1862 blev Johann Heinrich Biermann født I Hohenkirchen til Hilke Margaret og 
Jann Betten og hvar døbt i den Evangelische Lutherske Kire I denne by Familien bode I 
Hohenkirchen for circa 10 aar Efter JHB s mor døde flytted familien til Jever.Hilke Margarete 
Frerichs war datter af Johann Hinriach Mehring Frerichs, født 1795 og Tomke Margarete 
Ihnken, født 14 Marts 1794. Di blev gift 15, Juni 1824 og Johann døde 22, Mai 1836 og hans kone 
døde 19 Januar1858.   

______________ 
 
  
 
 
1 Cf. the Biermann Family register report in “The Supplement” for recent research on the Poppen name. 
2 It is very possible that our family has earlier roots in the Netherlands. To go further back to the early part of the 
1700’s and into the 17th century would require the help of an experienced researcher with an extensive knowledge of 
patronymics. 



 

 

CHURCH RECORDS 

 

 

 

Marriage: Bette Harms Biermann & Maria Janßen Schmidt 
14 November 1830 
Hage, Ostfriesland 

 

 
 

The bachelor (Das Junggeselle) Bette Harms Biermann, the son of deceased (Die Sohn weil)  Harm Betten 
Biermann, worker in Nesse (arbeiter im Nesse) and (und) the young daughter (jung tochter)Maria Janssen 
Schmidt, of the deceased (weil) Jann Wessels Schmidt in Kleinheide (im Kleinheide).  

 

 
Editor’s Note: More early Church records of the Biermann family can be found in the “Supplement” to this 
Volume.  

 
 
   
 



 

 

CHURCH RECORDS 

 

 

  Birth: Harm Betten Biermann 
2 January 1834 

Hage, Ostfriesland 

 

 
 

The married couple (Die Eheleute) Bette Harms Biermann and (und) Maria Janssen, in Kleinheide (im 
Kleinheide), on the second of January (im zweite Januar) at 9 PM (Abends 9 Uhr), the second child was born 
[1] (wurde die zweite kind geboren) and baptized on January 13th. (getauft 13th Januar). Four "witnesses" 
are listed.  

1 “second child was born”: first child was Anna Elizabeth Harms Biermann, b. 24 February 1831 

Notes:  

• Witness #1: Jann ____ Janssen Schmidt = possibly brother of Harm Betten’s mother, Maria Janssen Schmidt. 
• Witness #2: Johannes Harms Biermann = sister of Harm Betten’s father, Bette Harms. 
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 Johann Hinrich Mehring Frerichs had been married previously on 26 September 1820 when he had wedded 
Marie Dirks who died on 23 April 1823. One daughter was born of that union who was christened Anna Catharine 
Frerichs. Anna Elisabeth Frerichs, a daughter of Johann HM Frerich and Tomke Margarete, was born on 21 May 1826 
and she married Carl Wilhelm Hinrich (born 25 January 1820) on 26 December 1849 and they had four children. No 
further research on the Frerichs family has been done, but the name is considered fairly common in the western part 
of North Germany. It has been established that the Biermann family lived in the Hohenkirchen district for about ten 
years. After the death of Hilke Margrete, whose demise was listed as having been caused by “gall fever” or as it was 
listed in German “gallenfieber,” the family moved to Jever. 
 Jann Betten’s father, Bette Harms, worked as an “arbeiter” in the farmlands around the parish town of Hage and 
for many years the family lived in the small community of Kleinheide, located a few kilometers southeast of Hage. 
Bettte Harms eventually moved to Holzdorf where he became known as a “warfsmann”, which indicated a social 
status rather than an occupation. The early settlers built warfen, which were hills and mounds, to keep buildings 
above the water level and eventually the building of dykes helped keep back the waters of the North Sea. The area of 
East Frisia contains no elevation higher than 100 feet and the whole area is very flat. There is an ancient Frisian 
saying: “You can see who is coming for a Sunday visit on Wednesday.”  

______________ 
 

Bette Harms hvar en ‘arbeitsmann’ og arbejde I marken og ved di forskellige gaard som hans far 
før I Tiden. Landet I Ostfriesland er saa lav at der er en ytring som siger at”man se hvem det 
kommer paa besøg Søndag om Onsdag.”I Ostfriesland er det ikke en forhøining mer som 100 fod.  

______________ 

 Jann Betten (father of JHB Biermann), born on 26 December 1836, came from a large family of four brothers and 
three sisters who were all born in Kleinheide. Jann Betten apparently moved to the Hohenkirchen area in the late 
1850’s or early 1860’s. There is some evidence that he worked in the small farming communities of Grimmens, 
Landeswarfen and Wienburg all in the surrounding area of Hohenkirchen. The church records at Hohenkirchen 
Parish reveal that Jann Betten Biermann was listed as a “Dienstknecht” (farmhand) at Grimmens at the time of his 
marriage to Hilke Margarethe in March of 1862. Grimmens lies about three kilometers north of Hohenkirchen. These 
farmers were generally called collectively “Bauernschaften”, a word often associated with peasantry. Some of these 
labourers often had their own small huts. Most labourers were not permanent homeowners but continuously moved 
about within the area where they made their livelihood and in many cases were only seasonally occupied. These 
“knechte” and “magde” (male and female farmhands) usually lived together with the family of the farm owner 
(Hausmann) but were often badly treated. Some labourers did possess a very small house or hut where the family 
lived while they themselves traveled to the different farmlands to work and earn money. It is possible that the family 
of the Bettens had their own small home, although the domicile status is unclear. It can be assumed, however, that all 
the Biermanns, in the last fifty years of the 18th century and the first 60 years of 19th century, were labourers.  
 There is a strong possibility that that Jann Betten, having been variously called an arbeitsmann and a 
Dienstknecht, was involved in the work with the dykes and therefore the social status would have been that of a 
warfsmann. When Jann Betten was married in 1862, his father Bette Harms Biermann was a Warfsmann in the 
parish of Hage. The Warfsmann owned no farm but may have had a small house and some cattle. If the Warfsmann 
had to feed his cattle on a common meadow there was a fee to be paid. The person in Ostfriesland who owned a farm 
was called a Hausmann, which was not an occupation but a social standing in the community. It has been established 
that the “warf” or “wurf” referred to the mound and a warfsmann was one who lived somewhere on the mound. He 
probably had a hut on the warf but he had no rights to the Means and was not a member of the village council. 

______________ 
 

Det er mulig at JHB Biermanns far, Jann Betten, har arbejde me daemninger fordi han hvar kalt 
en arbeitsmann og ogsaa en dienstknecht. Naar Jan betten blev gift hvar hans far en Warfsmann I 
Hage sogn. Warfsmann ejede ingen gaard men maaske di havde en lille hus og nogle Kør og 
skulle betale lidt for at faa hans kor graessed i en Eng. Kun en hus ejer kun vaere paa kommunens 
raadsforening  

______________ 
 

 

 
 



- Johann Heinrich Bernhard (JHB) Biermann - 
 
 JHB Biermann was baptized in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Hohenkirchen on 20 July 1862. Although the 
gravestone in the town of Vojens gives his birthplace as Jeve [sic], JHB was actually born in the parish town of 
Hohenkirchen, a few kilometers north-northeast of Jever. It was the main church of the area, having been built in 
1143 on an artificial hill, called a “warf.” The mounds or hills were created to protect the people who lived in the low 
lying areas of Friesenland from the storm floods that occurred frequently. The first were known to have been 
constructed before the year 1000, before there was knowledge of dyke-building. Generally all the churches were built 
on these “Warfen” and often farmhouses were built around the church. 

______________ 
 

Den Lutherske kirke hvar den hoved kirke in denne egn og her hvar JHB Biermann dobt d. 20Juli 
I 1862. Navnet af Hohenkirichen hvar forst Gokerke men navnet blev foranderet sener og skulle 
betyde Høj Kirke. Kirken her hvar bygget af Granit og li denne tid blev kirkene bygget paa en 
bakke saa oversvommelse hvilde igge skade bygninger Di bakker hed Warf paa tysk og ldi folk 
som arbejde der hvar kalt Warfsmann.Kirken her hvar meget flot og havde ogsaa en dejlig orgel 
bygget af den berømte Joachim Kayser.fra Jever. 
 
Saa hvar der vold lovet til at protegere di folk som bode i lavlandet fra vandet fra Vesterhavet og 
oversvømmelse. Det hvar almindelig at alle kirke blev bygget paa di’Warfen’ som di vold hvar 
kalt paa tysk. og omkring di forskellige kirke hvar der bygget huser hvor gaardejer kun bo. Kirken 
I Hohenkirchen har nok blev bygget i den Tid at St. Ansgar kom til den egn af Ostfriesland. 

______________ 
 

 Everyone in the area came to the Lutheran Church at Hohenkirchen to be married and to have their children 
baptized. Since there was no district registry office, the parish pastor had the responsibility of keeping records, and in 
most cases this was done faithfully. These registers of the Evangelical Lutheran Church date back to a period circa 
1600. German parish records probably can be seen as far back as circa 1560 when the Roman Catholic Church 
mandated that records be kept. This was after the council of Trent (1545-1563). The parish records showed births, 
baptisms, confirmations, marriage, deaths and burials and even illegitimate children received the benefit of baptism; 
when noted in the records, the entries were sometime made sideways or upside down. At the time of Johann Heinrich 
Bernhard’s birth, the town of Hohenkirchen was in the Grand Duchy (Grossherzogtum) of Oldenburg which was part 
of the Kingdom of Hannover. After the war of 1866, when Hannover and Austria fought Prussia and was defeated, the 
kingdom of Hannover ceased to exist, becoming part of Prussia. Present day Ostfriesland is simply a geographical 
region and part of Lower Saxony. 

______________ 
 

Dengange at JHB hvar født, Hohenkirchen hvar I Grossherogtum Oldenburg som hort med til 
Hannover. Efter krigen I 1866 da Hannover stod med Østrig og Hannover og Østrig tabt krigen 
saa hvar Oldenbarg en egn af Preussen. Tildags er Ostfriesland en geografisk del af Sachsen.  
 
Wann Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann war geboren, Hohenkirchen warim Grosshertogtum 
Oldenburg, Teil des Hannovers und alles vorfahren war arbeitsmann. 

______________ 
 
 It is certain that Johann Heinrich Biermann was the first of the Biermanns to become involved in a specific trade 
and rise above the labourer status. There is some eividence that he may have learned the trade in Friesenland, 
although the use of barrels was limited in these lowlands. How he came to Tandslet on the island of Als in 
Sonderjylland and why has not been established, but it is known that JHB’s half-brother Johann Bettus moved out of 
Jever and eventually settled in Luneburg. From records given to the present generation, he married Dorothea Lisette 
Berger and owned a shop in Luneburg.  
 Johann Heinrich Bernhard’s father remarried sometime after his first wife died. The second wife was Hanna 
Maria Reiners and the wedding evidently took place sometime between 1872 and 1874. Three children were born of 
this union. Siebelt Johannes Biermann was born on 26 June 1874, Jam Betten Biermann was born 9 May 1878 and 
Ida Elise Biermann was born on 16 August 1882. There apparently was some contact with these members of the 
family. It is known that some of these family members moved out of Jever and settled in the Luneburg area. Helmer 
and Schani were able to acquire a death notice for Johann Bettus Biermann who died on 26 May 26 in Luneburg. 
From this we find out that his mother died in Wilhelmshaven and that his wife was Dorothea Lisette Biermann, who 
was born Berger and also died in Luneburg. It also indicates that Johann Bettus was a shopkeeper in that city. He was 
77 years old and the death notice in the Luneburg paper was signed by Wilhelm Schuppe and Frau Vera, geboren 
Biermann. This could possibly be a daughter and her husband. 

 
 



Johann Heinrichs far giftes sig med Hann Maria Reiners efter hans første hustru døde og det hvar 
nok imellenm 1872 og 1874. Der hvar tre bøorn født fra denne aegteskab. Siebelt Johannes 
Biermann hvar født den 16 Juni 1874 og Jann Betten Biermann blev født 9 mai 1878 og Ida E;lise 
Biermann d. 16 August 1882. Nogle af famlien flotted fraFriesland og nogle havde bolig i 
Luneburg.  

______________ 
 
 There is no information on the education of JHB Biermann, but evidently he apprenticed as a barrel maker 
known in English as a cooper. The occupation of “Bottchemeister” (cooper) was not too common in Friesenland and 
much of the barrel making was for household purposes, although some export may have been done with goods being 
shipped in barrels. It is apparent by the time he arrived in Tandslet he was considered having passed from apprentice 
and journeyman to “borkermester” (as the Danes called a master cooper). In those days and well into the 20th 
century, many tradesmen put their tools around their waist and journeyed from town to town looking for work. This 
might last for a week or a month, depending on the wishes of the journeyman or perhaps the satisfaction of the 
employer. 
 There is no question that some schooling was given to all the children of the Biermann family, since under the 
Prussian rule all Ostfriesian children were required by law to attend at least four years of schooling and there is no 
question that during the 19th century all citizens of Friesenland could read and write. There were very few religious 
schools but religious education was given during their two-year confirmation classes and confirmation generally took 
place when the child was 14 years old. Since the Reformation most people in Northern Germany, including 
Friesenland, were Lutheran. Many of the sextons of the local churches became school teachers after the Reformation 
and they were required to teach the children to write and read. 
 There is no question that the Reformation brought about the public elementary schools and these were generally 
located in a village with a church. At that time the sexton of the church was required to have a fairly decent education 
since he was expected to take on the job of school teacher. A short examination by a village pastor determined if the 
sextons could become schoolmasters.  Reading, writing and teaching of the Catechism were required. Some villages 
joined together to form joint schools to share a building and carry out maintenance.  
 Many villages couldn’t afford a fulltime teacher so several villages would create a “nebenschule” or a secondary 
school. (The word “neben” means near to and there is a word “nebenflusse” which means tributary and another, 
“nebenfrau”, meaning concubine; so here is some indication how certain German words are created.) Generally the 
teachers were young men who had a good schooling and generally wandered from village to village teaching and he 
was free from taxes and received free lodging. Eventually there was a change since some villages were not satisfied 
with the education offered by the wandering teachers. In the year 1752 improved regulations were introduced and 
children were required to stay in school until their 14th year. Teachers were paid in money or in food or both. By the 
middle of the 19th century ,when there was a great deal of poverty, children had their books paid for by a special fund. 
When the Kingdom of Hannover lost its sovereignty to Prussia the state was responsible for education and the 
teachers became servants of the state and not servants of the church, and so received their salaries from the state. 

______________ 
 

Efter Martin Luther’s Reformation kom der skole for di unge og di hvar gern i en by som havde 
ogsaa kirke. Praesten i en kirke kun give eksam til en kirke arbejder som blev saa skol laere. Efter 
1752 hvar der lov at børn skulle bliv i skole indtil deres 14 aars fødselsdag. 

______________ 
 
 It would have been no problem for Johann Heinrich Biermann to travel to Nord Schleswig, which from 1864 until 
1920 was part of Germany. It was returned to Denmark in 1920, but in the 1880’s, when JHB left home, he was 
traveling from one part of his own country to another. When JHB Biermann was born, the power in Germany was 
Prince Otto Bismarck, who brought about unification in 1871 with Kaiser Wilhelm I as monarch and it was when JHB 
was two years old that Nord Slesvig was annexed to South Schleswig and Holstein. What had in the olden times been 
many separate political entities now was a unified Germany under the Prussian Junkers with three succeeding 
emperors from 1871 until 1918. On the other side of the Atlantic, five years after the birth of JHB, the Confederation of 
several provinces became a reality as the Dominion of Canada. Ten years later James Archibald Morgan would marry 
Margaret Keegan on January 4 of 1877. Seventy-two years later the Morgan family and the Biermann family would be 
brought together when the wedding of Helmer Biermann and Catherine Anne Rosalie Morgan was solemnized in 
Saint John, New Brunswick.  
 This story began in 1755 with the birth of Bette Harms and follows hundreds of members of the various families 
through to the first years of the 21st century. The people in this book are connected to the four units of the British 
Isles, Canada, the United States, Trinidad, Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Austria. There is also evidence that the 
names of some forebears may well have been Dutch in origin. Their stories are part of history with all the drama of 
two and a half centuries affecting their lives and establishing their destiny. 

 



- The Parish Church at Hohenkirchen - 

 

 The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hohenkirchen, where our great grandfather, Johann Heinrich Bernhard 
Biermann, was baptized on 20 July 1862, was the main church of the area, and was referred to as the "ecclesia 
matricularis de wenga". The church was built in 1143 on an artificial hill, called a Warf.  These hills were built in 
order to protect the people against the storm floods in times before the 11th century, as there were no dikes then to 
protect the country. Usually the churches were built on top of these “Warfen” and often the farmhouses around the 

church.  The church, which still 
stands today, was built from granite 
stones. The inner room housed a 
meaningful (bedentenden) altar 
hood, which was built by the 
Hamburger master Ludwig 
Münstermann around 1620. The 
richly decorated pulpit was also 
built by the same workshop. The 
baptismal stone was set in place in 
the second half of the 13th century. 
The organ, which became part of 
the church in 1694, was the work of 
the organ builder Joachin Kayser of 
Jever. The people from the outlying 
areas would come to the Parish 
church in Hohenkirchen to baptize 
their children or register a 
marriage. There was no civil 
registration office at this time so 
records were the responsibility of 

the various parish churches.    

____________ 

The original  German text for the description of the  
Church in Hohenkirchen. 

Der Haunter des Wangerlandes, Hohenkirchen, beherbergt auch die Hauptkirche des Landstrichs, die 
"ecclesia matricularis de wenga". Der Kirche wurde wohl bereits um die Mitte des 12. Jahrhunderts in der 
heutigen Form aus Granitquadern errichtet. Der Innenraum beherbergt einen bedeutenden Altaraufsatz des 
Hamburger Meisters Ludwig Münstermann von 1620. Aus der gleichen Werkstatt kommt auch die reich 
verzierte Kanzel. Aus der zweiten Hälfte des 13. Jahrhunderts datiert der Taufstein. Die Orgel von 1694 ist 
ein Werk des jeverschen Orgelbaumeisters Joachim Kayser.   

____________ 



 At this writing the first generation that has been located is Harm Betten Biermann who was born sometime in the 
late 18th century and died sometime before 1830. [3] He had a sister, Jantke Betten Biermann who was a resident of 
Norden. She is listed as a witness at the baptism of Bette Harms Biermann, son of Harm Betten, who was married to 
Hinderje Janssen who died before 1830 in Nesse. Some of the names of the Ostfrisien Biermanns suggest that there 
were marriages with Frisiens who were probably partly Dutch. Hinderje Janssen may well be a good example.  
 Two children were born to Hinderje and Harm Betten. The first was Johann Harms Biermann who was born circa 
1806 in Nesse, Ostfriesland, Germany and the second was Bette Harms Biermann. Johann Harms married Janna 
Peters Sievers, daughter of Peter Janssen Sievers on 16 February 1830 in Nesse Parish. She probably was also born in 
1806. Bette Harms Biermann was born on 9 April 1810 Hage, Ostfriesland. His listed occupation was that of a 
labourer. He married Maria Janssen Schmidt, who was the daughter of Jan Wessels Janssen Schmidt on 14 
November 1830. Maria was born in Kleinheide, Ostfriesland circa 1808. Seven children were born to Maria and Bette 
Harms. 

______________ 
 
To born hvar født til Hinderje og Harm Betten. Den første hvar Johann Harms Biermann som 
hvar født circa 1806 i Nesse, Ostfriesland og den anden hvar Bette Harms Biermann. Johann 
Harms blev gift med Janna Peters Sievers, datter af Peter Janssen Sievers d. 16 Februar 1830 i 
Nesse Sogn Hun hvar nok født i 1806. Bette Harms Biermann hvar født 9 April 1810 i Hage. Han 
hvar arbejder og blev gift med Maria Janssen Schmidt, datter af Jan Wessels Janssen Schmidt d. 
14 Nov 1830 Maria hvar fra  Kleinheide og  født circa 1808 Di havde syv børn. 

______________ 
 

 Anna Elisabeth Harms Biermann was born 24 February 1831 in Kleinheide, Ostfriesland and died on 19 June 
1861 in Hage and buried there on June 25. She had married Tanne Reints Schreitling, son of Reints Berends 
Schreitling and Maria Elisabeth Trauesnicht on 18 February 1855 in Hage. Maria Elisabeth was born on 17 March 
1823 in Hage.  
 Harm Betten Biermann was born on 2 January 1834 in Kleinheide but no marriage or death records have been 
found so far. The other children were Jann Betten Biermann, Hinrich Betten Biermann, Anna Maria Betten 
Biermann, Hermann Betten Biermann, and Anna Betten Biermann.  
 The third generation was Jann Betten Biermann who was married twice. The first marriage occurred on 8 March 
1862 in Hage to Hilke Margarete Frerichs, daughter of Johann Hinrich Mehring Frerichs and Tomke Margarete 
Ihnken. She died 2 October 1871; her occupation was listed as midwife. Their two children were Johann Heinrich 
Bernhard Biermann and Tomke Maria Elisabeth Biermann. The second marriage of Jann Betten was to Hanna Maria 
Reiners. Three children were born to them. The first was Siebelt Johannes Biermann, the second was Jan Betten 
Biermann, and the third Elise Biermann, all born in Jever. 

______________ 
 

Den tredje generation was Jann Betten Biermann som blev gift to gange. Den først vielse hvar M8 
marts 1862 da han blev gift med Hilke Margarete Frerichs, datter af Johann Hinrich Mehring 
Frerichs and Tomke Margarete Ihnken. Hilke blev født d. 1 Mai 1833 i Hohenkirchen og hun 
døde d. 2 Oktober 1871Di havde to børn, Johann Heinrich Bernhard og Tomke Maria Elisabeth. 
Efter hans første hustru døde blev han gift med Hanna Maria Reiners Di fik tre børn, Siebelt 
Johannes Biermann, fodt June 28, 1874 i Jever; Jan Betten Biermann født 9 Mai 1878 og Ida 
Elise Biermann født 16 August 1882 i Jever.  

______________ 
  
 Although his forbears were labourers for the most part, Johann Heinrich Bernhard apparently apprenticed in 
barrel making and it is probable that this was the work he was doing when arrived in Tandslet on the Island of Als, 
probably sometime after 1880. In those days and subsequent decades  many tradesmen could put their tools in a belt 
around their waist and travel from community to community seeking work  It is highly probable that is how JHB 
came to Tandslet. In the years during the First World War he owned a store in Voyens. In any event he met Cathrine 
Marie Johansen and they were married in the Tandslet area. Marie Cathrine Johansen was born on 7 August 1865, the 
daughter of Jorgen Johansen and Marie Cathrine (Simonsen) Johansen. The mother died in childbirth on the day the 
daughter was born. From this time forward the traditional names of Harm, Betten and Jann disappeared from the 
Biermann family in Denmark. 
 

                                                                 
 
 
 
3 There is some repetition of information on this page, but I have left it intact. […editor] 



 
 
 

- Patronymics (meaning name of the father) - 
 
 

  
 Patronymics was used in Ostfriesland until the early part of the 19th century, at which time the patriarch of each 
family was, by Napoleonic law, to choose a permanent surname for his descendants. Before this time the children 
acquired the first name of their father as their family name. This old traditional naming procedure was very common 
in many agrarian areas, especially in Ostfriesland. Families generally stayed in the area in which they were born 
where everyone knew one another. Take as an example the very common Ostfriesen name "Janssen". Jan's son 
became Janssen, the son of Jans,(sen meaning son) which easily distinguished him from someone else's son in the 
village. There were some families however, who continued the patronymic naming practice until the mid-1800's, 
especially in the use of middle names. It was a common practice for the father's first name and middle name to be 
contained within the name of the child. Sometimes a middle name could also be the maiden name of the mother 
instead. Not all surnames, however, were patronymic in origin. Sometimes the Ostfriesens would choose non-
patronymic names when they were allowed to choose the surname for their family.  
 At baptism, if two given names were given to the child, the first given name was a spiritual or Saint's name. 
Johannes or Johann was extremely common and in many cases this "spiritual" name was repeatedly used in each 
generation. The second given name was the "secular name", which is the name the person was known by within the 
family and to everyone else. Generally speaking the first male child was invariably named after the paternal 
grandfather and the 2nd male child the name of his maternal grandfather. The same was usually true for the 1st and 
2nd daughter but named after the paternal grandmother and maternal grandmother. As more children were born the 
following naming system was generally used: (1) for boys, the 3rd son named after the father, the 4th son after the 
paternal grandfather (2) for girls, the 3rd daughter named after the mother, the 4th daughter named after the 
paternal grandmother or even after the mother's father's mother. In some cases you will find that the parents would 
alternate one side of the family then the other when naming their children. There were other aspects, such as reusing 
a deceased child’s name for the next child and naming the first daughter/son of a subsequent marriage after the 
deceased former spouse. Of course these "rules" did not always apply. However, it is very useful for the researcher to 
remember this common naming practice, because if one can locate all the siblings of one set of parents and their 
order of birth, you are then presented with valuable clues to the given names of family members in previous 
generations. It is common knowledge that Ostfriesen families repeated family names over and over in every 
generation.   
 
Here are 3 paragraphs from Erhard Schulte's, "History of Nortmoor": 

 
 When a child's name was entered, only the name under which it was baptised was used, as at 
its birth it cannot be said with certainty which family name it will later adopt….Until 1874 
(installation of Standesämter), married women were generally entered with their maiden names 
only; if necessary, with the suffix:  Wife of….  
 Until the first half of the 19th century, few families in Ostfriesland had permanent family 
names. Before that, the patronymics were customary, i.e., the child was given the first name of 
the father as its last name. Thus the family name changed with every generation. If, e.g., a Harm 
had three sons, they would be named Gerd Harms, Jan Harms, and Menno Harms. But his 
grandchildren by his eldest son would carry the last name Gerdes (children of Gerd), those by his 
second son would be named Janssen (children of Jan), and those by his youngest son would be 
named Mennen (children of Menno). "This did not change until the time of Napoleon, but for good 
in 1829, when the royal government in Hanover decreed the adoption of permanent family 
names. People added to their present name either a permanent name of their choice or they kept 
it unchanged through subsequent generations. In front of the now permanent names, now very 
often the age-old traditional way of naming kept coming through….. In this way those typically 
Ostfriesen middle names originated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



- The Surname Act of 1812 - 
 

 
 

The French, when they were rulers in Ostfriesland from 1811-13, passed many laws. One of the most significant 
decrees that came out of the French administration was the Napoleonic Surname Law of 1811. This law required that 
all families adopt a permanent surname, and give up the complicated patronymic naming of their children. The head 
member of the family had to go to the local mayor’s office for registration. The families were free to decide on a name 
which they would like to carry further on. Some took their occupation like Schneider (taylor), Zimmermann 
(carpenter), Müller (miller); some took latinized variations of their names like Lubinus (descending from Lübbe). 
Many people used the patronymic rules and took the patronymic names as middle names. So the son of Harm Betten 
was Bette Harms, added with the new family name Biermann, (as he chose). Two main reasons for this law were to 
get a better overview on the taxes and also recruiting potential in Ostfriesland. Of course the first thing that many of 
the people did when the French left and the area came under Hanoverian rule, was to divert back to the Ostfriesen 
manner of naming their children and it became a nightmare for genealogists.  

If you know the place where you family lived during the French occupation it is very possible for one to find the 
appropriate registration record. These records are referred to as “The French Marie Records”. They are a valuable 
source of information for the genealogist, because they contain the family heads, spouses, children and sometimes the 
names of the grandparents of the family. Most of these “Marie Records, are stored today in the "Niedersächsisches 
Landesarchiv" in Aurich. It is my understanding that a person may obtain a copy of the original document by writing 
the Archives. There is a “finding book” which is a kind of document register. The archive then produces copies on 
demand but, apparently, will never allow anyone to copy some of the original stored documents themselves. Some of 
these records from certain villages have been published by the Upstalsboom Geselleschaft (Society). 
 
Extract from a decree of Emperor Napoleon dated 18 August 1811:   

Art 6. De familienaam, dien de vader, of, bij ontstentenis van dien, de grootvader van 
vaderszijde, verklaard heeft, te willen aannemen, of welke hem toegekend zal blijven, zal aan alle 
kinderen worden gegeven, die gehouden zullen zijn, denzelven te voeren en aan te nemen in de 
akten; ten dien einde zal de vader, of, bij gebreke van dien, de grootvader, de aanwezig zijnde 
kinderen en kleinkinderen in zijne opgave vermelden, alsmede derzelver woonplaats; en dezulke 
onzer onderdanen, die hunnen vader, of bij ontstentenis van denzelven, hunnen grootvader nog 
in leven hebben, behoeven slechts te verklaren, dat hij nog in leven is, benevens de plaats van zijn 
verblijf .  

Translation: "The family name which the father (or in his absence the grandfather on the father's side) has declared to 
want to take, or which shall remain given to him [where a surname was already in use], shall be given to all children 
that are kept [recognized - legitimate?], to bear and to use in documents. To this end, in his declaration the father (or 
grandfather) must list the extant children and grandchildren, along with their place of residence. And such of our 
subjects whose father (or grandfather) is still alive need only state that he is still alive, with the name of the place of 
his residence".  

 There was thus no requirement for brothers, much less first cousins, to adopt the same surname - if their father 
and his father were dead. In fact where brothers lived some distance apart it would be probable that they would adopt 
different names, since communication over distances longer than a walk were unusual. An extreme example: Gerben 
Binnes huwde in 1753 Trijtje Sijes. Hun kinderen Binne, Sije, Ype en Hendrik kregen in 1812 ingevolge het decreet 
van Napoleon allen verschillende achternamen: resp Westra, Sikma, Pasma en De Vries.  (Translation: Gerben Binnes 
married in 1753 Trijtje Sijes. Their children Binne, Sije, Ype and Hendrik all acquired different surnames in 1812 in 
conformance with Napoleon's decree: Westra, Sikma, Pasma and de Vries.)  
 While not provided for in the act, there are reported cases where an unmarried woman (normally widow) made 
the declaration for herself and her children. While not specifically stated, the transmission of the surname was 
through the father only. All children of Jan Roelofs Hemminga and Frouke Jaspers Smid are named Hemminga. The 
children of their daughter and Pieter de Vries are named de Vries. Thus the listing in a declaration of grandchildren 
will normally include only the children of sons. But in fact some names were not registered. You will not find them in 
the name registration files, but they do appear in the population registers. You need to check both sources.  
 

  
  

  





 
 
 
 
 
 

Biermanns 
 

 
JHB & Marie Cathrine Biermann 

    

Maria Margrethe Jorgen Bernhard Johann Cathrine Marie 

    
Peder Heinrich Bernhard Lisbett 
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 CHAPTER FOUR: Biermanns Des Schleswig  

 

 

- Tandslet, Københoved, Voyens - 

   
    To one’s fatherland is owed everything 

Sit Faedreland skylder man alt hvad man kan udrette 
 

 

 
 

n the annals of Sønderjylland, there is mention of the art work in many of the churches of the district 
including fine paintings of the crucifixion of Christ and the chalice of the Last Supper. There is one that 
can be found in Tandslet Kirke (church) where the first born of the Biermann family was baptized. This 
painting dates from 1525. It was in Tandslet that Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann arrived 
sometime in the 1880’s and it was here that he met Marie Catherine Johansen, daughter of Marie 
Cathrine (Simonsen) Johansen and Jorgen Johansen. After Marie Cathrine became pregnant they were 

married in the Tandslet Church on 16 November 1887 and the marriage record definitely says that JHB was a 
“bødkermester” which in English means he was a master cooper. One can only speculate that it was the cooperage 
trade that brought him to Nord Schleswig in the 1880’s. It is possible that he was a journeyman plying his trade 
throughout that part of Northern Germany.  

______________ 
 

Det hvar i Tandslet at Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann ankomme engang efter 1880 og det 
hvar her at han mødte Marie Catherine Johansen, datter af Marie Cathrine (Simonsen) Johansen 
og Jørgen Johansen. Hun hvar tjenestepigen ved Simonsen familien. Christiasn Simonsen hvar 
bodkermester I Tandslet. Marie Catherine blev gravid af bodkeren Johann Heinrich Bernhard og  
di blev gift i Tandslet kirke November 16, 1887 og vielsen indskrivelse har JHB som 
bødkermester. Maaske det hvar hans arbejd det bragt ham til Als i Nord Slesvig. Han blev 
bodkermester i 1890. I denne kirke hvor di blev gift  er det en dejlig maleri af Jesus paa korset 
som er kunst  fra 1525. 

_____________ 
 
 Marie Catherine was born in Tandslet on the Island of Als off the east coast of Southern Jultand on 7 August 
1865. On the day she was born, her mother Marie 
Cathrine (Simonsen) Johansen died in childbirth at 
the age of 26, having been born in 1839. She had 
married Jorgen Johansen, a shoemaker from 
Tandslet on 23 September 1864. Jorgen Johansen 
was the son of Charlotte Maria Thuessen (born in 
1805) and Jorgen Johansen (known as Sr.), who was 
born in November of 1804. Charlotte Maria came 
from the village of Notmark on the Island of Als. 
Jørgen Johansen, Sr. was the son of Johannes Peter 
Jørgensen who married Ellen Mathiassen on 31 
March 1794 in Tandslet. The Thuessen and Johansen 
nuptials took place in early December of 1832. From 
the Johansen and Thuessen union there were six 
other children besides Jørgen, born between the years 
1833-1848; all these children were born in Tandslet. 
After the death of Marie Cathrine Johansen’s mother 
in August of 1865, Jørgen Johansen married Cathrine Marie Schmidt in 1867. They had two children, Marie Charlotte 
Johansen and Peter Johansen, half siblings to Marie Cathrine Simonsen. 
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_____________ 
 
Marie Catherine Johansen blev født i Tandslet paa Als, østkosten af Sønderjylland den 7 August 
1865. Den dag hun blev født døde hendes Mor, Marie Cathrine (Simonsen) Johansen paa alderen 
af 26 aar.Hun hvar født i 1839 Marie Cathrine Simonsen blev gift med Jørgen Johansen, en 
skomager fra Tandslet d. 23 September, 1864. JørgenJohansen hvar son af Charlotte Maria 
(Thuessen) Johansen som hvar føodt in 1805 og Jørgen Johansen som blev født 1 Nov. 1804. Den 
Jørgen Johansen hvar søn af Johannes Peter Jørgensen (f. circa 1770) og Ellen Matthiassen. Di 
sidst to nevnt blev gift d. 31 Marts 1794.Charlotte Maria hvar fra Notmark ogsaa paa øen af Als. 
Charlotte Maria Thuessen og Jørgen Johansen blev gift 9 December 1832. 

____________ 
 
Marie Catherine Johansen warim Tandslet, Als Insel, geboren 7 August, 1865. Ihr mutter, Marie 
Catherine (Simonsen) Johansen auf diese tag gestorben. Sie war geboren 1839 und heiratet auf 
23 September, 1864 zu schumacher Jorgen Johansen von Tandslet.   

____________ 
 
Jørgen Johansen giftes igen med Cathrine Marie Schmidt efter hans forste kones dodsfald I aaret 
1867 og der blev fodt two born, Marie Charlotte Johansen 26 Feb. 1868 og Peter Johansen, d 28 
Feb 1871. Marie Cathrine Sim onsen hvar datter af Christian Simonsen, som hvar f ødt 13 
Oktober, 1798 og Ane Marie Leuv. Christian Simonsen hvar søn af Simon Christensen som hvar 
gift med Anne Marie Jorgensen. Simon Christensen og Anne C Jorgensen havde en anden son, 
Jorgen Christensen som blev fodt d. 26, Nov 1805. Det hvar I denne tid at der hvar krig med 
Napoleon in Europa.   

_____________ 
 
 Marie Cathrine Simonsen, who had died in childbirth, was the daughter of Christian Simonsen and Ane Marie 
Leuv. Christian Simonsen was the son of Simon Christensen who had married Anne Catherine Jørgensen. Simon 
Christensen and Anne C Jorgensen had another son, Jorgen Christensen, who was born 26 November 1805.There is 
some evidence that Christian Simonsen was a cooper and owned a cooper shop in Tandslet where Johann Heinrich 
Bernhard Biermann worked.  

_____________ 
 

Marie Cathrine Simonsen, gestorben die Niederkunft, war tochter des Christian Simonsen, 
geboren 13 Oktober, 1798 und Ane Marie Leuv. Christian Simonsen war sohn des Simon 
Christensen, heiratet mit Anne Catherine Jørgensen. Ein ander sohn war Jørgen Christensen, 
geboren 26 November, 1805. Christian Simonsen war ein Böttcher und hat ein Böttcher Werkstatt 
in Tandslet wo JHB Biermann hat Arbeitet. 

_____________ 
 

The marriage of Johann Heinrich Biermann and Marie Catherine Johansen led to the births of ten children, some 
born in Tandslet and the others born in Københoved. After living in Tandslet 
for about four years they moved to the town of Ertebjerg which is about seven 
kilometers north of Tandslet after which they moved to the mainland and lived 
in Københoved. One must assume that the move to Vojens was made after all 
the children were born, but there is no known reason for the move from 
Københoved. It must be said, though, that Voyens was a major railway centre 
and that it may have been that the cooperage trade would have had greater 
impact, since barrels were used to transport many commodities to other parts 
of Europe. From what Heine Biermann later said, the cooperage business was 
highly successful and JHB employed many men in the buisness. It was later 
discovered that Terkal Brodersen, a friend of the Biermann family, had worked 
a short time for Heine’s father. Terkal Brodersen was from Haderslev. Heine also related that some of the men from 
the cooper shop, who had no permanent home, would remain at Christmas time and were included in the family 
Christmas Eve dinner. It must have been a good crowd since after 1902 the Biermanns had eight children living.  

_____________ 
 
Efter Johan Heinrich Bernhard Biermann og Catherine Johansen blev gift hvar der 10 børn født, 
nogen blev født I Tandstlet og andre efter di havde flyttet til Københoved. Hvorfor di flyttet fra 
Kobenhoved til Vojens kender man ikke men Vojens hvar en jernbane by saa det hvar maaske at 
en bødkermester kun bedre finde brug for di tønder han laved.  





Heine Biermann har sagte at nogle gange kom nogle af di bødker med til Juleaften, saa det 
hvar nok mange idet i Biermann Familie hvar det otte børn efter 1902. Det hvar sener funden 
ud at Terkal Brodersen fra Haderslev have abejde for Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann i 
Vojens for en kort Tid. Terkel Brodersen og Heinrich Biermann blev gode venner mange aar 
sener i Kanada. 
 
Nachdem der heiriaten zwischen JHB Biermann und Cathrine Johansen Biermann der war10 
kindergeboren in Tandslet und Kobenhoved. Der umzug nach Woyens war danach die geburt 
alles kinder. Woyens war ein wichtig eisenbahnlinie und das böttcher geschaft erfolgreich 
konnen.   

_____________ 
   
 At the time of the birth of the last children of the Biermanns there had been many improvements in education in 
Denmark, but in Nord Slesvig the education was organized along German lines. The Danes kept to the language 
societies that promoted the use of the Danish language and there were also some excellent Danish newspapers in 
Aabenraa, Haderslev and Sønderborg. German authorities were promoting German as the official language of the 
area.  

_____________ 
 

Naar di sidste born i Biermann familien blev født hvar det meget forbedring i opdragelse men i 
Nord Schleswig war det organiseret paa den tyske ide. Dansker holdt ved den danske sprog 
igennem danske foreninger og det hvar ogsaa mange gode dansk aviser I Aabenraa, Haderslev og 
Sønderobrg. 

_____________ 
 
 Those who were living in Nord Schleswig after 1864 and were strongly Danish relied on the promise of a 
plebiscite to determine their future. It was a pledge given by the Prussians and the Austrians. Many of the pro-Danish 
residents relied on the newspapers that were printed in the Danish language. 

____________ 
 

Befolkning som bode i Nord Schleswig havde haab at der kom en tid naar det ville vaere vald saa 
di kunne bestemme om di ville tilbage til Danmark. Det hvar en forjaettelse fra Preussen og 
Østrig. Di mennesker det ville holde den danske sprog kun købe dansk aviser. 

_____________ 
 
 The first child born to Marie Catherine Biermann and Johann Heinrich Biermann while they were living in 
Tandslet was Maria Margrethe, who came into the world on 29 March 1888. She was confirmed in Københoved in 
March 1902. In October of 1909 she married Mads Madsen and both lived a long life in Voyens where they celebrated 
their Diamond Wedding Anniversary in 1969, When Helmer and Rosalie visited them in 1970 they still had a large 
number of bottles of wine left over from that anniversary party safely stashed in the wine cellar Although it had been 
more than 50 years since the plebiscite, there were still signs around the counties of Sonderjylland in both German 
and Danish, probably as a benefit for German tourists.   

_____________ 
 

Den første barn født i Tandslet hvar en pige som fik navn Maria Margrethe. Hun blev født den 29 
Marts 1888 og blev konfirmered I Københoved I Marts 1902 og blev gift med Mads Madsen. Di 
fejret deres 60 bryllups jubilaeum I Oktober1969.Da Helmer og Rosalie hvar paa besøg I foraaret 
af 1970 hvar det nok mange flasker af vin fra den fest.some hvar I deres keller.Maria Margrethe 
fik navn Maria fordi det hvfar hendes mormor’s navn (Marie Cathrine Simonsen) og Margrethe 
hvar hendes farmor’s navn (Hilke Margrethe Frerichs).   

  
 The second child of JHB Biermann was Jørgen Bernhard, who was born in Tandslet, Island of Als, on 01 August 
1890. His confirmation was in Københoved in 1905 and during the First World War he married Hulda Pauline 
Dunker, who was born in Lubeck, Germany. There is a video of Lubeck showing the various homes where Pauline 
Dunker lived in that north German city. It is in possession of Jørgen’s son, Flemming Biermann in Denmark and a 
copy is owned by Helmer Biermann in Saint John New Brunswick, Canada. 

_____________ 
 
Den anden født hvar Jørgen Bernhard, d. 1 August 1890  paa Tandslet og han blev konfirmered i 
Københoved I 1905 og under den Første Verdens Krige blev gift med Hulda Pauline Dunker i 
1915.Hulda hvar født I Lubeck Tyskland. Der er en video af di forskellige steder hvor Hulda bode 

 



 



i den by som er i besiddelse af Flemming Biermann, hendes søn og en kopi eget af Helmer 
Biermann i Kanada. Jørgen som hvar saddelmager og Hulda fik en søn Wladimir, havde forøvrigt 
Dansk indføodsret nok arvet efter Anna Bsorgstad I Grønitz I Hertugdømmet Larenburg. Den 28 
November 1918 Jørgen, Hulda, søster Ottielie og Huldas mor, Auguste flytted til Vojens. Paa 
dette tidspunkt kunne derindsigelser mod flytning mend da Hulda hvde Dansk indordsret kunne 
det ikke gøres gaelddende og Hulda fink ogsaa hendes lillebror, Heinrich, til Sønderjylland. Hvis 
det ikke havde vaeret problem med revolution iTyskland er di nok ikke kommet til Sønderjylland. 
Huldas storsøster, Frid a Auguste, flytted til Altona. 
 
Lauenburg som er paa den højere side af Elbe floden hørte til Saxony men efter 1815 kom den til 
Preussen som gav den over til den danske konge hus og fik Pomeranien men efter 1864 kom den 
tilbage til Pkreussen saa i 1876 blev den part af Schleswig Holsltein. Paa den maade kom Hulda 
til at havde dansk inordsret.  

_____________ 
 
 The third child was Johann Biermann, who was born on 14 August 1891 in Tandslet and confirmed in 
Københoved. Johann later moved to Germany and eventually settled in Austria, living in the suburb of Weidling. He 
pursued his trade as an engineer in that country and died in 1973.   
 

_____________ 
 

Den trediget søn hvar Johann Biermann som blev født d. 14 August 1891 og confirmered i 
Københoved. In 1923 fik han arbejd I Tyskland og sener flyttet til Østrig og bode efter han hvar 
pensionist i Weidling uden for Wien. Han dode I 1973. Johann havde ogsaa arbejd i Hamburg og 
fortalt Helmer in 1870 at “det hvar min by”. 

_____________ 
 

 Cathrine (Tinne) Biermann was also born in Tandslet, Als and was married to Christian Hansen, an employee of 
the Danish State Railway system. They had one daughter Henriette, who married Svend Nielsen. They had two boys, 
Kai and Erik Arlberg Nielsen. 

_____________ 
 

Den naeste født hvar en datter som fik navn  Cathrine (Tinne) og hvar født d. 6 August I 1893 I 
Tandslet. Hun blev gift med Christian Hansen og fik arbejd med den danske jernbanne. Han hvar 
sener Ritter af dannebroget. Di havde en datter, Henriette som blev gift med Svend Nielsen, som 
havde arbejd med dansk telefon og telegraf i Danmarks hovedstat. 

_____________ 
  
 The fifth child was Peter Biermann, born 13 September 1895. Peter Biermann, according to the International Red 
Cross, was taken prisoner in the First World War by the French, and shot behind the lines instead of being taken to a 
prisoner of war camp. Apparently he escaped this fate according to information gained by the son-in-law of Ottielie 
(Biermann) Pedersen in the 1990s. According to this story he was spared, changed his name to Pierre, remained in 
France, married there and had children and died sometime in the 1970’s. Apparently his grave site was located in 
France. 

_____________ 
  

Peder Biermann blev født de 13 September 1895, som efter oplysninger af det Røde Kors blev drebt I 
den Første Verdens Krig efter han hvar fanger af soldater fra Frankrig. Men ny oplysninger har 
en hel anden historie som Jorgens son Flemming har fortalt efter hans soster otiellies svigerson 
og Ottilies datter havde funden en grav det skul vaere Peder’s. Han blev ikke skudt med blev i 
Frankrig efter krigen, blev gift og dode nogen tid efter 1970. 

_____________ 
 

 Then there were two twin girls, Johanna and Marie Biermann, born in February of 1914, who died as infants. 
They are buried together in the churchyard at Skrave Parish church in Københoved. The gravesite was found by 
Schani Biermann in May of 2001 when he was in Denmark with Rosalie, Veronica and Helmer. Heine Biermann had 
from time to time mentioned that there were twins in the family but never gave any details. 
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 Heinrich Biermann was born in the small village of Københoved on 4 October 1898. Bernhard Biermann was 
born 26 May 26 1900 in Københoved and the last child, Elisabeth Biermann, who was born on 17 May 1902, also in 
Københoved and was married to Peder Witt, but later divorced. Helmer and Rosalie met Elisabeth in 1970 when she 
came to Madsens for afternoon coffee. She drove a small Volkswagen from her home in Haderslev for the visit. In 
earlier years Lise had a visit from Mrs. Terkal Brodersen who lived in the Saint John and was in Denmark for a 
vacation. There is a picture of Tante Lise and her children on the occasion of Lise’s 80th birthday party which is in the 
Biermann photo album. 

_____________ 
  

Heinrich Biermann blev født i Københoved den 4 Oktober 1898 og Bernhard var født den 26 Mai 
in 1900. Den sidste hvar en datter Elisabeth (Lisbett) som blev fodt May 17, 1902 Hun blev gift 
med Peder Witt men sener blev skilt. Helmer og Rosalie Biermann modte Tante Lise I Vojens da 
hun komn i hendes Volkswagen for en besøg fra hendes hjem i Haderlsev. I tidliger aar havde Lise 
faaet besog af Fru Terkal Brodersen, som hvar i Danmark paa en ferierejse fra Kanada. Der er 
ogsaa billed fra Lise’s 80 aars fødselsdag med hendes born og gester in en Biermann album of 
billeder. 
 
Heinrich Biermann war in Kobenhoved geboren 4 Oktober, 1898 Bernhard Biermann war 26 Mai, 
1900 geboren in Københoved. Die letze kind war tochter Elisabeth Biermann geboren 17 Mai, 
1902 und wann Helmer Und Rosalie besuchte Nord Schleswig ‘Lise’ von Haderlsev nach Woyens 
gefahren im Volkswagen.     

_____________ 
  
 It is known that Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann was a master cooper for a number of years and probably 
practiced his trade in Tandslet, Københoved and later in the railway town of Vojens prior to the First World War and 
later owned a store in that town. He died in Haderslev at the hospital there at age 67 on 4 July 1929 and is buried in 
the Vojens churchyard. The grave site was visited by Helmer and Rosalie Biermann in 1972, but the site was no longer 
extant in 2001, when Schani, Veronica, Helmer and Rosalie visited Vojens in 2001. 
 And there were noticeable changes from even 1970 and 1972 when Helmer and Rosalie visited Margrethe and 
Mads Madsen. There were even greater changes in the town when Schani, Veronica, Helmer and Rosalie visited 
Vojens in May of 2001 on a very cool damp day. Helmer believes that he could still pick out the home where Christian 
and Tinne Hansen lived near the railway station. It is now known that Johann Heinrich Bernhard Biermann did not 
become a Danish citizen until 1921 and that son Heinrich Biermann did not receive his Danish papers until May 20 in 
1924, nearly two years after he and Katrine (Davidsen) Biermann were married.  

_____________ 
  

Det er godt kendt at JHB Biermann war først en børgermester for mange aari Tandslet og i 
Københoved men sener ejet han en butik i Vojens. Han døde paa sygehuset i Haderslev d. 4 Juli, 
1929 og blev begravet i Vojens Kirkegaard. Ved den tidspunkt bode søn Heinrich og familien paa 
Lancster Avenue I Saint John. Helmer kan nok huske da di fik besked om JHB’s død. Graven af 
JHB og Cathrine Biermann hvar paa Vojens Kirkegaard i 1970 da Helmer og Rosalie besøgt den 
by, Men I 2001 hvar den ikke mere paa plads. 

_____________ 
  
 The original chapel used for church services still stands on Kirkevej, Vojens as does the church constructed in the 
typical style of small town Danish churches in 1925. Although there are no longer any Biermanns living in the town of 
Vojens, a member of the Julsgaard family is presently a resident there. Her name is Grethe, daughter of Kathrine 
Julsgaard Madsen and Aage Madsen, shopkeeper in Ringkøbing and living with Hans Morten Nielsen, her husband. 
Their daughter and husband have a farm nearby. 

_____________ 
  

Nu i den ny aar 2003 er det ikke nogle i Biermann familie det boer i Vojens men det er en af 
Julsgaard familie som er bolig i denne by. Det er Grethe, datteraf Kathrine Julsgaard Madsen og 
Aage Madsen, købmand i Ringkøbing og bor sammen med hendes mand, Hans Morten Nielsen 
paa Sjaellandsvej. Di fik besøg fra Helmer Biermann og Erik Julsgaard Tordag d. 29 Mai, 2003. 

_____________ 
  
 The history of the area surrounding Vojens dates back at least 3500 years and it was here that it is presumed a 
Bronze Age dwelling stood that may have been the home of what has been known as the Skydstrup Maid. Nearby is 
the grave of this person and there are many burial mounds in the area. East of the town, which has a population just 
under 20,000 (2003), is the famed Tørning Mølle, a historic landmark. The park nearby with its very old trees is the 
site of a castle and in the area is also the house of a district judge. Not far away joined to the property is Christiansdal, 
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which in the late 18th century, was the beginnings of industry in Nord Slesvig and circa 1772 several firms were 
established here. The only evidence of this is the old hydroelectric plant. In the early years of the 19th century a major 
industry was owned by the Gram family and after the First World War, Maren Katrine Davidsen was employed as 
governess and music teacher for the family children. 
 There is a natural beauty to the area, but in the middle of the 19th century, Vojens became important, being built 
around a major railway and in the 1920’s and into the early 1930’s Christian Hansen, who was married to Katrine 
(Tinne) Biermann, was employed by the railway here.  
 Currently there is a joint effort with the town of Haderslev to develop an area where the kingfisher can breed 
safely and the citizens and visitors have often had the pleasure of seeing the bird skim along the nearby canal. The 
town’s name supposedly refers to the fact that town is in fact Odin’s Town. Odin was the Norse god of war but also 
was the Norse god of learning and in Nordic and Teuton mythology it has be variously spelled Woden and Wotan. 
What eventually brought the Biermann family to Vojens from Københoved certainly must have been the fact it was a 
railway centre and offered greater opportunities for coopers to find use for their barrels. It is apparent that it was a 
thriving business prior to the First World War. 
 For the modern day visitor there is much to see and do in all the seasons with a swimming complex as well as 
a winter skating rink. For anyone wishing to ride horses there is ample opportunity in the area and there are lakes for 
swimming. There are many other nearby towns and areas to visit and Vojens itself has several excellent dining 
facilities and overnight accommodations.  

_____________ 
  

 Besøgende som kommer til Vojens kan finde meget af interesse og kan finde det er trafikalt 
knudepunkt med god forbindelse med motorveje, saa vel som jarnbane og lufthavn i nerheden. Her 
ligger Skydstrup pigen begravet og lher ogsaa bornzeladerens hus hvor maaske hun hvar bolig 
3500 hundert aar siden. Byen blev vigtig I 1860erne idet jernbanen kom igennemn her og kunne 
hjelpe industriet.  
 Tæt paa Vojens ligger Skydstrup-pigens grav og en statue og ikke langt derfra ligger et 
bronzealderhus, hvor hun kunne have boet for 3500 aar siden. Ost for Vojens ligger den historiske 
Tørning Mølle med Herredfogedens Hus og frestern af den  tidligere borgruin i den gamle 
park..Det er ikke langt ti lChristiansdal hvor den sonderjyske industris vugge stod for knap 230 
siden. Her I 1772 etablerede lman her flere viksomheder blandt hvar en spejlglasfabrik og 
blikfabrik. 
 Mulighederene for en aktiv ferie I Vojens og omegn er meget god og man kan ogsaa kom ind I 
den dejlig landsbykirke. Og I Vojens er det trafikalt knudepunkt med lufthavn, jernbane og 
forbindelse med motorvejen. I Vojens er det en svommehal, spsortshal bowling baner og I 
naerheden kan man spille golf. For dem det kommer med camingovgn er der fine campingpladser.  

___________________ 
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 CHAPTER FIVE: Empires in Conflict  

 

 

- The German Empire - 
(ca 1860 – 1919) 

 
 

   
War’s annals will cloud into Night 

And all our dynasties take flight 
 

 

 
 

he events which were part of European history from the birth of JHB Biermann in 1862 until the 
present were also part of the family history and though they were not movers they were swept along 
in the stream. A large part of the story of JHB coincided with times when Germany was reunited 
under three Kaisers. The first Biermann in Denmark appeared there sometime before the “Drei 
Kaiser Jahr”, which refers to 1888 when there were successively three Emperors in Germany. JHB 
died 11 years after the end of the First World War and 11 years after the last Hohenzollern ruled the 

land. 
____________ 

 
 Di Begivenheder som hvar en del af Europas historie fra den dag da JHB Biermann blev født op 
til di først aarhundrede 2000 er ogsaa en del af familie historien. En stor del af JHB Biermanns 
historie traeffe sammen med di tider naar Tyskland hvar forenet under tre Kaisere. Den første 
Biermann kom til Schleswig nogle aare for den Tre Kaiser Aar og døde 11 aar efter den sidste 
Hohenzollern regeret landet. Saa for naesten 40 aar hvar JHB bolig I den provins af Tyskland 
som havde været dansk for 1864 og igen efter 1920. 
 
 Die ereignisse das hat ein rolle in Europa geschichte wenn JHB Biermann war geboren bis der 
Gegenwart war auch ein teil die familie geschichte. Johann Heinrich Bernhards geschichte war 
wann Deutschland war sich vereinen unter drei Kaiser und zusammenfallen mit die geschichte 
bevor die Erste Welt Krieg. JHB Biermman elf jahre nach dem ende diese Krieg gestorben.  

____________ 
    
 Much has been written about Friedrich Wilhelm, the husband of Queen Victoria’s daughter, and there has been 
some measure of a feeling that things would have been much different had this man lived another 15 years. It is not 
fiction that he would have maintained his most obvious characteristics throughout his reign. These were his truly 
humane feelings and liberal thinking. His empress Victoria, although not much in favor with the power seekers in 
Germany, was certainly intelligent and a woman of charity. It was a fact that her father, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg, 
took care to mold her character and nurture her education all through the years of her studies. Kaiser Wilhelm I, 
Victoria’s father-in-law, was also an honorable man, who, as much as he had wanted the states of Schleswig-Holstein 
within the German sphere, he was not one to take what belonged to another.  
 

____________ 
 

 Meget er skrivet om Friedrich Wilhelm som hvar gift med Dronning Viktoria’s datter og det 
kunne maaske havde været meget anderles hvis han havde levet en anden 15 aar. Det er meget 
skriven am hvor liberal og menneskelig den Hohenzollern hvar. Kaiserinde Viktoria hvar nok en 
forstandig dame som fik det bedste opdragelse fra hendes far Albert af Saxe-Coburg. Kaiser 
Wilhelm I hvad nok glad for at Schleswig og Holsten hvar tysk men han hvar ikke en mand det 
ville tage noget det hørt til en anden menneske.    

 Die Welt Geschichte hat sich sehr verandert hat Kaiser Friedrich Wilhelm ein ander 15 jahre 
leben. Kaier Wilhelm II war der enkel Konigen Viktoria von England. Wilhelms mutter war 
Prinzesse Viktoria, tochter des Englands Viktoria und sein vater war Friedrich Wilhelm, das in 
1888 gestorben. Dies war die Drei Kaiser Jahre.   

____________ 
 



 The Duchy of Oldenburg has a vastly interesting dynastic history that embraces hundreds of years, which 
included the mid 15th century Count Christian who became King Christian I of Denmark in 1448, so for some years 
Oldenburg was ruled by Denmark. In the year 1773 King Christian VII of Denmark exchanged the province for the 
Duchy of Holstein. The acquisition would lead to conflict in the next century. In 1862 Oldenburg was known as the 
Grossherzogtum Oldenburg and in the Prussian War with Austria , Oldenburg sided with Prussia and then in 1871 
joined the German Empire under Kaiser Wilhelm I. The last grand duke of Oldenburg gave up his ruling rights in 1918 
and the final tragedy saw a Red flag flying over the city of Oldenburg, when Bolshevism very nearly engulfed the 
country. The fine old city is now part of Lower Saxony in the present day German Federal Republic.  

____________ 
 

 For mange aar hvar Hertugdomme Oldenburg under Greve Christian som sener kom til den 
danske Trone som Kong Christian I i 1448. saa I aaret 1773 bytted Kong Christian VII Oldenburg 
for Hertugdom Holsten. I den naeste aarhundert vil blive meget strid og kamp. I krigen imellem 
Preussen og Ostrig hvar Oldenburg med Preussen og I 1871 blev den en del af den ny Tysk 
kaiserlik rige under Vilhelm  I.Byen er nu i Sachsen.  
 
 Das Herzogtum Oldenburg hat ein interesant dynastie geschichte und eingeschlossen der 
herrschen von Graf Christian. Graf Christian war konig Christian I von Dannemark spater. 
Konig Christian VII in 1773 hat die provins fur Hertzugtom Holstein getauscht. In die nachste 
jahrhundert diese erlangung ein konflikt verursachen.  

____________ 
 
 The political and social history of the German Empire during its brief 48-year existence has often been distorted 
and misinterpreted by persons with certain biases and or prejudices. This sometimes makes it difficult to get a 
genuine understanding of the situation and is more likely to get an unfair view of events and personalities in the 
English-speaking world, which fought two wars in 31 years with Germany. A hundred years from now a more honest 
appraisal of that tumultuous period may be possible. 

____________ 
 

 Den politiske og social historie af den tyske Rige har været meget fordreiede og mistydet af 
mennesker med fordom eller Boining. Somtider er det svaer i den engelske verden at faa en lys 
forstand af den engelsk-tysk beliggenhed idet di to lande faegted to krige i 31 aar. Maaske om en 
ander hundred aar kan verden finde en mere redelig vurdering af den urolig Tid. 
 
 Die politisch und sozial geschichte des Deutsche Reich wahrend die kurz 48 jahre existenz hat 
ofte bin misverstehende. Das verurteil spielt ein rolle und die Englische welt hat nicht gute wort 
fur Kaiser Wilhelm II. Der Konig Edward VII hat nicht so gern seine neffe aber hat Franzose 
Sympathie.Der mutter des Kaiser war schwester des Edward. 

____________ 
 It might be said that the early death of one Emperor and the foreign policy shift of another determined the events 
of the 20th century. What was known in Germany as the “Dreikaiserjahr” was the fateful year of 1888, when Kaiser 
Wilhelm I died, was succeeded by his son Friedrich Wilhelm who survived only a few months after a bout with throat 
cancer. The grandson of Queen Victoria would succeed as Wilhelm II and Victoria’s son Albert would succeed to the 
British throne as King Edward VII. The king’s sister Victoria was the Kaiser’s mother. So the death of a strong and 
very admirable Friedrich with strong English ties and the ascension of Edward VII who had strong pro-French 
feelings would set the course for disaster. Friedrich had married Victoria, daughter of Queen Victoria, a name which 
goes back many decades when another Victoria (of Saxe-Coburg) would marry the English Duke of Kent, who were 
Queen Victoria’s parents. 
 

____________ 
 

 Dann die tod des Friedrich das hat nahe verwandte mit England und ein Englische konig das 
hat Franzosich Mitleid der katastrophe kurs hab aufgestellt. Friedrich Wilhelm hat heiratet 
Viktoria, tochter des Kaiserin Viktoria von England Fruher ein Viktoria von Saxe Coburg hat 
heiratet die Englische Herzog von Kent, Kaiserin Viktorias Eltern..Die Jahre 1888 war die Drei 
Konig Jahr. Folglen Kaiser Wilhelm I, sein Sohn Friedrich Wilhelm III regieret aber sein Tod 
war auch 1888 und dann Wilhelm II wurde Kaiser. Folgen Viktorias tod ihre sohn war Konig als 
Edward VII   
 
Da Alberts opstigelse til den engelske trone som Edward VII skete, hvar der en hel ny eventyr idet 
den ny konge hvar ikke venlig over for Vilhelm og hvar begeisteret for alting fransk. 



KaiserVilhelm kalte ham en djævel. Viktoria af England hvar jo mormor til Vilhelem men hun 
dode i 1901og det hvar ingen forunderlig Friedrich som hvar Viktorias svigerson. Det hvar jo 
sikkeret at Vilhelm kom godt ud af det med mormor I England og ville gerne havde en god 
kundskab med denne rigdom. 

____________ 
 

 It is certain that Wilhelm II of Hohenzollern felt close to his grandmother, Victoria, and it was the Kaiser who was 
most anxious to have an agreement with England. Certain persons working behind the scenes in both countries had 
suspicions that each country was up to no good. But it was the ambitious and Francophile Albert (Edward VII) who 
did much to destroy any chance of an entente between these two countries. Everywhere Albert had gone in France he 
spoke of his friendship and admiration of the glorious traditions. It was a far cry from the historical distrust and many 
wars that the two countries had fought since the Middle Ages. Prince Otto Bismarck himself felt that a republican 
(and decadent) France would not be accepted by a glorious monarchy and empire such as Britain. Otto von Bismarck 
had been appointed Chancellor in 1862, an office he held until dismissed by Kaiser Wilhelm II in 1890. It was in the 
year 1862 that JHB Biermann was born in the small community of Hohenkirchen, just north of Jever. The power of 
the Hohenzollern family began in 1701 when the Elector of Brandenburg was crowned King of Prussia in 1701. 

____________ 
 

 Kaiser Wilhelm II stehe Victoria sehr nahe und wunsche ein Verstandigung mit England aber in 
beide lande war der verdacht und zweifel.Ein ergeizig Edward VII zerstören alle gelegenheit fur 
ein allianz zwischen die drei länder. Edward hat viele lob fur Frankreich und er bewundered sein 
herrlich vergangenheit. 
 
 Vilhelm II hvar altid meget god venner med sin mormor, Vicktoria af England og han ville gern 
havde en underhandling med England. Det hvar mend I begge lande det hvar mistaenklig over 
hinanden og saa hvar det Albert (Edward VII) som hvar alt for venlig med Frankrig. Det hvar 
Edward VII det ødelagt alle Haendelse til en pagt. Hohenzollern magten begynte i 1701 da 
Elector af Brandenburg blev kong af Preussen. Bismarck hvilde agsaa gern havde en venlig pagt 
med England. Han hvar Chancellor fra 1862 til Vilhelm II kom ad med ham i 1890. 

____________ 
 
 Kaiser Wilhelm was married to Princess Augusta Victoria, daughter of the duke of Schleswig-Holstein-
Sonderburg-Augustenborg and was often referred to as Dona. She had been described as a pretty, submissive, church-
going, child-bearing hausfrau, which was just exactly what Bismarck and many others wanted. It has been said that 
these powers had had enough of politically-minded strong willed consorts which had been attributes of both Empress 
Augusta and Prince Wilhelm’s mother, Victoria of England.  
 The second Wilhelm once remarked that an Anglo-German alliance in Europe would have tremendous impact. 
“Not a mouse in Europe would stir without our permission,” he remarked to his uncle, Edward VII. At the funeral of 
Edward VII in 1910 the last great assembly of pomp and glory in the form of royal personages that numbered more 
than 50 was seen when the funeral procession appeared on the streets of London. Leading the mourners was King 
George V and the Duke of Connaught but they were followed by the Kaiser Wilhelm II. The London Times 
commented: “He was one who never lost his popularity among us.” The legacy of Edward VII would change that in 
four short years. The Kaiser rode in the procession wearing the scarlet uniform of a British Field Marshall. There was 
one obvious fly in the ointment. Queen Alexandra, Edward’s widow hated Kaiser Wilhelm for the Schleswig-Holstein 
debacle although not much has ever been written about the womanizing transgressions of her husband, which must 
have equally distasteful to Alexandra, once considered the most beautiful princess in Europe. 

____________ 
 

Wilhelm wunsche das ein Allianz war möglich: “Dann nicht ein maus im Europe 
umruhrenkonnen ohne unser erlaubnis bitten,” sagte die Kaiser. Die London Times zeitung 
bemerken das Wilhelm hat niemals ihre beliebtheit unser uns verlieret. Aber die Danische-
geboren Konigin Alexandra hassen Wilhlem uber die Schleswig-Holstein angelegenheit. Albert 
Edwards Sunde und untreue muss hat bin widerwartig fur die konigin. Sie war wenn jung die 
schoneste prinzessin im Europa. 

____________ 
  
 “I am proud to call this place my home,” was the comment once made by Wilhelm II, but he also looked upon his 
mother’s brother, Albert Edward as Satan. Edward’s pro-French addiction and his loose morals were too much for the 
puritanical Lutheran from the Hohenzollern family. He always felt Edward was creating alliances that would encircle 
Germany and there was no grandmother Victoria to set things straight. His attitude toward the new King, George V, 
was straightforward and he told Theodore Roosevelt that George was a very nice boy- but a thorough Englishman. In 
the past 300 years, much of the language spoken in Buckingham Palace had been German. 

 





____________ 
 

 Kaiser Wilhelm war stolz das er diese Land kann nennen mein Heimatland. Die Kaiser auch 
sagte das sein mutter bruder Edward Albert war ein Satan. Bertie hatte so gern die Franzoische 
lebensstil und dies die Kaiser nicht verstehn konnen Seine schlechte moral die diese Protestant 
von die Hozenzollern familie konnte nicht verstehen Wilhelm fuhlte das Edward die allianze 
erschaffen das umringen Deutschland und kein Grossmutter Viktoria zu hilfe . 
 
 KaiserVilhelm hvar altid stolt af at han kunne kald England has hjem og London Times skriv at 
han hvar meget populaer i England. Dronning Alexandra kun ikke lid tysker over hvad det havde 
sket I 1864 and kunne ikke lid Kaiser Vilhelm. 

____________ 
 
 Perhaps one of the dangers that Britain felt lay in the fact that Germany was building a fleet to match its own. 
Politically the rivalry between Britain and Germany was in part accelerated by the desire of both to become naval 
powers. Further colonial expansion beyond its West and East African colonies by Germany was not a desire and never 
had been since the days of Prince Bismarck. Traditionally the enemies of England had been Russia and France, 
something that would change almost overnight.  
 Kaiser Wilhelm’s faults lay largely in his foreign policy and his seeming vainglorious appearance, but there was 
also a genuine effort to improve the standards for the average citizen. This was the age of a ruling class of nobles in 
several European countries, including Britain and Germany. But it must be said that the middle classes and the 
workers had a better existence in Germany than they did in Britain. The social reforms that took place in the last 25 
year of the 19th century were for different reasons, the efforts of the court, Bismarck and political personages, 
although there were conflicts about the manner of social reform. Several things made it all possible and the 19th 
century saw both industrial revolution and colonial expansion as a need for reforms. 

 
____________ 

  
Die Kaisers forende politik war ihre fehle aber er hat die beste wunsche fur ihre volk und  
verbessern die lebenstandard von ihre staatsburger.Die mittel klasse hat besser lebensunterhalt 
verdienen dann die Englander.Die verbeserung in die letze 25 jahre aus die 19jahrhundert kam 
wegen verschiedene ursache.Die erhöhung des allgemeinen Lebensstandards und das schulwesen 
beschleunigende.Und Deutschland hat seit jeher eine grosse rolle im kulturellen  Leben und 
Wissenshchaft des Europa. 

____________ 
 
 To a certain extent agricultural reforms and the growth of science and technology had its impact. In Europe much 
thought was given to the dangers inherent in the writings of Marx and Hegel and in many cases this influenced the 
politicians’ views of social reforms. Unionism and cooperatives were becoming part of the social structure. Autocrats 
realized that extreme leftwing socialism could only be thwarted by introducing reforms to help the workers. Marxist 
aims were left in limbo when socialists became part of the parliamentary system and social welfare became the 
direction governments would take. Revolutionary Marxists could thrive in the mire of discontent and a thriving 
economy didn’t help their cause. It was the mistake of the Romanovs in Russia that led to discontent and an easy path 
to Bolshevism and the subsequent Communist ideology that would, by the mid 19th century, engulf much of Eastern 
Europe. 

____________ 
 

Autokrate bemerken dass die linkssozialismus besiegen konne von verbesseung. Marxists 
gedeihen konnen wann est gibt viel armst auf der Welt. Aber der erste grosse deutsche konigliche 
Idealist war Wilhelm II und er verstehen die arbeiters notwendigkeite.  Zusammenarbeitende und 
Gewerkshaft war teil des sozial struktur.Die sozialNivellierung  mafdht sich auch im Schulwesen  
geltend. Ein grosse vorteil hat immer bin die deutsche veherung fur die gute lebensstil und die 
kultur. 

____________ 
 
 As one can see in retrospect the industrial revolution and the colonial expansion necessitated social reforms and 
it was in Germany and Austria that much of it took place and other powers felt it was necessary to copy the ideas. 
While the average citizen slaving in England was permitted to live in slummy, filthy buildings and get paid pittances 
for 60 to 70 hours work a week, the Germans were enterprising enough to made plans to offer its citizens living 
quarters that were livable, neat, clean and with all the conveniences for comfortable living. It was particularly 
noticeable that hygiene was a high priority. Education was high priority too and most could write and read. Nowhere 
in Europe were literature, music and culture more highly regarded. Business and organizing was responsible for 
regulating prices and making life worth living.  



 When Prince Bismarck was chancellor and the three Kaisers ruled, a desire for friendship between England and 
Germany was generally ignored by the British who were jealous of German good sense in social reform and its 
colonial ambitions. 

____________ 
 

 Die industriell revolution und die kolonial Ausdehnung war der hauptgrund fur sozial reform 
und verbessserung und ich war in Deutschland und Osterreich das es passiert. Ander landern 
fuhlt es war notig und machen gleiche. Im Deutschland die bevolkerung hat gute wohnung mit 
rein, ordenliche zimmer und alle moderne bequemlichkeite. Englische leute wohnen im schmutz 
und arbeitet lange stunde mit kleine lohne.  Hygiene war wichtig als war die kultur und 
bildungswesen. 
 
 Di tider i 1800 aarene da industri ubredes og England og Tyskland fik colonier hvar det 
nodvendig at social forbedring skulle hjelpe befolkning hvar det Ostrig og Tyskland det begynte 
det og lsener hvar der andere det fylte med. Bolig I England hvar I skummel, uren huse for di 
stakkels mennesker det fik kun faa skillinge for deres 60 ti 70 timers ugelig arbejd. I Tyskland saa 
di at det mangles ren, nydelig bolig for deres befolknnger saa det hvar hyggelig. Hygiene hvar 
vigtig og udannelse hvar I den hojeste grad ogssa en nodvendighed. Musik, literatur og kulturen 
hvar betragted i den højste grad ogsaa af alle folk Det hvar mening at England og Tyskland skulle 
vaere venlig men det hvar mange I England det havde inge interresse i saaden en pagt.   

____________ 
    
 In Britain the situation was much different where a quarter of the men and a third of the females were illiterate. 
Lessening the hours that children worked in mines would cut down the profits and many of these children were 
harnessed like dogs when hauling material and often whipped to make them work harder. The fact that many died 
was of no great concern to factory owners and rich mining executives, since there were lots more to take their places. 
For decades parliament was filled with corrupt men from the time of George IV and the only important factor was 
wealth and possessions and they were largely responsible for the miserable conditions of a large segment of the 
population. Riots by the oppressed were easily put down by use of soldiers. Much of the misery of the poorer classes 
was well documented by some authors with Dickens revealing the difficulties of child labour, debtors’ prisons and 
poverty. 

____________ 
 

I England hvar det meget anderledes hvor en kvart of alle manfolk og en tredje del of kvinder 
kunne ikke laese eller skrive sproget. Regering vil ikke reducere di timer som unge born fra seks ti 
12 aar gammel arbejde I Fabriker og I Kulgraber. Mange gange hvar di born harnisket som 
hunde og di fik godt tesk hvis di ikke arbejdet haard nok. Mange döde men der hvar jo landre det 
kunne I deres plads. 

____________ 
  
 It is significant that Germany was to lead the way in industrial expansion coupled with systematic social 
legislation. At first Otto Prince Bismarck thought it a good idea, but the conservatism of the Junker class gave him 
cause to temper his thinking in this respect. For Kaiser Wilhelm II it was the best way to keep the working class happy 
and middle classes content. He perpetuated that “a happy nation was a mighty nation”. It was Bismarck that 
introduced the idea of Sickness Insurance Law in 1883 and a year later a measure known as the Accident Insurance 
Law was promulgated to be paid entirely by the employers. In the year 1889 Germany read into law the Old Age and 
Invalidity Bill which received contributions from both employer and worker. It eventually was codified to include 
agricultural workers and domestic servants. Austria adopted the accident and sickness insurance as early as 1888-89. 
The Sickness and Accident Insurance, which was introduced into German life, was one of the major social legislations 
of the 19th century and only prejudice has kept the fact out of so many English-language history books. Whatever one 
may feel about the political situation in the last 40 years of the 19th century in Germany, it must be admitted that 
much that was wrong could be laid at the feet of Prince Otto von Bismarck. He was the villain in many events of 
German history and not the three last Kaisers. There also was a time when the German people would have been only 
too happy to have rid themselves of the great Junker. When a young revolutionary student took a shot at Bismarck 
and missed, a Berlin university professor would remark on the poor quality of the German revolver. 
 

____________ 
 

Tyskland viste vejen til social lovgivning den samme Tid det hvar udstraekning i Industri og 
Vilhelm viste det hvar det bedste maade at holde middelklasen og arbejdsmen lykkelig. Di ny love 
om forsikring og pensionist hjelp begynte i Tyskland.   

 



Es ist bedeutsam dass Deutschland war in der spitze Industriel ausdehnung zusammen mit sozial 
gesetzgebung. Der Kaiser sagte ein glucklich bevolkerung war zufrieden. Aber Bismark fuhle 
fruher das dies war ein gute ide aber spater hat anders gedanke. Er war ein Konservative Junker. 
In 1889 ein gesetz war bestanden das die alte und invalide erhalten hilfe. Betrag kam von arbeiter 
und arbeitgeber. 

____________ 
    
 The many social welfare ideas that originated in Germany were eventually accepted in Britain where much of the 
19th century was plagued by debtors’ prisons, poorhouses and child labour. But it was only done 20 years later and in 
France and the United States such safeguards for working people didn’t appear until the 1930s. 

____________ 
 

 Mange af di social reform det hvar frembragt under den tyske Kaiser kom sener til England hvor 
di fattige og middelklassen hvar nedtrykket. Det vaerste I Stor Brittanien hvar slaveri  for di 
meget unge som skulle arbejd I miner og fabriker op til 69 timer om ugen for meget lidt lon.I 
Vilhelms Tyskland hvar opdragelse sat til born hvar mindst 14 aar gammel og det hvar mere 
leiligheder at forbedring naar di hvar ferdig med skolen. Tyskland hvar meget stolt ogsaa af deres 
fine Universiteter.  
 
 Viele sozial fürzorge ide das entspringen in Deutschland war endlich annhemende in 
Grossbritannien wo armenhauser, Schuldner gefangnis und die kinder arbeitet als Sklave. In 
Frankreich es war 20 jahre spater gekommen und in Vereinigsten Staten diese sicherstellen 
vierzig jahre später erscheinen. 

____________ 
 

 It was in 1891 that factory inspections in Germany were becoming more efficient and industrial courts were set up 
to regulate wage disputes. But most significant was the weekday employment of women and children was closely 
monitored and restricted. Sundays were declared a day of rest for all workers and this was obligatory; a fact that in 
late 20th and early 21st century would be crushed by money hungry corporations, particularly in North America. The 
Kaiser’s strong dislike of child labour was a bane on the Lords in England who employed child labour in the coal 
mines and elsewhere. One of the German laws passed forbade the employment of children under the age of 12. Kaiser 
Wilhelm showed much sympathy for the German worker and was often thought of as the “Labour Kaiser”. It was also 
the period of universal suffrage which meant one person, one vote.   

____________ 
 

Der Kaisers abneigung kinder arbeit war ein verderben an Englische Herren das verwended 
kinder im kohlebergwerk Das verwenden kinder und weibliche arbeiter war beobachtete genau in 
Deutschland. Ein gesetz sagte das kinder unter 12 jahre nicht arbeite konnen. Sonntag war ein 
ruhe Tag und dies war verbindlich. Das Prinzip der sozial Fürsorge für arbeiter und Angestellte 
umfasst seit langer zeit gesetzliche regelungen uber arbeit zustande. Deutschalnd hat bin ein 
Führer in Sozialversicherung. Vorbeugende Hygiene war auch wichtig in die werkstatt und im 
Haus. Der deutsche arbeiter geniessen viele vorteile das englische arbeiter war verleugnend. 

____________ 
 
 It was a big step for the German worker and this industrial revolution included steel manufacturing, as well as 
electrical and chemical industries, greatly helped by the huge amount of raw material available. In the years between 
1885 and 1893, Daimler and Benz built the first internal combustion powered automobiles and Rudolf Diesel 
invented the Diesel motor, both significant in the world’s transportation system. Hand in hand with all this social 
legislation was the great strides made in sanitation and disease control. A hundred yeas before disease control and 
sanitation was not understood by a vast majority. It was also an asset that the German worker was efficient, diligent 
and very productive. There were also new ideas in agricultural research which greatly improved the lifestyles of the 
ordinary farmer who could after a series of droughts and other disasters could make a good living. The biggest threat 
came from the vast farmlands of the New World. It was during the 19th century that Germany gradually changed from 
an agrarian country to one that became highly industrialized.  
 

____________ 
 

Der sozialen Fursorge fur arbeiter umfasst seit langer Zeit gesetzliche Regelungen uber Abeitzeit, 
Sonntagsruhe, fabrikschluss und schutz der frauen und kinder. Die Deutsche sozialversicherung 
ist mehr dann hundred jahre bekanntlich. Im laufe des neunzehnjahrhunderts has sich 
Deutschland von einem Agrar zueinem Industriestaat entwickelt Im 1871 lebten 64% der 
bevolkerung auf dem land und 80 jahre spaterdagegen fast 76% in Stadten. 



 The attitude of most of the Kings and Kaisers in the German lands would never have created the situation that 
caused the French Revolution of 1789. These monarchs who may have subscribed to the theory of the “divine right of 
kings” also made sure the majority of its citizens were kept happy. Back in the late 18th century and early 19th century 
the Habsburgs encouraged their citizens to enjoy life to the fullest in the parks, wine kellars and amusement areas. 
Emperor Joseph II opened the Prater for the public. Pleasures for the ordinary person even included chambermaids 
and shopkeepers getting invitations to the state balls where they could hobnob with royalty and nobility. It wasn’t 
unusual to common folk entering Schønbrünn Palace for a state ball. 
 

____________ 
    

 Hvad det skete i Frankrig i 1789 kun aldrig havde vaeret en del af historien i Tyskland og 
Ostrig. Folk hvar opmuntred at nyde livet og I Ostrig Kaiser gav befolkning Prater hvor di  kunne 
finde fornoielse. Og naar det hvar danseselskab I Schonbrunn saa hvar det ikke alene kongelige 
personer eller adelskab det blev invitered. Frisor, arbejdsmen, kammerjomfrue og butikejer kom 
tidt for at nyde dansen. Habsburg familien invitered folk til at finde fornøielsen I vinkeller, i 
Wiener skoven eller hvor det hvar dejlig Schrammel musik  

 Die Haltung des konig und kaiser in Deutsche ermutigen sein bevolknung ihre leben genossen. 
In Osterreich die Kaiser gibt sein leute die Prater und die parke und weinkellar gibt bevolknung 
viele vergnügene. In Wien der Burger war willkommen zu die Schönbrunn balle. Der Adel und 
das zimmermadchen tanzen zusammen in die schone Palais Ballsaal des Schonbrunn. 

____________ 
    
 One of the treasures of German history that has been appreciated by rich and poor is its culture and it has always 
had the respect of all classes. Even those with limited education had no derision for the intellectual. Reading was a 
pastime that was widespread and Germany was the originator of both the book club and the paperback. The matter of 
culture is evident by the great number of periodicals and books that were always available. Generally in the past, 
German books have been beautifully printed and elegantly designed and subject matter of good taste. It has been very 
much a standard in northern and central Europe. And of course not only literary giants are among the great Germans 
but the long list of composers reveals great interest in music. This is supported by the masses, since every city or 
town, large and small, had its theatre and opera house. Radio was always a source of aesthetics and education. Much 
of present day television has a high level of culture, a high standard of entertainment not subjected to an overdose of 
trash that is the basis for commercial TV in the USA. 

____________ 
    

Ein grosses schatz ist die Deutsche kultur und die verehrung fur diese kultur. Die jenigen, die 
selberkeine akademische Bildung besitzen, verfallen nicht in den Zustand der skepnis oder die 
spottes gegen die intellektuell.Belesenheit ist wichtig und Deutsche bucher sind schon bedruckt. 
Tageszeitungen hat kultur eroterungen und gedichte und Essays werde oft bekantmachen.Viele 
stadt, gross und klein hat seine opernhause und theater.Auch die Stadische Bibliothek hat hohe 
standard. In Deutschland kultur ist immer wichtig fur alles leute. Deutsche burger verehre 
berumte mensch wie zum Goethe, Schiller, Bach, Beethoven Wagner, Brahms, Heine und Durer.     

  ____________ 
    
 Germany was not the only land that improved the lot of its people, for there were also great strides in Denmark 
where the remarkable expansion in the area of public schooling that included adult education. Here the leader was 
NFS Gruntvig and the battle against illiteracy was in the forefront. In the field of cooperatives, Denmark led the way 
and the Italian Enrico Dalgas did much for the country when he cleared the heaths of Jutland to make way for 
expanded farm lands. By 1891 there were at 1,000 cooperatives in Denmark which marketed eggs, butter, bacon and 
fruits. Better living standards were the aim. In Germany and Austria the municipal councils were authorized and 
sometimes ordered, to make improvements in public housing. It was done in a sensible and controlled manner. 

____________ 
    

Tyskland hvar ikke den eneste land i Europa som forbedred livet for ders befolkning, idet der hvar 
store skridt in Danmark hvor folkeskolerne hjalp mange mennesker. Her hvar det praesten, NFS 
Gruntvig det ville fegte imod udannethed og det blev en stor hjelp til allDanmarks befolkning, I di 
aar  fra 1880 hvar det kommen forskellige foreninger som medvirkender det kunne hjelpe 
gaardejer og agerdyrkning produkt. Og saa komdet kreditforeningter og brugsforeninger. Den det 
blev begynd af Hans Christian Sonne I 1866 ved thisted I Jylland hvar model for mange andre. I 
tyskland og Ostrig hvar alle municipalitet fortalt at di skulle lave forbedring I deres huser.  

____________ 
 



 But it was the new and the seemingly unnatural alliances that eventually would upset the old order. Even many 
Englishmen were annoyed when King Edward VII paid a state visit to the Tsar aboard the Imperial yacht at Reval in 
the Baltic. Most people in Britain regarded Russia as the ancient foe and Russia hated England for its treaty with 
Japan, which had destroyed the Russian fleet at Port Arthur. In one of the more famous instances that became an 
annoyance to the British was the Kaiser’s telegram to President Krueger congratulating him after the incident of the 
Jamison raid. Most countries felt that the attack against the Boers in South Africa was an act of aggression and the 
major reason was the control of the vast diamond mines at Kimberly and the potential of gold deposits. 

____________ 
    

Wenn Victoria war Konigin die Drohung war Russland und die Russische England hassen fur die 
Allianz mit Japan das hat die Tsars flotte Zerstorende an Port Arthur Viele Leute gedenke 
Englands kampf gegen die Boers war ein aktiv angriff. England mochte die diamantmine in 
Kimberley und die moglische geld dort. 

____________ 
    
 When the First World War ended, over zealous Allied leaders, whose ability to create a stable Europe was 
absolutely non-existent, established countries and boundaries that were shown in future years to be the work of 
complete imbeciles. The victors had no desire to use common sense, only to flex their muscles and create a world that 
suited their own purposes. The creation of Yugoslavia was a huge mistake that even punished those who had been 
pro-Allies and the formation of Czechoslovakia had no credibility and the betrayals of 1938 and 1946 demonstrated 
the attitude of the French and English speaking countries. The final proof of the stupidities of the 20th century power 
brokers were to be revealed when the conflicts between different cultures and political entities erupted in the 1990’s 
in the conglomerate known as Yugoslavia. The division into two separate countries of Czechoslovakia, which finally, 
without the help of the English speaking incompetents, established two distinct and different peoples into two 
countries.  
 The Nazi regime, a sort of Frankenstein-like creature created by the treaty of Versailles, lasted only 12 years and 
the evil Bolshevik empire with its Communist philosophy, managed to survive for about 70 years until the oppressed 
peoples in Eastern Europe liberated themselves. By the same token the English speaking people had been oppressors 
in Africa and Asia for several centuries and killed thousands of red men in North America and oppressed millions of 
black people for nearly 500 years. The United States had to fight a civil war to abolish slavery. In Denmark it was 
done as a matter of the right thing in abolishing a benign slave trade in its few very small colonies nearly 75 years 
before Lincoln did it in the USA.  
 The new millennium found the world faced with a different kind of power hunger when the United States became 
the next aggressor and managed to alienate millions of people in the Arab world and create a whole new dilemma. 
The hatred for America had been building for several decades before the year 2000 with aggression and atrocities in 
Viet Nam and a foreign policy that was both obnoxious and stupid. The results of oppressive colonialism had already 
been seen in Southeast Asia at Dien Bien Phu and the subcontinent of India had found its liberator against oppression 
in the spirit of Gandhi. African nations had found self government but in the former colonies of France, Portugal, 
Belgium and Britain there was genocide, oppression and terrible wars. Only the former German colonies seemed to be 
reasonably stable.    
 In the period from 1871 until the outbreak of the First World War, there were many who thought this period was 
the Golden Age. It was an era when people worked hard, but enjoyed life to the fullest. Looking back to those years 
before the 1914 conflict, Heine Biermann remembered that living in Germany during that period seemed to be the 
best of times for everyone. 
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fter having lived in Københoved for a few years, JHB, his wife and family moved to the town of 
Woyens, a railway junction not far from the towns of Haderslev and Aabenraa in Nord Schleswig, 
where JHB established a cooperage business. Prior to the First World War there was a demand for 
barrels, which could be used for shipping butter, eggs, fish and other products to other parts of 
Germany and to England and perhaps elsewhere. More than 1300 years ago the name Sønderjylland 
was already designated for the area. The medieval writer Saxo Grammaticus had already used the 

name Slesvig. The counties within the area have always had their distinct dialect which in Denmark is called 
Sønderjysk. 
 The eldest in the family, Margrete, was married in October, 1909 to Mads Madsen and four sons were born into 
this union. Although Mads Madsen was considered to have health problems following the First World War, the couple 
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary in 1969 and a grand party was the order of the day. In 1970 when Helmer 
Biermann and wife Rosalie visited them in Vojens (the town had reverted to the Danish spelling after the 1920 
plebescite that returned Nord Slesvig to Denmark) they enjoyed some of the wine left over from the party seven 
months earlier. 
 At the outbreak of the First World War, Jørgen, Peder and Heinrich Biermann were all in military service with 
Kaiser Wilhelm’s German army. Johann, who was not pro-German, avoided military service by enlisting in the 
merchant marine. Jørgen, who was the oldest son of JHB and Catherine Biermann, married Pauline Hulda Dunker of 
Lubeck and one son, Franz was born during the war. Youngest son Flemming, the last born to Hulda and Jørgen, said 
his parents were married in Leipzig. 
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 The Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein long figured prominently in the political history of northwestern Europe. 
The Danes always regarded Schleswig as Danish, and Holstein had become completely Germanized at an early period. 
In 1460 Schleswig and Holstein became allied to the Danish government during the reign of Christian I of Denmark, 
heir to Schleswig and Holstein. The two duchies remained legally separate, from Denmark. However, German 
nationalism in both Schleswig and Holstein, presented the Danes with serious problems. In 1848 Frederick VII of 
Denmark announced his intention of incorporating them into Denmark. The people of Schleswig-Holstein rebelled 
and appealed to Germany for military aid. Prussian troops and Schleswig-Holstein forces drove the Danes from 
Schleswig. In 1849, aided by Britain, Russia, France and Denmark renewed the struggle, and eventually Prussia 
abandoned Schleswig-Holstein. 
 In 1864 Prussia and Austria went to war with the Danes to prevent incorporation of Schleswig into Denmark's 
territory and constitutional structure. Christian IX of Denmark had to relinquish his claims to Schleswig and 
Holstein. Under the terms of the Treaty of Vienna, written in 1864, the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein were ceded 
to Prussia and Austria. The terms of the Convention of Gastein in 1865 gave the administration of Schleswig to 
Prussia and that of Holstein to Austria. The ambitions of these rival powers soon led to the Seven Weeks' War (1866), 
which was followed by the formal incorporation of Schleswig-Holstein, including the former duchy of Lauenburg, as a 
province of Prussia. 
 Among the terms of the Treaty of Versailles following World War I (1914-1918) was a provision calling for a 
plebiscite in Schleswig. The northern zone, which voted three to one for Danish control, was incorporated into 
Denmark. The southern zone voted overwhelmingly in favor of Germany, and became part of Schleswig-Holstein in 
Germany. At the end of World War II (1939-1945), German Schleswig-Holstein was included in the British Zone of 
Occupation. It subsequently became a state of West Germany. In 1990, West and East Germany united and became 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 



_____________ 
 

Efter JHB Biermann og Catherine Biermann sammen med familien bode I Københoved for nogle 
aar flytted di til Woyens, en jernbane by midt I Sønderjylland ikke saa mange kilometre fra 
Haderslev. For nogle aar hvar JHB bødkermester og laved tønder som blev brugt til transportere 
fisk, smør og andre vare. Sener ejet han en butik, og det havde nok vaeret under krigen. For mere 
som 1300 aar siden hvar navnet Sønderjylland brugt til at designere den part af landet. .  
 
Da den Første Verdens Krig komm I 1914 hvar tre af Biermann drenge I den Kaiserliche armee. 
Johann hvar i den tyske marine. Jørgen, den eldest son af JHB og Catherine Biermann blev gift 
med Pauline Hulda Dunker fra Lubeck og en son Franz blev gift under krigen. Den sidste søn 
hvar Flemming som blev født i 1938 og har fortalt at hans mor og far blev gift i Leipzig. 

_____________ 
 
 In the years between 1864, when the Prussians defeated a combined army of Danes and Norwegians at Dybbol 
Møllein in the southeastern part of Sønderjylland, there had been a conflict over language and education. After 1888, 
it had been decided by the German hierarchy that Danish should be excluded from the education system. There was a 
deal whereby four hours weekly instruction in religion was in the Danish tongue. Some families overcame the 
German-only law by sending their children to schools across the border in Denmark. There is no question that loyal 
Danes made certain that the language was used in the home, although families with mixed Danish and German 
parentage were fluent in both languages. 

_____________ 
 

I di aare efter 1864 naar Prøjsener vandt krigen med Danmark og hjelper fra Norge, har det 
vaeret muligt for tyskerne at udrydde Danskheden i Nordslesvig. Dermed holdes danskerne 
sammen af deres forskellige foreninger og deres udmaerked aviser som blev trykked I Haderslev, 
Aabenraa, Sønderborg og andre smaa byer.    

_____________ 
 
 With this problem creating difficulties, the Germans sent Ernst von Koller to enforce the German only policy with 
threats of jail time. By 1914 the Danes still stubbornly resisted and the many Danish societies that were supposed to 
have been suppressed were still staunchly Danish. 
 The southern part of Jutland, that is known to all Danes as Sonderjylland, has its own distinct dialect and the 
pronunciation of some words are distinctly different from other parts of the country. But it must be said that many 
residents speak Danish when speaking with other Danes but can fall into dialect in the home. So it’s much like two 
languages and not like those living in the southern United States who have a very different way of speaking and 
cannot say it any other way. 

_____________ 
 

Den sydlige del af Jylland som er kendt af all danske som Sønderjylland har deres egen dialekt og 
det er paa samme atid en dansk og en jysk dialekt. Men maa ogsaa sige at saalangt tilbage som 
den danske sprog er kendt har det vaeret talt danski Sønderjylland saa langt som ned til Ejderen 
Dettte holdt bondebeforlkningen fast ved gennem arhundredern trods tysk regerings- skole og 
kirke sprog. Men I et stor del af sydslesvig hvar det tysk talt og I nordslesvig holdte fold ved 
dansksprog. Forskellen er mange far norrejysk og sonderjysk.Paa  rigsdansk siger man et hus 
paa sonderjysk siger man ae hus; et mand bliver ae mand; rigsdansk er det graes paa flere 
bøoger sønderjysk er det greis. ordet lave bliver law.’ Klage kommer til“Klaw” paa 
sønderjysk.Der er skrivet om Sønderjysk fra forfatter K J Lyngby og præsten, E.Hagerup. 

_____________ 
 
 The history of the struggles that were created over Schleswig and Holstein goes back to the period of the 
Napoleonic Wars. At that time Denmark was accused of being allied with the French against the Prussians, the 
English and the Swedes. Part of the history of that war included Lord Nelson’s bombardment of the Danish fleet and 
the capital of Copenhagen. [1]  
 When the treaties in Vienna were signed Norway went to Sweden, Prussia got Pomerania and Denmark received 
the Duchy of Lauenburg, which was in the area of Holstein and Schleswig. It was however generally considered part of 
the German Confederation before Prussia ceded it to the Danes and the Prussians considered it so even after it was 
exchanged for Pomerania. 
 
 
 
1 cf. Chapter Seven for more history […editor] 



- Historical Events leading up to the famous  
Battle at Dybbøl Mill on 18 April 1864 - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Nationalism was, together with liberalism, the most important movement in the 19th century. In 
Denmark, national feelings were inflamed by the conflict with Germany on the Schleswig-Holstein 
question. After the loss of Norway, the Danish monarchy consisted of three main parts: the kingdom 
of Denmark and the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, the last of which was a member of the 

German Confederation. Whereas Holstein was German, Schleswig was linguistically and culturally divided between a 
Danish and a German population. When the liberal German-speaking population in Schleswig opposed autocratic 
rule and demanded a free constitution and affiliation to Holstein and the German Confederation, a Danish National 
Liberal movement emerged and demanded that Schleswig be incorporated in Denmark (the Eider Policy, named for 
the Eider River, which formed the southern boundary of Schleswig). When the National Liberal government officially 
adopted this policy in 1848, the Schleswig-Holsteiners resorted to arms. The rebellion received military aid from 
Prussia, and the Danish army could not suppress it. The war, which lasted three years, ended in the agreements of 
1851 and 1852 in which Denmark pledged to take no measures to tie Schleswig any closer to itself than to Holstein. 
The Eider Policy was thus abandoned, and the June constitution of 1849 applied only to Denmark.  
  The National Liberal government was succeeded in 1852 by a Conservative (Højre) government under Christian 
Albrecht Bluhme. Under the influence of the Pan-Scandinavian movement and the German Confederation's constant 
interference in constitutional matters in Schleswig and Holstein, the Eider Policy again won ground, and the 
Conservative government was replaced in 1857 by a moderate National Liberal government led by Carl Christian Hall. 
In 1863, in the belief that Prussia was preoccupied with the Polish rebellion against Russia and in expectation of 
support from Sweden, the government separated Holstein from the rest of the state and conferred a joint constitution 
on the kingdom and Schleswig. This "November constitution" meant that Schleswig was annexed to Denmark, in 
contravention of the agreements of 1851 and 1852.  
 Prussia, however, under the leadership of Otto von Bismarck, reacted immediately, and in February 1864 war 
broke out between Denmark on the one side and Prussia and Austria on the other. After the Danish defeat at Dybbøl 
and the consequent occupation of the whole of Jutland, Denmark was forced by the Treaty of Vienna to surrender all 
of Schleswig and Holstein to Prussia and Austria.  

 



 On June 5, 1849 a new constitution was promulgated in Denmark which made it a limited monarchy, in which 
the king shared legislation with the national assembly and guaranteed civil liberties. Frederik VII was king and the 
spirit of nationalism which swept politics as well as the arts throughout Europe, was also part of the new liberalism in 
Denmark. National feeling was being fired by the conflict with Prussia and the Confederation over the issue of 
Schleswig and Holstein.  

_____________ 
 
Den 5 Juni i 1849 hvar der en ny grundlov i Danmark saa den danske monarki havde ikke den 
magt som hvar deres for mange hundred aar. Konge skulle dele med rigsdagen og kongen havde 
ikke mere absolut regering og skulle arbejde sammen med Folketing. Saa fik di danske folk en 
liberale grundlov og Grundlovs dagen er fejeret d. 5 Juni. go dagen det blev en ny frihed hvar 
den. 5 Juni, 1849.Eften den Tid blev regeringschefen kaldtes premierminister og di forskellige 
ministeriet havde deres eget departementer.  

_____________ 
 
 The Duchy of Holstein was wholly German while Schleswig was a mixture of German and Danish language and 
culture. When the Danish National Liberal movement opposed a free constitution for Schleswig, which wanted a close 
affiliation with Holstein, there was demand that Schleswig become part of the Danish monarchy, which became 
known as the Eider Policy. Eider River was the southern most border of Schleswig. When this policy was officially 
adopted by the National Liberal government in Copenhagen, the people of Schleswig Holstein rose up in rebellion. It 
immediately received support from Prussia. The Danish army was fruitless in its efforts to crush the revolt and for 
three years the conflict continued. The outcome was an agreement in 1851 and 1852 in which Denmark promised not 
to take measures to tie Schleswig to the Danish crown. There was a strong pan-Scandinavian movement which 
coincided with the German Confederation’s interference in the matters concerning the two Duchies. The National 
Liberal government, which had been out of power since 1852 when it was defeated by the Conservatives, regained its 
desire to annex Schleswig. 

_____________ 
 

Hertugdømmen Holsten hvar tysk men Schleswig hvar en blanding af tysk og dansk sprog og 
kultur. Den dankse liberal forensing hvar imod en fri Grundlov for Schleswig og di hvar efter at 
denprovins skulle lbive en del af den danske monarki. Befolkning i Schleswig Holsten hvar saa i 
en oprø. Den danske armee kunne ikke nedlaegge den opstand saa blev det bestemt at Danmark 
vil ikke tag Schleswig ind in den danske monarki.  

_____________ 
   
 In 1863, with the Germans embroiled with the Poles in its rebellion against Russia, Denmark took advantage of 
the situation to confer a joint constitution on the kingdom and Schleswig. This November Constitution annexed the 
duchy to the Danish kingdom. Chancellor Otto von Bismarck quickly responded and in February of 1864 war broke 
out again. The combined forces of Prussia and Austria, which had claim to Holstein, defeated the allied forces of 
Denmark and Norway at Dybbol Molle and Denmark paid dearly for contravening the agreements of 12 years before. 
It lost both Holstlein and all of Schleswig and the Duchies became part of the German Empire that was created in 1871 
when Kaiser Wilhelm I became Emperor of the united Germany. 

_____________ 
 

I 1863 kom der vrøvl mellen Tyskland og Polen saa Danmark tog Schleswig ind I den danske 
kongerige. Saa 1864 kom det krig imellem Tyskland og Danmark. Danmark tabte krigen ved 
Dybbøl Mølle og saa blev Holsten og alt af Schleswig ført ind i den ny tyske Kaiserdom under 
Vllhelm I. Mange af di unge menneske som bode i Nord Schleswig kom i den tyske armee.    

_____________ 
 
 When the First World War began on August 1, 1914, many of those living in North Schleswig entered by 
conscription or as a volunteer into the German army. All the sons in the Biermann family returned from wartime 
service except Peder, who was born in 1897 and that story is told in a later chapter. Margrethe, the oldest child of the 
Biermanns, had married Mads Madsen and he was also in the Kaiser’s army as was Christian Hansen, husband of 
daughter Catherine (Tinne) Biermann. 

 
Alle børn i Biermann familien kom tilbage fra krigen uden Peder, som hvar født i 1895 og hans 
historie, saa lidt som er kendt er fortalt i en anden kapitel i denne bog.Mads Madsen hvar ogsaa I 
den Første Verdens Krig. Johann hvar i den tyske marine og Jørgen hvar ogsaa med.  

_____________ 
 





 When the Kaiser abdicated and the Allies presented the Treaty of Versailles to the world, they began carving up 
Europe to meet their own political gains and desires. Their new national boundaries and the harsh treatment of their 
enemies showed the leaders of the major Allied powers to be not only inept but stupid. What they were creating on the 
continent was the seeds for the war which would follow 20 years later.  
 The Allies were suggesting that Denmark should hold plebiscites in the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein but the 
Danish government, instructed by King Christian X, wanted only a plebiscite in Nord Schleswig. It was evident that 
the king had enough common sense and the courage to tell the Allied powers not to interfere in Danish affairs. There 
had been friction enough created when the United States forced Denmark to sell the Danish West Indies. The history 
of the English Speaking Peoples has been one of aggression and conflict as residents of colonies in Africa and Asia can 
readily confirm and which the red men and the black men have suffered over a five hundred year period. It wasn’t 
only the Bolsheviks and Nazis that were villains in history. 

_____________ 
 

Mest af befolkning og kongen blev tllfrids med at holde valg I Nord Slesvig fordi di viste at mest 
af Syd Slesvig hville holde med Tyskland. Saa det hvar ikke op til England, USA og Frankrig at 
fortelle Danmark hvad di skulle gore.  

_____________ 
 
 During the period from 1864 until 1920 a number of young Danes from Nord Schleswig had crossed the border 
into Denmark or immigrated to the United States to escape military service. During the First World War there were 
30,000 persons from the Duchies who were in the German army, of which about 5,000 never returned and many 
more were invalided home.  
 The plebiscite was held on 10 February 1920 in Nord Schleswig and later in the second zone, which was South 
Schleswig, there was another plebiscite which indicated that King Christian had been correct in presuming that the 
majority would vote to stay with Germany. In the south there were 51,000 votes cast for Germany and 12,000 cast for 
union with Denmark. 

_____________ 
 

Stemning blev holdt d. 10 February 1920 og stemmedeltagelsen blev meget stor idet dethvar 90 
procent I Nord Slesvig og sener hvar det en stemning I Syd Slelsvig. Kong Christian X hvar rigtig 
da han sagte di vil blive sammen med Tyskland. Der hvar mange dansker det vilde have 
Flensborg med men Flensborg blev i Tyskland. 

_____________ 
 
 In Nord Schleswig it was much different for when the ballots were counted 25,319 voted in favour of remaining 
German while 75,341 cast their votes in favor of returning to the kingdom of Denmark. Among the pro-Danish 
families there was little conflict of opinion but among those of German blood or intermarriage there were often votes 
split within the family, which caused no friction. It was a different situation than that which tore Northern Ireland 
apart for more than 300 years. 
 One can surmise that JHB Biermann favored remaining with Germany and one can be certain that son Heinrich 
and perhaps Jørgen voted with him, although this is pure guess work.. It is possible that the daughters and the 
mother wanted to go back to Denmark, but all this is pure speculation and one can be certain that Johann was very 
pro-Danish, which Heinrich in later years confirmed. Johann was, oddly enough, the only one who left Denmark to 
work in Germany and later in Austria, where he died in 1973. 

_____________ 
 

Man kunne regne med at JHB Biermann og søn Heinrich ville holde sig under Tyskland og 
maaske Jorgen men man kan tenke at Johann og hans mor hvar mere intereseret at kom tilbage 
under den dansk flag. 

_____________ 
  
 At the time of the plebiscite there was some argument concerning the the location of the boundaries. There was a 
strong faction of pro-Danish residents, both in Denmark and Nord Schleswig, who were determined to have the 
border south of the town of Flensburg. There was a great cry for turning Flensburg into a Danish community, but 
when the treaty of transfer had been signed in Paris the border was just what the Danish parliament and the King 
wanted. On July 10, 1920 King Christian rode his white horse across the border at Frederkshoj, just a bit north of 
Christianfeld. It has been estimated that more than 50,000 people celebrated the event at Dybbol Molle where the 
Dannebrog, the red and white flag, the world’s oldest unchanged banner, flew again. Dybbol Molle was the site of the 
last battle on 18 April 1864 between the Danes and Norwegians on one side and Prussians and Austrians on the other. 
 There is an anecdote in connection with this event that may or may not have happened. It tells of two German 
hausfrau, who, watching the King ride his white horse across the border, remarked that he was tall, but in their 
opinion, not very good looking. The king overheard the comment and called out in German, that his hearing was still 
excellent.  

 



 It was later reported by Heinrich that JHB lost a great deal of his fortune, because he felt it was not proper to 
rush across the border to change his German marks into Danish krøne, like many others had done. When the mark 
became practically worthless a few years later, because of the Versailles treaty, JHB was no longer wealthy. In his 
earlier years before the war he had a cooperage business but later he was known in Vojens as a shopkeeper. After JHB 
died in July of 1929 his widow operated the shop and it was still operating in the summer of 1930 when Heine’s wife, 
Katrine and son, Helmer visited the family there. After the plebiscite, the territory assumed its Danish spelling of 
Nord Slesvig, although Danes used the name Sønderjylland to designate the counties that made up the area. 
 The next anxiety regarding the status of North Slesvig came when Hitler came to power and there were some 
fears that the issue of the border would become paramount again. There were meetings concerning the authority over 
this province and various parishes organized a Danish union to protect the Danish interests. Some 40,000 young 
people, who were pro-Danish, demonstrated at Dybbøl and there were 10,000 supporters who gathered in Tønder. In 
1935, the pro-German element in the Folketing had only about 15.6 percent support and the fear for the border was 
less than assumed. The Nazis where making the most noise. When the Nazis moved into Denmark on April 9 those 
who gave the loudest support were those who wanted to return to Germany. The German schools in Nord Slesvig were 
closed after the Nazi capitulation. Those who were disposed to Germany and had German citizenship had then 
forfeited their rights and since they had in mind “heim ins Reich” they were shown the road to Germany. In the years 
after the war, the industry in Sønderjylland increased by leaps and bounds and there was much manufacturing with 
important industry on the Island of Als. One of the interesting results of the postwar era was the sudden resurgence of 
pro-Danish people in South Schleswig, but politically it had no bearing on the status quo of the two sections. 
 What today is known as Sønderjylland covers a few parishes with a great deal of history from the lovely regions 
around Skærbæk on the West Coast to the Island of Als on the East Coast. The many churches in the area are worth a 
visit from the 1000 year old Cathedral in Ribe, to the lovely old church in Skærbæk, the 80 year church in Vojens and 
the largest Romanesque village church in Denmark at Brons. In addition to these there are the Gothic churches dating 
from the period of the Reformation, which came to Denmark in the 1530’s.  
 One of Denmark’s most fascinating areas with natural scenic beauty is the region around Skærbæk, a few 
kilometers south of Ribe, and not too far from the German border. The landscape here alternates between plantations 
and stretches of heath and marshlands as well as the fascinating island of Rømo off the coast on the North Sea, joined 
to the mainland by a causeway. In the past 50 years or more it has been a wonderful place to bring the elderly from 
the various nursing homes for a days outing.    

_____________ 
   

 Nu til dags er Sønderjylland en dejlig sted for mennesker at besoge og pa vestkysten er Romo 
hvor man kan ri, surfe og bade eller slappe af med spasersturer i den friske rene luften og nyde 
naturen. Den Ø er nu part af Skærbæk Kommune og er forbundet med fastlandet via en ni 
kilometre lange demning. Her kommer mange af di elderlige fra forskellige plejehjemme for en  
dag udflugt  Men naar man er paa vejen over demning for man et godt inntryk af oyas storslaate 
natur og her kan man finde mange natur opplevelser. 
 Paa øst køsten er den dejlig Ø som heder Als hvor fine byer som Augustenborg, Sonderborg, 
Nordborg og Tandslet kna besoges. Augustenborg Slot som sener blev en sygehus kan findes her 
of saa ved Graasten er den Slot som heder Graasten, bryllups gave til Prins Frederik og Princess 
Ingrid efter di blev gift I 1935.Det hvar deres sommer hjem for mange aar og sener hvar det 
Dronning Ingrids slot som hun besogte meget. I sonderjylland hvar Dronning Ingrid meget elsket 
af befolkning. Sonderjylland hvade jo vaeret tysk saavel som dansk men efter folkeavstemning i 
1920 hvar befolkning her stolt af at flyvve Dannebroget. Sonderjyende dansker har en helt 
egenartet livstil og deres egen rytme I livet. Det er jo ogsaa deres egen tradisjoner og godt humor 
og selvironi. Og her kan man høre inu den sønderjydske dialekt. 

_____________ 
  
 Sønderborg, the lovely city that is part on the island of Als and partly on the mainland, throughout its long history 
has been built up around its excellent castle which was begun by King Valdemar The Great around the year 1100. It 
was here that King Christian II was imprisoned for 17 years after conflict with members of the family and finally 
defeated by Frederik I. The castle today is one of the largest museums outside Copenhagen. Nearby woods and 
beaches are very attractive to tourists with the national park that includes Dybbøl Mølle where Denmark was defeated 
by Prussian and Austrian armies over the sovereignty of Schleswig and Holstein. The oldest Renaissance Nordic 
church chapel is the Queen Dorothea in Sønderborg Castle. The St. Marie Church has a magnificent interior and 
information on other churches in the area is readily available to visitors. Sønderborg’s yachting harbor can 
accommodate up 500 vessels and is a paradise for yachtsmen. It was here in May of 1972 that Helmer and Rosalie 
drove from Vojens to meet Peder Madsen and his wife Anni who directed them to their home in Nordborg. 

_____________ 
  

Den dejlig by som er kalt Sonderborg er bygget paa begge sidere af Alssund og ligger ved 
Ostersoen og har historie det gaar tilbage aaret 1100 da Kong Valdemar den Store bygget et slot.  



Nu tildags er det omkring 30,000 indbygger og slottet er nu den storste museum uderfor 
Kobenhavn. Byen er trafikalt nemt a komme til med bil, bus, ski, tog og cykelog havnen er en 
seglers paradis med 500 liggepladser og har alle nutidige maritme faciliteter. Her ogsaa er 
Dronning Dorotheas Kapel I Sønderborg Slot er et i Norden enestagende renaessancekirkerum. 
St.Marie Kirke har vaerdifuldt inventar. Her kan man ogsaa finde kulturelt og fest idet der er fir 
festlige dage under den sagnomspundne 135 aarige Ringriderfest I 1972 hvar Helmer og Rosalie 
sammen med Peder Madsen til ringrider parade I Augustenborg.   
 Sonderborg schon gelegen auf beiden seiten des Als Sundes und an der Ostseekust hat eine 
wunderbare atmosphare. Die stadt is rud um das Aschloss auf der insel Als gewachsen und 
heutsutage hat 30,000 einwohner. Die Kapelle der Konigin Dorothea im Schloss Sonderborg ist 
ein furt den Norden einzigartigen Renaissance Kirkenraum.Der ist einhistorische Denkmaler der 
preussisch-dansichen Kriege 1848 und 1864. Und dies ist ein naturschoner National park mit 
blick uber die Ostsee. Sonderborg ist auch der Yachthafen paradis mit 500 liegeplatzen.  

_____________ 
  
 As a border district, North Slesvig has had a turbulent history and at one time during the 18th century Denmark 
stretched all the way to Altona near Hamburg. There are still many Danish sounding names of towns and villages 
below the present Danish border and in North Slesvig there is a blending of German and Danish cultures with some 
German words occasionally cropping up. But it has been said that the Danish flag, Dannebrog, is nowhere flown more 
than in North Slesvig. The rift between Danish and German is no longer a political thing and the South Jutlanders are 
Danes who have a special dialect, who enjoy a special lifestyle and humour not without self-irony and a rhythm that 
has its special touch. 
 Some of the major towns in Nord Slesvig include the east coast community of Haderslev with a population of 
about 30,000 inhabitants. The major church is the cathedral that in its present state has been extant since 1400 
although a cathedral stood there around the year 1100. The town of Sønderborg was built around the Sønderborg 
castle which known as far back as 1256 when it was known as Synderburg. Notable among other castle towns are 
Graasten, which was Queen Ingrid’s special home near the Flensborg fjord; Augustenborg, in recent years a hospital; 
Nordborg, Møgeltonder and Tonder; the oldest of the castle towns is Nordborg on the island of Als which dates back 
to the time of Svend Grathe who died in 1157. Peder Madsen, cousin of Helmer Biermann lived for a number of years 
in Nordborg. In Møgeltonder, the castle belongs to the second son of Queen Margrethe, Joachim, and his Princess. 
 In the northern part of the island of Als are the quaint homes of Nordborg, the lovely Nordborg Castle and the 
Havnbjerg Mill as well as the interesting Svenstrup Parsonage and Church stables at Egen and the fine church itself. 
There are also some fine restaurants and cozy inns on this section of the lovely island.  
 Aabenraa, on the Aabenraa fjord, is noted as the place that Valdemar landed in 1219 with the newly found flag, 
Dannebrog after his battle in Estonia. Here the port has always been the nerve centre and as far back as 1748 there 
were 115 ships that had Aabenraa as its homeport. Population today is just under 10,000. In the western part of the 
area is Tønder, a few kilometers from the German border which as far back as 1130 was found on Arabian world maps 
has a name that was originally written Tundira, of unknown origin and under German rule known as Tondern. Many 
of the streets have the most picturesque buildings. This was one of the German towns and during the plebiscite in 
1920 it voted 2504 for Germany and 761 for Denmark. One of the items that is famous in this town is its lace. North of 
Tønder is the town of Skærbæk with its fine old church and its proximity to the Island of Rømø, a summer resort 
island in the North Sea. The Heinrich Biermann family lived here for five years before immigrating to Canada.  East of 
Skarbaek is the town of Vojens, where the JHB family lived from the early 1900’s until Catherine Biermann died in 
1950. Midway between the west coast and the east cost is the town of Logumkloster whose name apparently stems for 
the fact that here was a Cistercian cloister (kloster) known as far back as 1173. The delightful island of Rømø has been 
known for more than 800 years and appears named in the rent rolls of King Valdemar in 1231. It was called Rymo at 
that time and in Old Danish it came from “rimi”, referring to an enlarged mound. 
 The magnificent Graasten Palace on the mainland near the Island of Als was wedding present for Crown Prince 
Frederik and his bride, Princess Ingrid of Sweden in 1935. Since that time it has been a summer residence for the 
Royal Family and the Queen Mother, Ingrid was much loved in Sonderjylland. The famous Graasten apple stems from 
the Graasten orangery. About 1750 the palace was burned in a disastrous fire that left only the west wing with the 
chapel left standing. It is still considered one of the most beautiful interiors from the Rococco age in Denmark. The 
wonderful altarpiece stretches from the floor to the ceiling. On the hill nearby is a memorial to King Frederik IX who 
died in 1972. 
 In the late spring of 1972 Peder Madsen and wife Anni took Rosalie and Helmer on a picnic on one of the lawns 
near Graasten. In the nearby town of Graasten surrounded by 1700 acres of a wonderful wooded area used as a park 
with a lake nearby.   
 Interestingly enough there is a word that accompanies the welcome to Sonderjylland that is “Møjn” certainly a 
relative of the word “Moin” that is used in Ostfriesland. And there is evidence that there is more than one link 
between Friesland and Sønderjylland that has been part of the history of both regions for more than a thousand years.  
 

 



 
- The Dannebrog - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dannebrog falling from the sky during the Battle of Lyndanisse, June 15, 1219. 
 Painted by Christian August Lorentzen in 1809 
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- Battle of Copenhagen - 
 
 Denmark was a greater European power than today, possessing the province of Holstein (currently part of 
Germany) and all of Norway. At this time most of the Danish army under the Crown Prince was defending the 
southern border against possible attack from the French. There was concern in Britain that Napoleon might try to 
force Denmark to close the Baltic Sea to British ships, perhaps by marching French troops into Zealand. The British 
believed that access to the Baltic was "vitally important to Britain" for trade and that it gave the Royal Navy access to 
help Britain's allies Sweden and Russia against France.  
 The naval Battle of Copenhagen was fought on April 2, 1801 by a British fleet under the command of Admiral 
Sir Hyde Parker, against a Dano-Norwegian fleet anchored just off Copenhagen. Vice-Admiral Horatio Nelson led the 
main attack. He famously disobeyed Parker's order to withdraw, destroying many of the Dano-Norwegian ships 
before Denmark-Norwaycould agree to a truce. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Battle of Copenhagen, as painted by Nicholas Pocock. 

 
- British bomb vessels are in the foreground in the lower left; to the right are the British and Danish ships 

in formations called “line of battle”, and the city of Copenhagen in the background. - 
 
The Second Battle of Copenhagen, (16 August - 5 September 1807) was a British attack on Copenhagen, targeting 
the civilian population in order to seize the Danish fleet. British troops commanded by General Wellesley defeated 
weak Danish forces near the town of Køge, south of Copenhagen. Within a few 
days, Copenhagen was completely encircled. The Danes rejected British demands 
to surrender, so the British fleet under Admiral Gambier bombarded the city from 
2 September to 5 September 1807. On 7 September 1807, Danish General 
Peymann surrendered both the city and the fleet (eighteen ships of the line, 
eleven frigates, two smaller ships, two ship-sloops, seven brig-sloops, two brigs, 
one schooner and twenty-six gunboats) to the overwhelming British and 
Hanoverian (the King's German Legion) force under General Lord Cathcart. In 
addition, three 74-gun ships-of-the-line on the stocks were broken up or 
destroyed, along with two of the aforementioned ships-of-the-fleet and two 
elderly frigates. The British fired 5,000 rounds into Copenhagen on the first night 
of bombardment, only 2,000 rounds into the city on the second night, and 7,000 
rounds on the third night. More than 2,000 civilians were killed and 30% of the 
buildings were destroyed during the battle. The bombardment had included 
Congreve Rockets, which caused fires. On 5 September the Danes sued for peace 
and it was signed on 7 September. Denmark agreed to give up their navy and 
naval stores in return for Britain to leave Copenhagen within six weeks. On 21 
October 1807, the British fleet left Copenhagen for England. The war continued up to 1814, when the Treaty of Kiel 
was signed. 
 
 



 CHAPTER SEVEN: Under Dannebroget  

 

 

- Det Er et Ydnig Land - 

 
 

 

  
  

hroughout Danish history the major power struggles were with Sweden and in the Baltic and it was 
probably in the 17th century that conditions for Denmark were at their worst. Danish naval superiority 
had in the past given them the upper hand but the Swedish army had the upper hand in land battles. 
The disastrous Thirty Years War which had devastated so much of Europe was followed by the three 
year conflict between Sweden and Denmark beginning in 1657. Denmark was obliged to sign a treaty in 

1760 limiting her power in the rich provinces of western Sweden. 
______________ 

  
Meget af Danmarks historie er om kæmpen med Sverige og i 1700 aar hvar det den værste Tid for 
Danmark. Danskerne havde magten paa havet med den svenske krigshaer havde magten paa land. 
Det 30 aars krig fra 1618 til 1648 hvar ulykkelig for Danmark og saa blev det være efter den tre 
aars krig det begynte I 1657 imod Sverige. 

______________ 
  
 During the Napoleonic wars, neutrals engaged in shipping and commerce and in the year 1779, 60 vessels were 
built in Danish shipbuilding yards. But becoming embroiled in the conflict between Britain and France led to the 
battle of Copenhagen and was the first of many disasters that beset the kingdom. In 1801 the British under Admiral 
Nelson, committed an act of aggression when it destroyed the Danish fleet at Copenhagen, without the formal 
declaration of war. Denmark and England later were formally at war. In 1807 the Danish government, not wanting to 
be bullied by the English, rejected an ultimatum to surrender its great fleet before Napoleon’s troops on their march 
of conquest could seize it. The English bombarded Copenhagen and forced Denmark to give up its fleet, which led to 
an alliance with Napoleon. The Swedes, Russians and British joined forces against the Danes and in 1813 the country 
went bankrupt, thus ending what had been a golden age in the last half of the 18th century. In the peace treaty, 
Denmark ceded Norway to Sweden, but was fortunate enough to keep Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands. 

______________ 
 

I tiden med krig imod Napoleon hvar di neutral lande indlade sig med handling og marine og I 
aaret 1779 var det bygget 60 skibe I Danmark. Men efter di blev forvirred I den krig mellem 
England og Frankrig kom Englanderne og bombaderet Kobenhavn saa maa Danmark forlade 
hende skibe. Sverig, Rusland og England faegted imod Danmark og saa blev Danmark bankerot. 
Det hvar ended af den gyldeneTidsregning af di sidste 50 aar efter 1750. Danmark tabt Norge til 
Svenskerne men di hvar lykkelig nok til at behold Island og Grønland. 

______________ 
 
 After the Battle of Waterloo when Blucher was triumphant in saving the day for Wellington, Denmark extended 
much further south than it does today. Before the loss of the two Duchies of Holstein and Schleswig, the kingdom 
extended to the outskirts of the major port of Hamburg, which is the suburb of Altona. The Danish kings ruled over 
three distinct areas. The kingdom proper was Jutland and the islands to the east, the second section being from the 
Elbe River to the Eider River and the third being the Duchy of Schleswig which was a blend of German and Danish 
citizens. The last named would be a major stumbling block to peace between the two nations for almost a hundred 
years. As far back as the 15th century a Danish king had declared that Holstein and Schleswig should be inseparable. 
It is therefore easy to understand why the phrase, “Up ewig ungedeelt” should be important to every German in the 
two duchies. 
 It must be remembered that England was interested in maintaining a certain stability in the region and it wasn’t 
especially for the welfare of the Kingdom, but Denmark controlled the entrance to the Baltic, which was vital to 
British trade and navigation in the waters was of particular interest especially when Victoria reigned and the enemy 
was generally considered to be Russia. In order to reach the Baltic, ships needed to sail the Sound between Denmark 
and Sweden which was tightly controlled by Denmark. So the Skaggerak and the Kategat were of great importance to 
England. 
 The conference of 1852 settled some questions but not to everyone’s satisfaction. Prince Christian of Glucksburg, 
the heir to the throne of Denmark, was also the heir to the dominion over the two Duchies. It was signed by two major 
German powers, Prussia and Austria, but not by the German Confederation. Austria would have control of Holstein. 
The Duke of Augustenburg, who had some claim to the Duchies, promised not to disturb the peace within the 
territories. The many complications that eventually disrupted the situation are fairly complicated. Whatever took



place in Slesvig would to a certain extent influence the citizens of Nord Schleswig including the Biermanns. Needless 
to say, Prince Bismarck had his say in everything that concerned the future of proposed united German Empire. What 
the Germans in the two Duchies wished was independence under their own hereditary prince. 
 What eventually evolved was a serious of problems with Germany over the status of the two Duchies of Slesvig 
and Holstein. As far back as the time of Christian I (1448-1481), it had been decided that these two states would 
forever stay united. There had been attempts to grant some liberal reforms but the 19th century was beginning to 
show signs of nationalistic trends and there was talk of uniting the German states. In the 1830’s there was a demand 
for a united Slesvig Holstein as part of the German Confederation. Young liberals in the monarchy were split into pro 
German and pro-Danish with neither admitting that at least Slesvig was made up of mixed nationalities. There had 
been lengthy arguments in the Nord Slesvig province over the language issue and to recommend that Danish should 
be the language of the church and the schools. The estates of the Danish kingdom had long said that Sønderjylland 
should be increasing its Danish influence which greatly pleased King Christian IX who became king 1839. There was 
some disappointment among the German-speaking citizens of Schlesvig-Holstein since Christian was married to the 
sister of the Duke of Augustenborg, Caroline Amalie, one of Denmark’s noblest queens. They thought Christian IX 
was their man. 
 The question of Schleswig and Holstein had been a serious question for a long period of time and it was indeed 
complex. On several occasions there has been a favourite explanation used by several authors to explain the 
complexities of the situation. It is supposed to have originated with Lord Palmerston, a onetime British Prime 
Minister who coined an interesting epigram. Only three people ever understood the Schleswig-Holstein question. One 
was Prince Albert, husband of Queen Victoria, and he was dead. Antoher was a German professor and he had gone 
mad. The third was himself and he had forgotten all about it. It is interesting to note that one of Victoria’s questions 
was “What would Albert have done?” But that was evidently a common query where the Queen was concerned.  

______________ 
 

Saa langt tilbage som Chrstian Is Tid hvad det anbefalet at di to provinser, Slesvig og Holsten 
skulle altid vaere en stat. Men da det kom til 1830 hvar der mange det ville havde en forende stat i 
den tyske forbund. Da Christian IX blev Konge i 1839 mendes det at kaarene skulle  bedres for 
danskheden i den part som er kendt som Sønderjylland. Det hvar jo meget dikussion over sproget. 
Det kom til Tiden hvor Staenderforesamlinge atanbefae at dansk skul vaere sproget I skole og 
kirke.Kongen hvar meget glad da det skete men Slesvig-Holsten befolking som vente at alt blev 
tysk var saa forbitrede. Di trode at Christian hvar deres mand idet han hvar gift Caroline Amalie 
som hvar Hertug af Augstenborg’s soster. Christian Taenke maaske hvis han hvar venklig imod 
Tyskerne saa vil de ikke ske noget meget gal men dansker misforstaaet det and di havde 
mistrolighed imod kongen. Det hvar ikke rigtig idet kongen hvar med danskerne Det hvar mange 
det kunne ikke give indladelse at det hvar to Nationaltetet sammen i Nordslesvig.    

______________ 
 
 One of the events that occurred internally was the relinquishing of absolute rule by the Danish king, Frederik VII. 
The young liberals introduced a system of wide suffrage and introduced more fair trade economic reforms which 
would lead to a form capitalist development. The sudden death of Frederik VII and the new Danish constitution 
which the Germans thought would incorporate Schleswig into the Danish kingdom created problems. At the same 
time Prince Frederick, son of the Prince of Augustenborg, claimed that he was the sole ruler of the two Duchies. It 
became considered as the one move that would disturb the peace in the territories ruled by the new King, Christian 
IX. Prussian King Wilhelm felt this justified but had no intention of absorbing the two Duchies into his own kingdom. 
In the meantime a scheming Bismarck was biding his time. By the time of the 1864 conflict it was evident that 
Denmark had broken the London treaty. Bismarck did not want to recognize the Duke of Augustenborg as the true 
ruler of the duchies since that would block his annexation of the two provinces into Prussia.  
 The two wars which ensued over the Slesvig and Holstein situation is outlined in Chapter Six of this family 
history, but what essentially happened was the loss of more territory and about 200,000 former Danes. At one point 
it was feared that Germany might swallow Denmark as another part of the German Confederation. Militarily, 
Denmark could no longer exert the power that it had for centuries with the increasing power of the German Empire. 
 Denmark has been a monarchy for as long as there have written reports and historical data, although early 
monarchs had limited power and were generally functioning as leaders of the armed forces during conflicts. Various 
councils and assemblies of king and nobility ruled the land from early times and at times kings were elected. This 
changed in the early 1600’s when a monarch’s heirs gained the right of succession and eventually an Act of Royalty 
gave the monarch absolute power. Absolute monarchy began to disintegrate following the Napoleonic Wars and in the 
late 1840’s it was decided that a definitive Constitution was needed so a constituent national assembly was convened 
to draft a liberal constitution. By the means of universal suffrage independent men over the age of 30 brought forth a 
new constitution, but the king had the right to appoint one quarter of the Assembly’s members. The constitution was 
presented to the king for signature on 5 June 1949 and, as a result, legislative authority should rest jointly with the 
monarch and the Parliament. There were two chambers in the House. [1] 

 
 
 



______________ 
 

Danmark havde vaeret en monarki saa lenge som havde vaeret skriven fortelling og historiske 
skrivelse. Langt for middelaldenhvar konger kun leder af krigshær. Det hvar ogsaa en tid da 
konger hvar vald af di folk det havde kontrol over landet men det skiftes tidlig i 1600 aartal. I di 
sidste aar efter1840 hvar det bestemt at Danmark mangled en ny Riges Grundlov Den ny liberale 
grundlov fik kongens underskrift den 5 juni 1849 og autoritet skulle vaere delt tilsammen med 
konge og Parlamenten. 

______________ 
 
 What eventual saved a serious situation for a much reduced Danish kingdom was the internal reforms that led to 
social and cultural changes. The free farmers organized themselves against the large estate owners. Then there was a 
switch in farming techniques which resulted in dairy farming and bacon production. But another change was taking 
place as urban and industrial development swept through the country. It is a fact that the industrial phase had made 
little impact on the Danes who were accustomed to an agricultural society before the year 1900.  
 Two of the great heroes of Denmark were not political figures or warriors, but a clergyman-poet and a school 
teacher. Nikolai Frederik Stevenius Grundtvig, born in 1783, suggested a school for young people and adults having as 
its major subject the nation and civil life that Danes must share. The first folk high school was founded in Rodding, 
Sonderjylland in 1844, before the fracas over the Duchies. The other was Christian Kold who established folk high 
school at Ryslinge on Fyn which became the standard followed by other schools. As Kold created them they became 
schools for young farmers who were diligent in attendance. The purpose was two fold in developing the community 
and the development of the farming class. The schools became active in church affairs and in education and helped 
develop the cooperative system. It helped promote political democracy. Eventually these folk high schools would 
recruit students from all social groups. The schools were free to develop their own curriculum but in order to obtain 
state recognition they must have education of an all around character.  
 A former army captain who was an immigrant Huguenot changed the heath of Jutland that helped the farming 
communities and showed them how to plant forests and with his formation of the Danish Heath Society transformed 
over 100,000 hectares into useful land. This was Enrico Dalgas to whom the Danes owe a great deal of gratitude for 
his foresight in changing the landscape of Jutland. 
 There are many outstanding historical figures in Danish history. Many of them noted authors, composers, 
musicians, poets, hymn writers, scientists, businessmen and politicians. In the field of the arts there is sculptor Bertel 
Thorvaldsen, authors Karen Blixen (Isak Dinesen), Sten S Blicher, Hans Christian Andersen, Kaj Munk, composers 
Carl Nielsen, H C Lumbye, N W Gade and Lange-Muller. NFS Gruntvig, who promoted folk high schools, was an 
outstanding poet. Danish painters may not be known too well outside the country but their collections can be seen in 
galleries in Denmark. One of the unique intellectuals was the amazing Rasmus Kristian Rask, who gained the 
reputation for the ability to use over 50 different languages. He was invited to England and offered a professorship 
but declined with the words that are now on his gravestone loosely translated says: “To ones fatherland is owed 
everything.” He began his studies of languages when still at school in Odense Cathedral School and a very young boy 
at the time. His studies later in life included old English and Frisian. He was born in 1787 and died in 1832. His works 
on philology were of far-reaching importance in Denmark.  

______________ 
 

 Danmark har givet verden mange beromte mennesker som havde vaeret digtere, Kunstere, 
Komponister, Maler og Forfatter, saa vel som Videnskabmaend. Kobenhaveneren 
BertelThorvaldsen blev regnet for en ad de største billedhuggere der nogensiden har vaeret. 
Danmark kan ogsaa vaere stoldt af komponister Carl Nielsen, N W Gade, H C Lumbye og P 
Lange-Muller. Fra Jylland kom Sten Stensen Blicher, som skriv dejlige jydske romaner og NFS 
Gruntvig som gav Danmark fine digte og verse til mange psalmer. Og saa hvar derrasmus 
Kristian Rask fra Fyn som hvar en af verdens storste Sprogmaend idet han selv forstod over 50 
sprog og var den forste det skrev sproglaere til dem. Han fik inviterelse til at kom til England som 
professor, men hvad han havde sagte blev indhugget paa hans gravsten: “Sit Faedreland skylder 
man alt, hvad man kan udrette.” 
 En af de beromte forfatter hvar fodte i Bergen Norge og rejste i mange fremmede land. Sener 
grundlagte han den danske teater ved sine ypperlige comedie og bragt den danske sprog til alle 
folk. Hans skrev mange fine digter og ander udmaerkede skrivning. Det blev sagt engang inden 
Holbergs Tid (1684-    ) talte di laerte fransk til hinanden, dansk til deres tjener og tysk til deres 
hunde. 

______________ 
 
 
 



 What then basically transformed Denmark in the 19th century was persuading the farmers to specialize in dairy 
products, the well-established cooperative movement and the efficient folk schools. It was a matter of pride that 
Denmark had the most prosperous small farmers in all of Europe. Since the early years of the 19th century the largest 
percentage of farms have been freehold and therefore the owner and the farmer are one and the same person. A great 
deal of the agricultural product is exported to other countries. Much of the processing and marketing is done through 
organized societies and Danish farmers have helped their cause by joining together for their mutual benefit. 
 The Danish merchant fleet was also one of the finest in the world with its seamen specially trained on the 
excellent training ships. One of these tall ships, the Danmark still trains its sailors to this day. The vessel was in 
American waters when the Nazis occupied Denmark on 9 April 1940 and in the early 1990’s there was a documentary 
film released about the vessel.  Culturally, there was a period when literature, painting, architecture, music poetry and 
theatre developed and Denmark could boast many great men of culture. In literature it was Hans Christian Andersen 
and in music it was Carl Nielsen, but of course there were many others. 
 There was always the concern with the power to the south and this became evident in the years just prior to the 
First World War and during that difficult period. All through the years from 1914 to 1918 the Danish government had 
to do a balancing act between Britain and Germany. There had always been the promise of a plebiscite in the Duchies, 
but after the World War, it was obvious that only North Slesvig would vote to become Danish. The big argument 
among Danes north of the Slesvig border was a decision where the new southern border should be.  
 All these various factors would become part of the Biermann family history, since they were a mixture of Danish 
blood and German blood. During the years between the two world wars of the 20th century, Denmark again had to 
hold to a narrow but straight neutral policy. It was made difficult since Britain had signed a naval agreement giving 
Germany control of the Baltic and was forced by circumstance to sign a non-aggression pact with the country, which 
of course was broken by the Nazis in power in 1940. Denmark was occupied for just a little over five years   
 The origins of the Danish Flag, Dannebrog, is part history, part legend and came about in the year 1219, during a 
campaign in Estonia after King Valdemar II decided that he would Christianize the lands along the Baltic Sea. Legend 
has it that the red flag with the white Christian Cross helped the Danes win the battle on June 15, 1219. It, so says the 
legend from the middle ages, floated down from heaven. Valdemar, known as the Victorious was actually losing the 
battle against the heathen Estonians when the flag made its appearance. Valdemar then changed the custom of having 
the ruler’s coat of arms as the standard of his army and used the flag with the red background and the white cross. 
The name of the flag comes from the Frisian word “dan” (red) and “broge”, meaning a coloured cloth. Until the 
Second World War the oldest surviving Danish Dannebrog was in the Marienkirche in Lubeck. It had been placed 
there in 1427 after one of the wars, but apparently was destroyed during an air raid in the Second World War. 
Denmark not only has Europe’s oldest monarchy but also the oldest flag. There are many official flag flying days in 
Denmark including Good Friday (at half mast) and other religious holidays as well as constitution day, the Queen’s 
birthday and of course, Valdemar’s Day (June 15). 

______________ 
 

 I denne tid som der hvar Biermann i Schleswig og sener i Slesvig og ander steder i Danmark 
regeret der fir forskellige konger og en dronning. Chrtstian IX som blev konge I 1863 et aar efter 
JHB Biermman hvar fodt I Ostfriesland og dode I 1906. Frederik VIII hvar konge kun I sechs aar 
dat hans son kom til tronen som ChristianX og hvar konge i 35 aar. I 1947 blev hans son Prins 
Frederik konge som Frederik IX og I 1972 kom hans datter Margrethe til Amaleinborg. Hun blev 
gift med Henri de La borde de Montpezat og hvr konsort som Prinx Hernik. Deres eldste son, 
Frederik er kronprins. 
 Christendom kom til Danmark under Harald Blaatand omkring aaret 960 og hans slot hvar 
naer hvor I dag er byen Roskilde. Hved den tid bygget han en trae kirke paa den beliggenhed hvor 
I dag er Roskilde Domkirke. I aaret 1080 blev det en ny kirke rejst hjder Vilhlem, Biskop af 
Roskilde under Knud. Efter aaret 1100 da Absalon hvar .Biskop begynt beggelse af en ny rod sten 
kirke.Grundvold af den gammel kirke er nu under den naervaerende Domkirke.Di smalle Spir af 
kirken kom tilsted i 1635.Original orgel blev bygget I 1555  og nogle gange siden havde den 
vaeret opbygget, den sidste gang I 1957. Omkring 1970 braendte St. Margrthe’s spir og det kostet 
en million for at faa den opbygget igen. Under kirken er begravet mange of Danmarks konge og 
dronninger. 

 
 About 30 kilometers from the capital city is the famous cathedral city of Roskilde where many of the great men, 
the heroes and members of the Danish Royal Family are buried. Christianity came to Denmark when Harald 
Bluetooth became the first Christian monarch of the country and built a wooden church to the Trinity near his palace 
which was in Roskilde, then the chief city of the land. About 100 yeas later Vilhelm, Bishop of Roskilde, built a 
cathedral of travertine. Travertine, being a soft chalky porous yellow rock that hardened when exposed to air, was 
ideal for use by the early builders. The structure was completed in 1080 and had as its patron saint, St. Lucius, the 
papal martyr and in the 1170s the present edifice was begun by Bishop Absalon using red brick and combining Gothic 
and Romanesque architecture. The foundations of the older structure are still under the floors of the present 
cathedral. The royal chapel was built under orders from King Christian I. The interior of the church measures about 
275 from east to west. The organ was originally constructed in 1555 and has undergone rebuilding over the years, the 
last being in 1957. The sandstone pulpit was created by a Copenhagen stonecutter in 1609 and the brass Font was cast 
in 1602. 



 Helmer and Rosalie visited the Roskilde Cathedral in 1970 but were unable to see the magnificent main altar 
since the St. Margaret’s Spire had accidentally been set on fire by Italian workmen and there was a large wall of tents 
dividing the building inside. They had been driven to Roskilde by Svend and Henrietta Nielsen. In 2001, they again 
visited the cathedral, this time with Anne Marie (Biermann) Jensen and Jurgen Jensen during a tour of the area. 
Besides some of the recent outstanding monarchs such King Christian X, Queen Alexandrine (of Mecklenburg), his 
wife, son Frederik IX and Queen Ingrid, the famous Queen Margrethe I who died in Flensborg on 28 October 1412, 
the day of St Simon and St. Jude, is also laid to rest here. During their second visit, Helmer and Rosalie found it was 
difficult to get a good picture inside since the interior was very dark that day. 
 Denmark, being ruled by the constitutional monarch Margrethe II, has a democratic parliamentary form of 
government. Generally there are between 10 and 15 parties that enter an election for members of the Folketing, which 
has 165 members. After the election the various parties receiving votes must decide who shall form the government. 
Then there is a person chosen as prime minister and there are cabinet members with a ministry of foreign affairs, a 
defense department, justice, interiors, finance, social affairs, housing, ecclesiastical affairs, fisheries, education, 
culture and so forth. Votes on various law making projects are conducted in the Folketing. Elections are generally 
every four years. The country is divided into counties and then into communities. The Danes pay a heavy taxation 
with about 40% on income and then about 15% on purchasing of goods, so there is about 55% of the salaries that go to 
the government. The state looks after the major roads, the bridges and overall infrastructure. The counties major 
responsibilities are the large hospitals and the larger buildings, while the communities take care of the smaller 
hospitals, the schools and the daycare for children. In Denmark there are 22 counties, known as “amter”. In Denmark 
there are also 2039 church parishes. 
 The present government is made up of the Left (Ventre), Conservative and the Danish People’s Party and the 
prime minister is Anders Fogh Rasmussen, member of the Left.  
 

______________ 
 

Danmarks dronning er Margarethe II og der er folketinget med 165 personer det regere landet 
efter et valg som kommer hver fir aar. Regeringen udpeger en statsminister og saa er der 
forkellige minister som hver for sig skal varegate et omroaade I samfundet. Landet er opdelt i 
amter  og der 22 af dem I Landet saavel som 2039 kirkesogne.Alle mennesker I Danmark betaler 
meget I skat med di kan ogsaa faa meget for deres skatter. Det er grati og komme pa sygehuset of 
mest kan faa en god del penge naar di bliver pensionist. 
Der er indkomst skat og saa er det skat det betales paa vare det er kobt saa I det hele er der nok 
55% af penge det gaar til regering i skat. 
 

 

 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Dad was working on another project which he kept a “secret”. Whenever I talked to him about it he simply replied: “I 
can’t tell you anything right now”. The name of the work, as I later found out, was: “Majesty: A Light in the World”. 
It was a history of the Danish Monarchy. It appears that Dad had planned to publish this 100 page “magnum opus”.  
Hopefully I will be able to see that it makes print. […editor]   
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